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1-1 WSad PROCEEDINGS 

2 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: The hearing will be in 

3 order.  

4 Yesterday we promised you we would rule on the 

5 motion of the Staff dated February 2, 1973, with respect to 

6 the scheduling, That motion was supported by the Applicant 

7 and objected to by the Intervenor. We have taken the motion 

8 as it was amended orally and first on the motion to allow 

9 witnesses for the regulatory staff to place their.direct 

?0 testimony in the record at one time for purposes of voir dire, 

31 and with the understanding that a witness will later be avail

12 able when needed, the Board thinks this is a reasonable 

13 request, especially since, of course, all the witnesses are 

14 those of the Staff and the Applicant, and it will be grantedo 

95 The Applicant also may use this procedure if it desires.  

16 The Board also grants the motion to schedule the 

V7 hearings on a contention by contention basis with the 

US Applicant's testimony first, then cross by all the parties, 

19 then the Staffus testimony, with cross by all the parties, 

20 then the Intervenores testimony with cross by all the 

21 parties.  

22 We have used this procedure in the past and it 

23 saeems to work very well, and we think it will work well here.  

24 However, with respect to the third motion, it is clear to the 

25 Board that the Intervenors have relied on a method of proceedini
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1-2 WSad I that is customarily used in going first with the health and 

2 safety, and then with environmental, and they are frank to 

3 admit that they are not prepared to proceed first on the 

4 environmental.  

5 Considering the factors argued by the parties, 

6 we concluded that this motion be denied, except, however, 

7 as it relates to the need for power, Contention 6.10.1., 

g 6.10.20, and 6.11 through 6.11.3.  

UAs we understand it, these contentions will 
90 require witnesses fromt the Federal Power Commission who have 

gg. asked to testify during the week of February 13, We will 

22 honor this request and we will take these contentions first.  

t3 I believe that the Intervenors with respect to these limited 

14 contentions will have ample time to prepare, 

i5 Since the witnesses to be called are those cf the 

16 Applicant and the Staff, I am goipg to leave it to the 

97 Applicant and the Staff to decide the scheduling of trte health 

18 and safety issues, and the scheduling of the environmental 

19 issues. I think they should both consult with the Intervenor 

20 and I think his desires should be accepted insofar as possible.  

21 But I think since the witnesses are those, as I said earlier, 

22 of the Staff and the Applicant, I will look to them to supply 

23 the Board with a scheduling of the health and safety issues 

24 first, and then the environmental issues second. That com

End 1 25 pletes the ruling on the motion of February 2 as amended.
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Now, as we said earlier, we are going to proceed 

at a pace that will hopefully complete the motion for 

summary disposition this week. I hope we can finish therm 

today, if not today, they should be finished tomorrow.  

Now let's proceed, then, with respect to 

contention 3.3.6.3. We would like to have the Intervenor 

proceed, we would like to have him answer the facts, 

the material fact in issue as proposed by the Applicant, 

then we will go onto the next one.  

MR. VOLLEN!: As I understood it, 74r. Chairman, 

we were supposed to assert all of the grounds upon which 

we think the motion for summary disposition ought to be 

denied.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: You made that yesterday, 

sir. I think that all that needs to be done this morning 

with respect to the first one is your argument with 

respect to the facts proposed by the Applicant.  

iR VOLLEH: Okay, 1r. Chairman.  

Mr. Comey? 

MR, COMEY: Applicant has two statements of 

material facts listed at Page A-1 of his attachment A.  

No. I is true insofar as it states that a single failure 

analysis has been performed.  

No. 2 is essentially a statement of conclusions 

that I am unable to say whether it is true or not, because I

I
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2-2 1 only received the analysis on Monday. I have not had 

2 the opportunity to review it. The Staff's testimony at 

3 Page 1 of Dominic Tondies testimony on the boric acid 

4 system indicates: "The Staff has been concerned about 

5 the capability of the system's circuitry to meet our 

6 single failure criterion due to the coplicated interplay 

of sensors and valve operators." 

And then at Page 20 it states that: "On 

January 26, 1973, the Staff met with representatives of 

10 the Applicant to discuss proposed revisions to the circuitry6' 

11 Consequently, until I have completed my review, 

12 I cannot take a position with respect to fact No. 2.  

13 CHAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: All right. Mr. Churchill,, 

14 anything further on this one? 

MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir.  

16 CHAIRMAN FARHAKIDES: The Staff, anything 

further on this one, Mr. Seiffert? 

18 1. SEIFFERTT: No, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRAN PARMAAKIDES: Let's proceed to 3.3.9, 

20 We discussed it yesterday, we will simply ask now the 

21 Intervenor to respond to the facts posed by the Applicant 

22 first, then the facts posed by the Staff, 

23 liR. VOLLEN: 11r. Chairman, I would just like 

the record to note that when we respond to th..iesstatements 

in the document called "Statement of Material Facts,"
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3 1 we do not want to be in the position of having conceded 

2 that they are in fact facts, because by and large we 

3 claim, particularly in the Applicant's statement, that 

4 these are conclusions and not facts. To avoid burdening 

5 , the record with that statement every time, I would like 

6 to note it on the record.  

7 CHAIRMAN rARMARIDES: All right, that is in 

8 the judgement of the Board, and we will decide whether 

9 they are facts or conclusions later.  

HP Excuse me, of f the record.  

?I (Discussion had off the record.) 
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: back on the record.  

Mr. Vollen or Mr. Comey.  

MR. COMEY: With respect to Fact No. I under 

4 Contention 3.3.9, in Applicant's Attachment A, the first 

5 sentence of that material fact can either be adjudged to 

6 be true or not. It states an intention to do something 

in the future, and I simply cannot say whether in fact it 

will be true.  

The second sentence I consider to be false.  

10 It states that there is no non-source for any accumulation 

of debris after the flushing and testing. I would indicate 

12 there are all sorts of possible ways. Two hard hats 

13 thrown in there could easily do the job.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Are you going to seek to 

15 elicit testimony, sir, from the witnesses on cross on that 

16point? 

MR. COMEY: Yes. We will attempt to cross

examine Mr. Crocker with respect to this.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay. Thank you.  

20 The next one, No. 2.  

MR. COMEY: No. 2 is true insofar as it refers 

to pressure and thermal stresses. However, the conclusion 
22 

23 that it is not subject to corrosive elements is true only 

if it is in fact fabricated from stainless steel in 
24 

accordance with AINISB 31.1, because if it is not stainles; 
25
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1 steel, the boric acid will corrode it.  

2 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay.  

3 MR. COMEY: No. 3 is true.  

4 No. 4 we coihsider to be false. It says there 

5 is no credible mechanism by which the piping from the 

6 RWST can fail for the reason that we stated yesterday.  

7 It lies in a trench with a grating over it.  

81 can think of several credible mechanisms, such as 

a heavy piece of equipment going through the grating and 

10 damaging the piping, 

I Now, we go to the staff at page 11 of the 

,2 staff's statement of material fact, No. A at the bottom of 

13 the page is true.  

14 BI cannot say whether it is true, because at 

15 the present time it is my understanding the RUST has not 

been filled, and I know of no indication as to what the 

17 boric acid concentration actually is.  

i8 MR. SEIFFERT: Mr. Chairman, the regulatory 

staff would like to make an objection at this time.  

20 In order to expedite the proceedings we would 

like to call the attention of the Board to the fact that a 

22 motion for summary judgment, summary disposition is only 

23 to determine what the facts are in dispute and not to get 

i24 nto the merits of whether or not a fact is true.  

25 Yesterday we did agree to allow Mr. Comey to
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9 help articulate the facts which might show that a certain 

2 issue we have claimed should not be considered is in fact 

3 in dispute.  

9 We did not agree to let Mr. Comey state wheth-r 

5 he thinks a certain fact is true or false.  

6 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: I don't really think that 

7 is so germane, Mr. Seiffert.  

Look, this is not a jury trial. I think we 

can fully acknowledge Mr. Comey is attempting to show 

10 details with respect to a particular fact as he agrees or 

i1 disagrees with it.  

12 I agree withsou in a sense that he is going 

13 a little too far, but insofar as he is going too far we 

14 can disregard it.  

15 I would just as soon have the information. I 

16 want to know, as the parties do, what facts are going to 

,7 be controverted and what facts are really in dispute so we 

Ig can expedite the hearing.  

%g MR. SEIPPERT: Mr. Chairman, the regulatory 

20 staff agrees that it is helpful to have Mr. Comey get into 

29 this detail, but the regulatory staff would like to 

22 reserve its objection to Mr. Comey's competence to state 

23 Dn the record whether these facts are true or false.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: I think that is contrary 

25 o your agreement then with respect to the motion for
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1 summary disposition.  

2 MR. SEIFFERT: No, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: flow do you distinguish 

4 it, sir? 

5 MR. SEIFFERT: Pardon me? 

6 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: How do you distinguish 

7 it, sir? 

8 MR. SEIFFERT: We agree there is a fine line 

between helping him articulate whether or not there is a 

10 dispute on an issue and having him state on the record 

that such-and-such a fact is true. We agree there is a 

12 fine line, but we-

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: But this is only for the 

14 motion for summary disposition. It doesn't go to the 

1S evidence of the case.  

16 MR. SEIFFERT: That's correct, Mr. Chairman, 

but someone making a statement on the record about the 

,a truth or falsity of a technical issue should be competent 

to testify. We are just reserving our objection.  

We appreciate the remarks insofar as it tries 

to show what the intervenor is trying to show.  

22 MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, I am utterly con

23 fused. Yesterday the staff in what you described as an 

eloquent plea by Mr. Renfrow took a position that it would 

not be sufficient for the intervenors to respond to these 
25
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I material statement of facts with simply a yes or no 

2 answer, and we had to explain what we think the facts are 

3 and what we think would be elicited, 

4 As I understand it now, Mr. Seiffert is taking 

5 objection to that proceeding. We would like clarification 

from the staff or really from the Board as to what it is 

you would like us to do in response to these motions.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: I think the objection 

will be overruled. We will continue the way we are going, 

to Let's continue. B.  

MR. COMEY; On B I would state that it is a 

future fact.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right. C.  

MR. COMEY: By "future fact," I mean that it i 

15 neither true nor false at the present time.  

16 C is true.  

D is true.  
17 

E is true insofar as it states that these 

tanks and piping and valves associated with the 
9 

emergency cooling system were designed to Class I seismic 

standards.  

What the statement does not mention is whether 
22 

they were so fabricated.  
23 

And in F-
24 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDESt. Excuse me. Hold that.  

Okay.
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MR.OMEY: And we would cross examine Mr.  

Crocker to determine whether or not they were fabricated, 

On F9 the statement insofar as it addresses itself 

to the 16-inch pipe which is at issue is true, The reference 

to the 12-inch pipe to the containment spray puips is totally 

irrelevant-to the contention, and it is true that the 16-inch 

pipe which employs borated water to two high head safety 

injection pumps and to the two low head reat removable pumps 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: When you say irrelevant, 

do you dispute it, sir? 

MR. COMEY: I do not dispute it, but it has 

absolutely no bearing on the contention and I think it is 

misleading to say there are two pipes when, in fact, there 

is one.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay, 

MR. COMEY: G is true. H like B above is a 

future fact, the promise that it will be cleaned.  

CHAIRMAN PARMAKIDES:. Let me ask the Staff at 

this point, what was the thought of the Staff with respect to 

H? There are quite a number of facts like this.  

MR, RENFROW: Mr. Chairman., Fact H states clearly 

ahd it will be so testified to that in the pre-operational 

program, the testing program is set forth in the requirement 

for this plant, the RWST system itself will be completely 

cleaned and flushed prior to any operation of the plant.

447
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4-2 That is set forth as part of the pre-operating procedures in 

2 this case.  

3 Once that is accomplished and the RWST system and 

4 the tank itself is closed off except br a vent to the 

5 environment, it is the Staff's position that there are no 

6 foreign objects which can get into that tank which may block 

7 a pipe. That is the basis for this statement, its in the 

8 record as far as setting forth the pre-operational testing.  

9 CUAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay.  

10 MRO COMEY: Mr. Chairman, in that record we 

H propose to cross examine Mr. Crocker with respect to the 

12 difficulties actual1y occurring that the cleaning had been 

13 done, such as, is a man going to crawl down that 16-inch pipe.  

14 CAIMAN FAM4ADES: I? 

15 MR. COMEY: 1 We believe that it is false insofar 

16 as it states that there is no known source that may block the 

17 line. This Statement I says that H above is true, and that B 

18 above is true and it has, in fact, been fabricated from stain

19 less steel.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: How are you going to pursue 

21 that, sir; through Mr. Crocker? 

22 MR. COMEY: Yes, Sir.  

23 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: J? 

MR. COMEY: Well, before asking Mr. Vollen to 

25 discuss the legal conclusory aspects of this, I would like to

I
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point out that that page -- well, he will handle that. At 

Page 5 of the Staff's testimony there is discussion with respect 

to the single failure criterion. We believe this .is false be

cause of the fact that the pipe does lie in a trench, and also 

because of the unique situation here; this plant having one of 

these pipes, whereas, for example Zion had three such pipes.  

In other words, I think one factor in dispute is whether or 

not this plant, having a single pipe, meets the general 

practice in addition to the single failure criterion, And we 

intend to elicit that from Mr. Crocker, 

MR, VOLLEN: I would just like to add with 

respect to Sub-Paragraph J, Mr. Chairman, that-that sentence 

seems-to us to be clearly a legal conclusion. It states that 

the system is not required to meet the single failure criteria i 

set forth in 10-C of Appendix A. We think whether you call 

that a legal fact or a conclusion is the determination the 

Board is required to make, as to whether or not the system is 

required to meet the single failure criterion, indeed as Mr.  

Crocker points out in his affidavit, the definition of a single 

failure is presently under development.  

COAIRMAN FARMAKIDES:0 Okay. Anything further? 

All right, 3.310.  

MR, CHURCHILLS Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN VARMAKIDES: Yes, Mr. Churchill.  

MR. CHURCHILL: I would hope that I wouldn't have
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V to come in on any of these, but I wonder if I could just make 

2 a brief comment on this one, sir.  

3 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Which one is that? 

4 MR. CHURCILL: The one we just finished.  

5 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: 3.3,9? 

6 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes. As far as the first sentence 

7 Mr, Comey says he doesnst know whether it is true or not be

8 cause it's in the future. I would just remind the parties 

9 that the purpose of this hearing is to ultimately set forth 

10 facts that will enable the AEC to make a determination that 

i1 the plant will operate, Obviously the hearing is being held 

12 now before the plant is operating, and testimony to the 

I3 extent that certain actions will be done before operation or 

14 that the plant will be operated in a certain way is certainly 

15 valid testimony in a hearing of this type.  

16 Just because it is a future argument is not 

17 sufficient if he does not set forth or he has not set 

i8 identified any affirmative facts that he will expect to 

19 elicit through testimony with respect to why we would not be 

20. cleaning, flushing and.testing upon completion of construction.  

21 It is not sufficient, sir, to say that he 

22 intends to show on cross examination of our witnesses that 

23 maybe what we have said in our affidavits is wrong. He has to 

24 come forth with an affirmative tact and tell us.  

The same comments are true for the second sentence
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4-5 in No. 1. He has to come forth with an affirmative fact for 

2 showing why there is a known source of debris that could 

3 accumulate, and the facts of our affidavit would show this is 

4 a sealed system, and it will be tested to show there is no 

5 debrisd 

6 No. 2, he says it is true as far:as thermal and 

7 stress is concerned, but he is not admitting as to corrosive 

a elements because he says it will not be subject to corrosive 

g attacks unless the piping is not made of stainless steel, 

1o He has not said that heis going to come forward and elicit 

it the affirmative facts through testimony that it is not made 

12 of stainless steel, 

13 He must make an allegation to the Board that this 

14 is a fact that he intends to elicit in testimony, that it is 

15 not made of stainless steel. He, in fact, knows it is made of 

6 stainless steel.  

17 No. 3 he says is true, 

SS Nwo 4, he says there is no credible mechanism 

19 by which the piping can fail. Again he has to come forth 

20 showing a fact why he thinks there is a credible mechanismo 

21 Dn't forget, this Fact 4 is supported by testimony inder 

22 .affidavit which explains in detail why this fact is true and 

2S why there is no credible mechanism,, 

24 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen? 

MR. VOLLEN: Vo. 1, Mr. Chairman, I take serious

I
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2 exception to Mr. Churchill accusing Mr. Comey of making 

2 statements that he knows not to be true. I think Mr. Churchill 

3 has no basis for that statement, and I take it personally and 

4 I would request that further statements along that line not 

5 be made, and that that would be retracted.  

6 No. 2, I think Mr. Churchill has really very 

7 clearly, not quite explicitly, but implicitly made our point.  

g He said that this kind of testimony as to future events is to 

9 be expected in a hearing of this kind. The point is, Mr.  

0 ChaIrman, we are not now at the hearing, we are on the issue 

t (,.f whether or not summary disposition without a hearing should 

12 be granted in favor of Applicants on this contention.  

13 And the only question is whether there can be a 

14 genuine issue of material fact assuming that the Applicants 

5 have appropriately supported their burden of showing that, 
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Taking a specific example, Mjr. Churchill says 

it is not enQugh for Intervenors to say that we intend 

to elicit on cross examination facts as to whether or not 

the pipe is made of stainless steel.  

He says that we have to state to the Board 

that we intend to elicit the fact that the pipe is not 

made of stainless steel.  

I respectfully submit that that is an incorrect 

interpietation of the law and of the burden on the parties.  

The Applicant has the burden of proof with 

respect to every issue in this proceeding. They are the 

proponent of the order requested that they be given an.  

operating license.  

If the state of the record turns out, for 

example, and as a hypothetical, that we have not established 

to the Board0 s satisfaction that the pipe is not made of 

stainless steel, but the record also turns out that the 

Applicanthas notestablished to the board's satisfaction, 

as a matter of fact, that the pipe is made of stainless 

steel, then I submit to you that the Applicant has failed 

ih its burden of proof.  

So we need not, I submit, establish an affirnative 

fact that the pipe is made of stainless steel.  

CHAIRMAN FARMiAKIDES: Mr. Seiffert, you wanted 

to say something, sir?
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5 R SEIFFERT: Xes, Mr.Chairman.  

2 In brief response to Mr. Vollen's rermarks about 

3 an issue like whether the pipe is made of stainless steel, 

4 Mr, Crocker submitted an affidavit which states that it is 

5 made of stainless steel. If the Intervenors care to try 

6 to show that it is not made of stainless steel, we would 

7 exp~ect some sort of evidence.  

a Generally, Mr.Chairman, we have some further 

9 comments. The.Requlatory Staff feels that the process 

10 this morning as to the first two contentions has been 

21 very helpful in aiding the Staff and the Aoolicant in 

12 understanding the nature of the Intervenor's inner objections.  

.CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDEBS: And far more important, 

14 Mr. Seiffert, ih aiding t1ie Tcvari 

5 MR. SEIFFERT: Yes.  

16 CHAIRMAN FARMAIDES: Yes. I think the proceeding 

17 should continue, frankly, and as you very correctly point out-

is look, if there is a problem with respect to whether or not 

19 it is stainless steel, I want that clarified. It will be 

20 clarified at the hearing.  

29 Now, yes, the Applicant has the burden of proof, 

22 but he is saying that he has shown his burden. Ile has met 

23 it by prima facie case. If he has not, then let's clarify.  

*4 it, and that's what the Intervenor is going to be doing.  

MR. SEIFFERT: One item further from the Regulator"I
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I Staffo We might suggest that the process could be made 

2 even more helpful even in addition to understanding just 

3 what facts the Intervenor suggests are in dispute, but 

4 if we have some understanding about what he intends to use to 

5 show it is not.  

6 For example, if on the basis of all the 

I discovery provided the Intervenor can say that he intends 

a to introduce documents or statementso we would like to know 

9 that.  

t0 If the Intervenor intends to rely on Mr.  

71 Comey's knowledge, we would like to explain our previous 

12 objection. We would like Mr. Comey to continue, but if 

13 the Intervenor intends to rely on Mr, Comeyes knowledge 

%.4 later, we may object later.  

I5 rinally, if the Intervenor intends onthe mere 

1g hope of contradicting the testimony which we have submitted 

17 into evidence# we will make an objection based on the 

M Orvis versus Brickman case, which we called to the Board's 

19 attention yesterday.  

20 In sumary- then o Mr. Chairman, the process 

21 is helpful. We hope it will continue this way to the 

22 Board and to the parties, and we will not raise our 

23 objection about Mr. Comey or our objection about the 

24 Orvis case each time.  

25 We just want to note to the Board and to the
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5 parties that we will perhaps want to make these objections 

2 at a later time, 

3 C11AIRMA1N FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen.  

4 MR. VOLLEN: One rroment. I am still confused 

5 as to what the Staff wants, Hr Chairman. I suppose they 

6 would like to have my nots that I prepare in trial 

7 preparation as well. I suppose they would like a lot 

of things.  

9 We understood that if we state the facts that 

10 we think are in dispute and how we intend to show that, 

whether through cross examination or whether through 

12 calling another witness, that that was sufficient for 

13 purposes of this motion6  I don 5 t understand what it is 

V-4 Mro Seiffert wants, 

Is MR. RENFROW: I will clarify that, Mr. Chairman.  

16 We have an affidavit by Mr. Crocker. We say he is an 

V7 experto We have submitted his qualifications. I do not 

28 mind Mr. Cormmy, he has been in our conversations, he has 

1o been very helpful in this exercise, but if at this time 

20 the only piece of evidence that the Intervenors have is 

21 Mr. Comeyes say so that something is or is not, or may or 

22 may not be, and they have no documentation, they do not 

23 rely on conversations with the Staff, they have none of 

g4 the pieces of paper we have submitted, then, yes0 I have 

25 problems with an issue of material fact becoming an issue,
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when I have 11r, Crocker's affidavit.  

I do not even have Mr. Comey2 s qualifications.  

That is the point we are making. If they are relying 

solely on Mr. Comey's qualifications as to certain material 

facts in issue, this Board and Mr. Vollen should be apprised 

6 nowr that I am going to strenuously object to it.  

on the other hand, if it is Mr. Comey explaining 

8 what he has understood from the Staff, his conversations 

S with Mr. Crocker, and that he intends to bring these out 

on cross, I am satisfied0  I would like that delineation.  

11)0 
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: I really don't see the 

2 di stinction, Mr. Renfrow. I think Mr. Comey has been very 

3 clear, He said he is going to bring this out through Mr.  

4 Crocker's cross-examination.  

MR. RENFROW: That is true, Mr. Chairman. He 

6 has not said that as to each and every one, and the 

objection tands there, Mr. Chairman.  

6 It is a very clear delineation. Mr. Crocker 

g under affidavit has set forth certain facts. He has been 

10 qualified by affidavit to make those statements, 

Now, Mr. Comey is now making statements and he 

12 is attempting to explain, and I believe it does help the 

13 jBoard, because certainly I will agree with 4r. Vollen, it 

14 is very difficult for me to speak in technical terms to th 

15 area that Mr. Comey speaks and explains and states that he 

16 is going to cross-examine Mr. Crocker, based on documents 

17 or conversations he has had. The staff has no objection 

to that, That is the process by which we agreed to work.  

1 IWe think that will work.  
20 On the other hand, if it is not based on 

21 documents, conversations with the staff, but purely on Mr.  

22 Comey's own knowledge or own sayso, then until we have a 

23 qualification set forth as to these issues the staff will 

24 have objections to those facts that he attempts to put 

28 into issue. Does that clarify it to the Board?
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5B2 1J CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: The position is clear.  

2 I'm not Sure the Board agrees withyou, but your position 

III 3is clear, mr. Renfrow.  

4 MR. RENFROW: I often have found myself in that 

5 position before this Board, Mr. Chairman. It's not a new 

6 experience.  

7 MR. CHURCHILL: Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES2 I think Mr. Vollen was 

gup. Mr. Vollen.  

0MR. VOLLEN: Well, again I want to express our 

9 frustration about what wa understood the process to be, an 

12 about the staff's continually objecting to our attempting 

to fulfill what we understood to be the obligation that wa 

imposed upon us by the Board, 

I might say that Mr. Seiffert observed that 

16 there could be no question of fact because the pipe in .iss e, 

contention in 3.3.9 was supported by an affidavit by Mr.  

Crocker that that pipe is made of stainless steel.  

I suggest again what Mr. Crocker's affidavit, 

20 and I do not find a statement that the pipe is made of 

21 stainless steel. The applicant's testimony does suggest tat 

22 t was fabricated of stainless steel.  

23 CHAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: Look at contention 

2 .2.9, page 3. This is in the testimony.  

2 MR. KEANE: That is the applicant's testimony, 

25
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5b3 I Mr. Chairman.  

2rC MR. VOLLEN: That is the applicant's testimony 

3 Mir. Chairman.  

4 MR. SEIFFERT: Mr. Chairman, excuse me. The 

5 regulatory staff is in error . Mr. Crocker's testimony 

6 does not claim that the pipe is made of stainless steel.  

7 MR. VOLLEN: If Mr. Renfrow's problem is, Mr.  

8 Chairman, that Mr. Comey's statements here in attempting 

9 to fulfill the requirement that we understand the Board 

SO imposed upon is to be taken at the end of this case as 

11 1part of the evidence, and that the Board is going to 

12 consider that in weighing the evidence of any issue, we 

1 do not believe that M?. Renfrow has any concern. Mr.  

14 Comey is not making these statements as part of the 

95 evidence.  

16 He has not been sworn here, he is not a witnes 

17 here, he is a technical person on behalf of the intervenor 

g who is helping to try to fill the obligations the Board 

g ~has imposed.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARMKIDES: That is not Mr. Renfrow's 

2, point, Mr. Vollen, not that I care to state it, Mr. Renfro 

22 but if you will allow me for just a minute.  

23 Mr. Renfrow's point is that the facts as 

24 proposed by the staff to Mr. Crocker are now being 

25 controveted by the intervenor through Mr. Comey, an-d he
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5b4 I is saying that insofar as Mr. Comey has some basis for 

2 controverting the facts proposed by the staff, then fine.  

3 But if he has no basis, except his personal 

4 knowledge, Mr. Renfrow objects.  

5 Mr. Renfrow, is that a paraphrasing of your 

6 position, sir? 

7 MR. RENFROW: If I could change the word 

8 "personal knowledge," Mr. Chairman, because once again, 

9 Mr. Comey may see personal knowledge to his conversations 

10 with the staff, and I would not have any problem with that 

11 It is when only Mr. Comey relies only on his own expertise 

12 in this area to put a fact into issue that expertise has 

113 not been established. That is what I have objection 

14 to.  

Is CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay.  

16 MR. RENFROW: Only that.  

1y CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: in other words, we will 

I8 change the word "personal' to "expert" knowledge? 

19 MR. RENFROW: That's right.  

2o CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen, that is 

21 really the objection voiced by Mr. Renfrow.  

22 MR. VOLLEN: I don't understand that that is 

23 what we are doing. I think tith respect to each "fact" 

24 asserted in these statements of material facts that we 

25 have said we dispute Mr. Comey as indicated the matter in
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5bS 5 which we would intend to elicit, not his personal 

2 expertise, but to elicit evidence raising a question as 

3 to whether that is the fact or not, and I thought that 

4 was precisely what the Board wanted us to do.  

5 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Look, we have heard 

6 enough. I'm sorz-y, Mr. Churchill, yes, you had a point? 

7 MR. CHURCHILL: I do want to say one thing.  

a Applicants don't really care in this case whether or not 

we have to prove it is stainless steel. We can easily do 

to that, We have it right here on our affidavit.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes.  

12 MR. CHURCILL: But it is right on point as 

3 to the method we are proceeding with, and I would like to 

14 try to get it cleared up so we understand.  

15 We have said in our affidavit that it is made 

16 of stainless steel. That is the basis for this No. 2.  

17 It is not subject to corrosive elements. Now, Mr. Comey 

stands up and says if it is made of stainless steel, okay.  

If it is not, not okay.  

20 In other words, he is saying I want to find 

21 out on cross-examination whether or not it is made of 

22 stainless steel, and I think it isiry understanding that 

23 you are going to do it through cross-examination, 
You 

20 haven't said my witness, but I assume M. Crocker.  

25
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Now, I thiink the law is clear and IMr. Renfrow 

can back me up, that he has to do more than say, -I will, 

on cross examination, make the witness whos4ore to this 

testimony say just the opposite. I will try to get him 

to change his testimony, something might come up, I will 

change his testimony" That is not the purpose here, 

he has to say something more.  

They have not made the affirmative allegation 

that it is not made of stainless steel and I did not say 

that he did. I did not say anything that Mr. Comey said 

is in error. That is the point, they did not make the 

affirmative allegation. They have to make an affirmative 

allegation that they will elicit through cross or otherwise 

a certain fact.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAIDES: All right, Mr. Vollen.  

MIR. VOLLEM: That simply isn't true. We don't 

have to establish any fact. The burden is on the 

Applicant. I knoW what the problem iso I suggest that the 

problem is that both the Applicant and the Staff are having 

second thoughts about the agreement that was made as to 

the manner in which responses to summary disposition can be 

made. They had agreed that the statement as to what we 

believe would be shown and by what person would be sufficient 

to respond. Now they are having trouble with that because 

they don0 t want Mir. Comey saying it, or they don't know how
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aI2 I think, Ur. Chairman, the way to resolve Applicantvs 

concern and Staffs concern is to go the way I suggested 

when we first started talking about that. Let's take 

49 depositions of these people, and then we will find out if 

there is a genuine issue of fact. That is what I think 

6 the other parties are suggesting here, they are not 

satisfied with an informal oral statement as to what 

8 ~facts we think are in dispute and through what person we 

think we could put themh dispute.  

10 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: That is enough. We have 

1 heard sufficient argument# and we are going to proceed just 

12 as we are now proceeding.  

1$3 While we agree that the Applicant had the burden 

14 of proof, we also have said, Mr. Vollen, that you too have 

55 a burden and we told you what your burden was. We are 

16 1eginning to implement that burden.  

17 So long as there is a contention in which there 

is is a material fact in issue, we want to hear it. We are 

19 now weaning those facts that ate not in controversy, so 

20 let's proceed.  

21 MR. COMEY: With respect to -

22 CHAIRMAN FARMAIKIDBS: We are on 3.3.10.  

23 MR. VOLLEM: Dow, on this one, Mr,, Chairmano 

24 this is one of 'hose I believe that we did not respond 

25 1to at all yesterday and for that reason, based on comments
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a- 3 9.you madeo I understand that we ought to argue all of the 

reasons why we believe the motion for summary disposition 

3 ought to be denied.  

4 The first reason is -

5 CHAIRMN FARMAKIDES: Now this motion appears -

6 in fact appears on the Applicant's motion for sumnary 

7 disposition.  

3 MR. VOLLEN: I understand the Staff has not 

9 moved for summary disporsition on this contention.  

1O This motion of the Applicant ought to be denied 

1 because the affidavit provided in support of this motion 

12- does not affirmatively show that the affiant is competent 

13 to testify to the matters stated therein. The prQposed 

14 affiant in support of this motion is Mr. Ehrenpreiss 

25 and as we argued yesterday, his affidavit does not affirmative y 

16 show that he is-competent to testify to the matters stated 

17 therein. Indeed, his affidavit does not state that he 

16 has personal knowledge of any of the facts stated therein 

19 and for purposes of saving time on the record at this point, 

20 I would like to state that the Intervenors oppose the 

2t granting of any action for summary lisposition by either 

22 the Applicant or the Staff for the reason that none of the 

23 affidavits offered in support of any of these motions state 

24 that the witnesses have personal knc-'eledge of the facts 

25 stated in their affidavits,
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6-a-4 IThat seems to me, Mr. Chairman, to be an 

2 elemental requirement of an affidavit affirmatively showing 

3 that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters 

4 in his affidavit. For them to offer an affidavit which 

has, "The facts stated therein are true to the best of 

the knowledge and belief of the affiantr does not satisfy 

the obligation on a party seeking summary disposition.  

So on that groundo we insist all motions of both the 

Applicant and the Staff be denied.  

Turning back now, Mr. Chairman, 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES:- In other words, that 

is a separate motion that you raise with respect to all 

the points raised by the Applicant and the Staff in their 

4 i motion for summary disposition? 

MR. VOLLEN: It is not a motion X raise, 

16 Mr. Chairman, it is a groundo a legal ground upon which 

17 1 state that neither the Applicant nor the Staff are 

i8 entitled to summary judgement with respect to any contention.  

19 

20 

21 

23 
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6b1 2 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right.  

2 MR. VOLLEN: And I think, the::efore, I need 

3 not repeat that now for each separate motion that they 

4 have made.  

5 Specifically back now to contention 3.3 .10, 

6 Mr. Chairman, the affidavit of applicant by Mr. Ehrenpreis 

7 does not satisfy the other requirement of Section 2.749B, 

a namely, the affidavit does not set forth such facts as 

would be admissible in evidence.  

10 The applicant's proposed testimony on this 

94 contention which has been converted into an affidavit by 

I2 reference, starts out in the :irst sentence by stating 

3 that: "The reactor and its internals have been carefully 

14 and systematically designed to preclude the occurrence of 

I5 loose parts in the reactor coolant system." That is a 

16 completely conclusory statement, there is no foundation 

17 for it, it doesn't describe what the design is to praclude 

W8 that occurrence. And further in the affidavit in the last 

sentence of the first paragraph, it does not state any way 

20 at all in which the complete redezign of the core barrel 

2, land thermal shield designs have been accomplished.  

22 This affidavit would simply leave the Board 

23 with the statement from a person without personal knowledy 

24 of the facts that the contention is true. That is not 

25 sufficient, that is not fact, Mr. Chairman .
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6b2 Similarly, the last sentence of the second 

2 paragraph of this affidavit states that: "Proven success 

3 of the modified design for Selni and Sena has provided 

4 confidence in the present design of the Kewaunee 

5 equipment." 

6 Such a statement is not admissible testimony, 

y Mr. Chairman, wihout some basis, without some facts 

a supporting it.  

p The second sentence on the next paragraph, 

1 which is Page No. 5, states, 'The design of all other 

t jcomponenets exposed to reactor coolants in the reactor 
12 coolant system has also been reviewed and verified as 

13 suitable for this service." 

It doesn't say by whom it was reviewed, it 

15 doesn't say by whom it was certified. The Board, I take 

16 it, is simply to take the statement that it is suitable 

for this service and therefore the Board has no function 

to perform if this affidavit consists of admisible testi

mony. It does not consist of admisible testimony.  

20 The next sentence says, "Detailed analysis 

21 has been performed." It doesn't tell you, the members of 

22 the Board in an.. evidentiarily admissible way what it is, 

23 whether it is a detailed analysis. it's simply a 

24 conclusion, Mr. Chairman.  

25 The next paragraph purports to paraphrase the
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6b3 I Kewaunee FASR-

CHAIRMAN FARMdAKIDES: You don't have to go 

S into any more detail, Mr. Vollen, on this.  

4 How about the material facts that you intend 

to elicit in your cross-examination, sir? 

MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, with all due 

7 respect, I am a little bit confused by your statement 

that I don't have to go through this any more. Does that 

mean that the Board is convinced this affidavit does not 

consist of admtssible testimony? You see, I have a legal 

argument t-o make.  

V2 CHAIRMAN ARMAKIDES: I told you yesterday 

Ss twice, I am not going to do it again, this will be the 

94 last time. I have told you on each of these I am going to 

15 ask you what material issue of facts you 
attempt to 

elicit. It may or may not be anything here, I want to 

know if you have something in addition, sir, or not.  

MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, we intend to fulfil 

that request, I certainly do. But you also told me that 

it would be best for me to make my legal argument as well 
20 

as the factual response, my legal arguments as to why the 
21 

appliAnt should not be granted summary disposition. I am 

in the process of doing that.  
23 

CHAIRMAN FARMA.KIDES: Well, I think that you 

are being redundant in the sense that the points you made
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4 I don't have to be repeated time and time again, Mr. Vollen.  

2 MR. VOLLEN: Well, I appreciate that, and I 

3 certainly realize it's taking a long time to do that.  

4 On the other hand , Mr. Chairman, these people have put in 

5 what purports to be an affidavit of testimony. I think itl 

6 should not be considered by this Board.  

7 1CHAIRMAN 
FARMAXIDES: And you have 

given us, 

a Mr. Vollen, you have given us several examples of the 

9 point. Now fine, we can take those examples, we don't hav 

10 ato go any-further than that. We can read this as well as 

11 you and we can make ouir judgment as to whether or not thes 

2 are facts or conclusions as well as you. We don't have toi 

3 go through this entire time-consuming problem on .each of 

14 these.  

MR. VOLLEN: I wish we didn't have to, Mr.  

16 Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: So long as you set fortl 

an example or two so we-understand yar position and your 

point is made, you don't have to go into great depth as 

20 to your points.  

21 MR. VOLLEN: Well, are you ordering me not to,i 

Mr. Chairman? 

23 My problem is, with all due respect, I don't 

4ant to clutter this record.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: That is my problem, Mr.
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6b5 I Vollen.  

2 MR. VOLLEN: I understand that, but I certainly 

3 don't want me to be in the position of not having made an 

4 largument, of not having objected to particular language in 

a 1 this, and then my not having a record preserved.  

6 
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6C-2 I reason Applicant has made it is that they have focused on 

2 two of the examples that I gave in the contention, namely, 

3 the SENA reactor and the SELNI reactor which had thermal 

4. shields that were bolted together. But the statement as it 

stands is not true and I can prove through Mro Vetter that 

6 there were loose parts in the Palisades reactor, and I can 

7 prove through Mr. Khight that there have been other instances 

a of loose parts in reactors.  

g 'And secondly, with respect to the second material 

10 fact, if Applicant is willing to add the word "some" to the 

line second from the last, that this pre-operational testing 

12 provides "some' assurance against the occurrence, I would say 

13 that it is true. But if they are not willing to do that, I 

14 think I can show through Mr. night that in itself is not 

15 sufficient to guarantee there will be no loose parts in the 

96 reactor.  

17 CIMAN FARMAKIDES: Does the Applicant wish to 

7s change its fact No. 2 of 3.3.10 as suggested by Mr. Comey? 

MR. CHURMHILL: No, sir.  

20 CIMRMAN, FARMAKIDES: Alfright.  

21 M . VOLLIN: One further point, Mr. Chairman.  

22 We further object to the granting of Applicant's motion on 

23 Contention 3.3,10 on the grounds that the two statements in 

V 24 Attachment A are not statements of fact, they are not sworn to 

End 60 25 by any witnesses and they are conclusory.

H
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: For the last several 

minutes, Mr. Vollen, you have been repeating the same arguments 

going to the.'act that the Applicant has submitted conclusions 

rather than facts. That is the point I am making, once 

you have made that point, there is no need to go into plethora 

of facts to support it.  

MR. VOLLEN: I have made the legal argument that 

the affidavit consists of conclusion and not facts.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: And you have shown us 

MR. VOLLEN: And I am seeking to demonstrate the 

respect in twhich that proposition applies to a particular 

tffidavit. If you are saying to me that I shouldn't do that 

with respect to each application of that proposition of the 

affidavit, then I certainly won't do it, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: No, I want you to do it, 

at least so that we have one example to support your point 

with respect to each, But I donet need five examples or ten.  

MR. VYOLLENg I seeo 

CHAIRMAN FARMAOIDES: So now getting back again 

to my question, what is the material issue of fact that you 

intend to elicit during cross? 

MR0 COMEY: Applicants' statement No. I is, 

"Previous designs which resulted in lo6separts in the reactor 

coolant system have been corrected in the Kewaunee design." 

I would have to adjudge that statement is false. I think the
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I might say, Hr. Chairman, for clarification 

of the record, that in responding to these particular 

statements pursuant to the Board's direction, when Mr.  

Comay uses the word "true" or the word "false," I think 

that that is correctly interpreted as being a statement 

by him that Intervenors do not dispute a statement or that 

we do dispute a statement.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes. We have taken it 

that way. Anything furthek on 3.3.10? 

MR. CHURCHILL: Mr. Chairman, he has talked 

about affidavits. I don't want to bring this up every time, 

but I asmuma he is saying this is a concurring objection.  

Could I make a few comments on it? 

CHAIRMQAN FARMAKIDES: Well, look, how often 

are we going to be going through this process? Are you 

going to say anything new now? 

MR. CHURCHILL: What I am going to say is that 

I would be very much upset if this whole process were 

wasted because of a determination that all of our affidavits, 

all of the Staff's were defective. I don't believe they are.  

They certainly aren't. These people are thoroughly familiar 

with the plant, and they are experts, and if that is the 

case, I would go so far as to offer to correct them.  

Some of the people are in the audience now. All you have 

to do is stand upe swear them in, and I will ask them, if
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that is a problem. I don't want it to be, and I would like 

2 to correct it if it is.  

CJAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: LetIs be clear. The 

4 rule very clearly says you may or may not file affidavits.  

5 The Board isn't going to rely merely on the technicality 

6 of the affidavits.  

It is going to rely as to the substance of 

material facts and what the Intervenor intends to show.  

9 So let's proceed.  

10 MR. CHURCHILL: All right.  

111 CHAIRMAN FARWIDES: Insofar as I am saying 

12 that the technical requirements of the affidavits, will 

13 be one factor that the Board will consider in its decision 

14 with respect to the motion. All right, let's continue.  

15 Mr. Churchill.  

16 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. I have just one more 

17 point, Where he talks about fact versus conclusion, I think 

18 that is a very difficult line to draw. I think that it 

19 was probably impossible not to have what he would call 

20 conclusions in trying to attempt to -

21 CIHAXIRMAU FARMAUDIDS: Mr. Churchill, the ultimate 

22. d enf that %roblem will be with the Board, We 

23 understand the problem and it is a difficult line, but 

24 that is the decision that we are going to make.  

25 MRo CHURCHILL: Yes. sir, but could I add one thing;
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These are experts, and as experts he has not challenged 

the expert qualifications of these people.  

He said incmpetence lies in the fact that 

nothing says that they have personal knowledge. They are 

experts and as experts they are entitled to venture 

opinions, and many of these, sir, can be read in just 

that light, as opinions.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay. 3.3.11.  

RR, VOLLEN: The Intervenors object and 

oppose to the granting of Applicant's motion of summary 

disposition with regard to this contention on the grounds, 

first of allo that the affidavit of Mr. Ehrenpreis offered 

in support of it does not affirmatively show that the 

affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated 

therein for the reasons that I argued yesterday with respect 

to the affidavit of Mr. Ehrenpreis.  

Secondly, we believe this motion should be 

denied on the ground that the affidavit does not set forth 

such facts as would be admissable in evidence.  

For example, in accordance withthe Chairman's 

instructions to me, the opening sentence of the affidavit 

on contention 3,3.11 states that the Kewaunee reactor 

internals have been subjected to vigorous vibration 

studies which assure that they Are not vulnerable to 

failure from vibration induced damage.
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a If that is an admissable statement fo fact, 

2 then I think the Board has no function here.  

3 It seems to be that an affidavit to be 

4 jadmissable has to state what those studies are, and how 

5 it assures that they are not vulnerable to failure, 

6 A similar example of the inadmissability 

7 of the testimony in this affidavit occurs on the next 

page, which is numbered nine, and particularly the second 

sentence which refers to a comparison of the Kewaunee 

Plant and the Tagarm Plant and states that the design 

and fabrication of the two plants are such that the 

12 internal vibration characteristics of the twoo including 

is vibrational response in terms of both frequency and 

$4 amplitude are sufficiently similar to allow the comparison.  

i5 I don't understand from that how this Board can 

16 conclude whether or not the two plants are sufficiently 

87 similar, It seems to me there must be a-foundation for 

is that statement to be admissable, a foundation demonstrating 

19 the respects in which the two plants have similarities, 

20 so thatthe Board can conclude whether a comparisorn between 

21 them is a viable one.  

22 Intervenors further oppose the granting of 

2S the motion for summary disposition with respect to 

24 contention 3.3.11 on the ground that the three paragraphs 

25 gin Applicant's Attachment A do not consist of relevant
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admissable facts in this proceedingo They are not sworn 

2 to, they are conclusory and they are therefore inappropriate.  

3 I am now going to ask Mr &omey to respond to 

4 those "statements of fact" as I understand the Board 

5 wants, but I want to make the observation that indeed I am 

6 makingtchnical legal argument why these motions should not 

7 be granted.  

Applicants and the Staff have chosen a technical 

91 legal vehicle with which to dispose of this case without 

t0 having a trial. If they want to go a technical route, 

11 Mr, Chairman, they ought to comply with the technicalities.  

13 
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bl MR0 COMEY: With respect to paragraph 1 of 

2 Applicant's Attachment A we dispute the statement there.  

3 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: You mean that paragraph 

4 relating to 3.3.11, right? 

5 MR. COMEY: Yes, Paragraph 1. At the bottom of 

6 Page A2 and top of Page A3, the prototype reactor is not 

7 identified. I assume that they are referring either to 

a Tagamior to Point Be.ach 1, and we believe that Mr. Knight 

9 will agree that the Point Beach 1 data are not sufficient 

10 to prove that the core internals will not be 'vulnerable to 

11 vibration-induced damage, and we believe that Mr. Knight 

12 will also prove that there is reasonable doubt as to wheth 

13 thd TagamL analyses can be used on the Kewaunee reactor.  

14 Number 2, Mr. Knight will testify that the 

,5 statement of these preopted tests will show that the 

16 internals can safely sustain an infinite number of loading 

17 cycles in service is not a true statement.  

In fact, Mr. Knight's prepared testimony on 

1, page 3 already indicates that he would make a statement 

20 denying that it will sustain an infinite number of loading 

21 cycles in service.  

22 No. 3, we consider to be in dispute, and Mr.  

23 Knight will say so inasmuch as theplants of equivalent 

24 design are only two, ragami which has operated for somethin 

23 .over two years, and Point Beach 1 which was operated 
for



slightly over two years.  

Two years of experience each on two reactors 

3 is not sufficient to sustain that this plant will operate 

4 for 40 years without any vibrational problems.  

5 CHAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: Mr. Vollen, do you have 

6 any other material fact that you intend to elicit during 

cross? 

8 MR. COMEY: Yes.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARMAKXDES: Or M4r. Comey. I'm sorry.  

10 MR. COMEY: With respect to 3.3.10 and 3.3.11, 

it Mr. Chairman, we intend to bring out on cross of Mr.  

92 Knight that the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards ha 

13 been for many years urging the nuclear industry to 

14 develop-<these methods of monitoring for loose parts and 

15 for vibration for internals, that in fact virtually every 

16 ACRS reactor on every pressurized water reactor contains 

17 a statement ugUng that the staff do continue the develop

ment on this. We intend to show this through Mr. Knight.  

In fact, the staff has not done this, and in fact the 

20 nuclear industry has made no meaningful effort to develop 

21 these.  

22 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Anything further, Mr.  

Churchill? 
23 

24 MR. CHURCHILL: No, sir.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Seiffert? 
25
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MR. SEIFFERT: No, sir..  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right. Proceed.  

4  MR. VOLLEN: You want the intervenors to 

5 state their opposition to the motion? 

6 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes. 3.6.1.1.  

MR. VOLLEN: I beg your pardon. Intervenors 

maintain that the applicant's motion for summary 

disposition with respect to this contention ought to be 

denied.  

The affidavit offered in support of it by 

92 Mr. Ehrenpreis and for the reasons that I have previously 

23 argued, and it is clear that that affidavit.does not 

14 show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to 

testify to the matters stated therein.  
15 

16 Secondly, we think the motion should be 

denied on the ground that the affidavit does not set 

forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence as 

is required by the rule.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen, insofar as 

21 these objections that you voiced are common to all of them 

22 once you indicate they are common to all of them 
you 

need not restate them. Iin sorry if I gave you that 

2.1 impression.  

MR. VOLLEN: That was the impression you gave 
25
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I me yesterday, Mr. Chairman.  

2 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: No, no. I was suggestirg 

3 if they were common to all of them, they need not be 

4 restated, once you have stated these objections are 

5 common to all.  

6 The problem that I had was that some of your 

7 ob ctions varied from others. I wasn't able to follow 

8 fwhich in fact changed from the previous objection, and 
9 insofar as that is concerned, if they vary from any 

go previous objection, yes, I want you to state it. But if 

11 they are the same objection commckn to all contentions, one 

,2 time around is fine.  

MR. VOLLEN: All right. Let me get on the 

record then some of the common ones.  

I mentioned objection to the granting of any 

16 of these motions on the ground that none of the affidavits 

37 state that the affiants have personal knowledge.  

CHAIRMAN PARMAKIDES: You make that with 

1 respect to all of the applicant's affidavits? 

MR. VOLLEN: I do, and the staff's.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: And the staff's? 

MR. VOLLEN: Yes, sir. We further object to 

3 all of the applicant's motions for summary disposition on 

?4 the ground that the statements contained in their 

25 attachment A do not in fact contain admisible relevant
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1 facts. They are not sworn to and they are conclusory.  

We oppose the grantingof the evidence that 

3 the motions for summary disposition on I think virtually 

4 every contention on the ground that the affidavits do 

5 not set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidenc 

6 Now, that is a common ground for our opposing 

the motion, Mr. Chairman, but if I understand it with 

8 respect to each you want me to give an example or two of 

the respect in which it does not contain admissible evi
9 I 

dence? 

jI CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes, that's right.  

MR. VOLLEN: Very well, sir, 

With respect to contention 3.6.1.1. the 

24 affidavit offered by applicant states in the last 
sentence 

an page 14 that the number and location of the thimbles 
15 

have been chosen to assure measurement of local to 
26 

average power peaking factors to an accuracy of better: 

than 5t, but while the preceding sentence states that 
18 

the number of the thinbles--it does not state the 
19 

location and, therefore, the Board is left with having to 

rely on the assurance of the affiant that the location is 
21 

such as to assure measurement. That is conclusory and 
2-P 

is not admissible, Mr. Chairman.  
23 

On page 16, the last full paragraph on the 
24 

page which starts, "Detailed analysis," and goes on to say 
25
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4 that such detailed analysis is confirmed by a specific 

2 azimuthal Xenon oscillation tested by H. B. Robinson, 

3 demonstrates that it will not occur spontaneously in the 

4 Kewaunce reactor. There is no explanation of what that 

5 irauthal Xenon oscillation is, and there is no bas for 

6the conclusion that anything happened at H. B. Robinson 

that is relevant as to what is happening at the Kewaunee 

reactor.  

1 take it, Mr. Chairman, that you would like 

us to respond to the statement to Attachment A? 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes, sir, 

12 MR. COMEY: With respect to paragraph I on 

13 Applicant's Page A4, the first sentence is true.  

14 The second sentence is not true. We expect 

15 to cross-examine Mr. Dunenfeld to show that is not true 

16 that a movable detector can show its location as 

accurately as a fixed detector.  

18 Paragraph 2 is true in the following sense-

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Are you saying 2 or 3? 

20 MR. COMMEY: No, Paragraph 2. I was talking 

29 about Paragraph 1 before. I said the first sentence was 

22 true and the second sentence of that paragraph was false.  

We dispute it.  
23 

24 With respect to Paragraph 2 it is true that it 

25 is not part of the reactor protection system What we
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1 idispute is that we think it ought to be. We be2lieve, 

2 isecondly, that the frequency with which the in-core 

3 jdetetion system will be operated is not sufficient to 

4 'assure you have knowledge of what is going on inside of th 

5 core.  

6 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: What do you think it 

7 ought to be? 

a MR. COMEY: Essentially they are using in-core 

9 detection merely to do power maps within the core. They 

10 are not doing this to ascertain such items as hot chainel 

11 factors or peaking factors, et cetera, and they are loggin 

12 this data merely to have fuel burn-up calculations made, 

13 et cetera.  

14 They are not interested in taking the in-core 

15 data and using it as part of the reactor protection system 

17 

I 

20 

21 

22 

23 

25
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8A-l TRad I Paragraph 3, we dispute. We do not think that 

2 these minor in-core detectors of the movable variety have 

3 adequate sensitivity..  

4 CHAIMAIN FARMAKIDES: How are you going to show 

5 that, sir? 

6 PR. COMEY: Through Mr,. Dunenfeld, 

17 Four states that the out-of-core nuclear instrumen

8 tation system continuously supplies the necessary information 

9 for control of core power distribution within established 

10 safe limits.  

I We intend, through Mr. Dunenfel.d, to establish 

12 that really fi ve, six and seven go to the truth of four, that 

23 if the center control rod is improperly inserted ifn the core, 

14 that you will not be able through the out-of-core detectors 

1S to detect this simply because this is essentially a 

26 symmetrical disturbance that doesn't show up on your quadrant 

17 to average power tilts, 

18 With respect to Azimuthal Xenon, with respect to 

29 Paragraph 5 I was going to say that that is in dispute in that 

20 I do not believe it is true. I would like to change that 

21 to say that at the-pxesent time I do not have sufficient 

22 information to know whether or not five is, in fact, the case, 

23 and I would propose under cross examination to ascertain that.  

24a with respect to six, that is in dispute. They 

25 claim that the primary means of detection of improperly
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positioned control rods is the rod position indicator, 
not 

the in-core monitoring system. We intend to show through 

Mr. Dunenfeld that rod position indicator systems are 
not 

always reliable, the sanonofra experience is an example of 

that.  

With respect to seven, again we dispute that it 

has been shown that this reactor core is stable against 

Azimathal Xenon Oscillations, Reference was made earlier to.  

the H. B. Robinscn plant. The 1H B, Robinson plant has a 

dif'erent core with different peaking f'actors and different 

designs than the Kewaunee core, and there is no guarantee of 

No, 8 states that incomplete boron mixing does 

not occur to the degree that it would significantly affect 

power distributions. I am unable to state whether that is 

true or not. I intend to ascertain on cross of MrQ Dunenfeld 

whether or not the affect on power distribution is, .in fact, 

significant. If it isn't, then that statement will have shown 

to be true.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: What other material isziues 

of fact, sir, do you intend to elicit during cross, and I take 

it here that you are going to be primarily concerned on this 

contention with Mr. Dunenfeld? 

MR. COMEY: Yes. We intend to show that the 

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has been urging that
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1 this core instrumentation be installed in reactors with a 

2 high power density of this class of reactor, and there are, 

3 in fact, several reactors that have committed to in-core 

4 fixed instrumentation. And for that reason.and others which 

5 we will show through Mro Dunenfeld, we believe in addition to 

6 having moving in-core instrumentation, that the Kewaunee 

7 plant should install the additional data retrieval equipment 

8 in order to provide this as part of the reactor protection 

9 system" 

t0 CHAIRMAN FAMAKIDES: Okay, thank you.  

Mr. Churchill? 

12 M4R CHUPCHILL: Four brief points, Mr. Vollen 

talked about how Attachment A is not stworn and under oatki, it 

14 contains statement of facts called for in the rule that does 

15 not require an affidpvit, that is to be backed up by the 

16 affidavit, 

I7 He keeps saying that the testimony in the 

I8 affidavits is not admissible, it's the word "admissible" I 

19 would like to comment on.  

20 It certainly is admissible, these are experts, 

21 they can make etatements like that. The weight, of course 

22 the Board will decide upon.  

23 To quote one of his examples, "The number and 

24 location of the thimbles have been chosen to show measurement 

25 of local power for peaking factors to an average of five
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8A-4 percent." 

Certainly an expert can make the statement like 

3 that. We can't attach the FSAR and all the other things to 

4 it, obviously.  

5 Point No. 3, this raises a new issue on a couple 

5 of points Mr. Comey has talked about, things that I consider 

7 outside the scope of his basic contention. And if you look 

8 at No. -- our statement No. 2. his statement. I believe was 

that the in-core should be used for this type of monitoring, 

10 It's not enough to rely on the ex-cores., In other words, 

ii what he is really saying is that the ex-core system which Is 

12 used for things he wishes the ex-core to be used for is in

13 sufficient. He has never said that in his contention the 

1. out-of-core system is not in contention here. That same 

15 comment goes with the rod protection indicator systems, 

6He says that they are inadequate to determine 

17 whether you have rods, maislocated rods or beaks of rods, 

IS particularly the center rod. He has never alleged that in 

19 in :his contention, that our rod position indicator system is 

20 inadequate0  This process is used to narrow down and find out 

21 what the issues are. We would have to strenuously object if 

22 it was used to widen the issues, in any way.  

23 The fourth point, on N7umbers 5 and 8, Mr. Comey 

24 says he doesn't know, he will have to find out on erose; 

25 examination. I would just like to reiterate that that is
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8A-5 I not sufficient for this type of motiono 

)2 CADIRMAN EARMAKIDES: Mro Vollen? 

3 MR. VOLLEN: I would like simply, Mr. Chairman, 

4 to underscore Mr. ChurchilVs concessions, admissions that 

5 Attachment A is not zworn to and, therefore, ought not to be 

6 considered as part of the evidence to sustain or offer to 

7 sustain Applicant's motions for smumary disposition. And 

a Mr. Churchill's second concession that the FSAR is not in 

9 evidence for purposes of considering the summary disposition, 

10 CHAIRMAN FAMAIDES: Anything further, Mr.  

Selffert? 

12 M1. SEIFFET: No, sir.  

3 HAlM4AN FARMAKIDES: All right, the next one is 

14 3,6,2. Now this is one in which both the Applicant and the 

15 Staff submitted positions, 

16 1Mr. Vollen, do you wish to take the Applicant 

7 first? 

18 MR. VOLLEN: We object to the granting of the 

to motion on the grounds previously stated. The examples of the 

20 inadmissibility of the testimony contained in the affidavit 

I, of Mr. Ehrenpreia are the last sentence of the second paragraph 

2U which reads- "In fact, the basis of the technical speci

23 fications for determining conformance to the reactor coolant 

24 activity limit is the requirement for a regular sampling and 

25 activity schedule*" The statement is inadmissible because it
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is based on the technical aspect at this time, which on the 

motion for summary disposition are not in evidence in this 

proceeding, 

The next sentence, which is the last sentence of 

that affidavit consists of an ultimate conclusion that a 

monitoring system of faster response or greater sensitivity 

is not required for safe operation of the Kewaunee plant, 

We submit that that is the conclusion, whether it is correct 

or not, this Board has to reach, not that Mr. Ehrenpreis is 

permitted to testify too
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CHAIRNP1IZ FARMKIDESS Mrc. Corley? 

MR. CQMEYz On the Applicait's two statements 

of fact on contention 3.3.6.2, webalieve that Uo I is 

true It is not in dispute.  

No. 2 is not really a f act*, it sirnply is a 

conclusion: "A monitoring system~ of faster response or 

greater sensitivity is not required for safe operation of 

the Kewaunee Plant. For reasons which I -think I car. show 

in more details with r~espect to the Stagf statement on tbis, 

we dispi~i that and we think that we can dispute that 

through Mr. Crocker's testimony.  

DIR. KE~AN~E- Through whom? 

cuiAIA r-A.RmhuDEs: 14r. Crocker' s testimony.  

1,R. COMEY: Turning now to the Stafff -

M4R. SEIFFERLT: Mr. Chai~rmani, excuse me$, 

we would like to call thbe Board's atbantion to a -r-ossible 

error in one of the Staff's issues of -fact. We had a 

previous typographical error which was corrected as to 

most copies. I call your attention to 14, '-:act F? "The 

postulated rupture of a steam 9!anetator t~ 

The Staff wanted to be sure that ovryone's copy reads 

similarly.  

CHlAIRMAN FA1MA1IDES.- Wl, thes third line 

of that reads that, 'The coz~eequences of postulated rupture 

of a stearn generator. tube.
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MRO SEIERT: Correct, and continuing on 

to line fouro too 

CH1AIRIMU FARMARIDES: All right, that is 

the way our's reads.  

M2R. VOLLEN: Excuse me Mr. Chairman, I am 

fraid that that is not. going to be clear in the record 

because I don't think you read the whole thingo the 

complete third-line as it's been changed.  

MR. SEIFFERT: Let me read all of Fact F 

for the record.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES All right, fine.  

MR SEFRT: The correct uact F should state

"However, the technical specifications require 

that the plant be shut dowra whenever the primary coolant 

activity is such that the consequences of a postulated 

rupture of a steam generator tube would result in a dose 

of .5 ren at the site boundary." 

CHAIRIAN PARMAKE;DES: That is what we have 

Ol our Copy.  

Mro Vollen? 

MR. VOLLEN: That is what we have on our copyo 

CHAIRMAN FARMIDES: Mr. Churchill? 

MR* CHURCHILL- Yes, siro 

DIR. SEIFFERT: Thank you, 

MR. COMEY: Turning nov to the Staff.
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statemnt Of material facts, Page 13, Paragraph A is X= 

2 in dispute.  

:3 B is not i. dispute; Paragraph C is not in 

4 dispute. Paragraph D is in dispute in that at Applicant's 

5 testimony Page 18, they admit that the time delay is up 

6 to three minutes, The Staff states that it is approximately 

7 one minute.  

8 Paragraph E is not in dispute; Paragraph F is 

9 in dispute, and I would like to explain why and how I 

to think through cross of Mir, Crocker I can show this.  

11 Paragraph F, in effect, goes to the consequences 

12 of a contamination of a secondary coolant of the plant by 

13 steam generator tube leakage with off-site boundary dose 

94 consequences, if in fact the secondary site has to be 

vented directly to the environment. The concern we have 

16 is not with respect to operating the reactor with a certain 

percentage of fuel for certa'in 1val ofcota 

18 of the primary coolant, What we are concerned about is 

19 gross fuel failuree and I believe that that is what 

20 the advisory co-mmittee on reactor safeguards is concerred 

21: with.  

22 I would like to quote Mr. Crocker's testimony 

23 in which he statesg "The AEC and the Advisory Committee 

24 on Reactor Safeguards have been urging the nuclear industry 

25 to develop a system with a rapid reponse time which is
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capable of discriminating against norial activity in the 

primanry systan, and which can tell not only which fuel 

elenmants have failed, but the severity of the failure."t 

It is our contention that a three--~minute 

delay in datecting gross fuel" failure could allow a situation 

to develop within a zeactor. in which the gross fuel fainre 

could have seveze accident consequences. And that is why 

we feel that tjhe present G~eiger-Muellex counter in the 

4etda,.wn line is not' sufficient as otateL, 

'CHAIRMAN FARPMKIDES2 What is ito sl&XF do 

you have any other inaterial issue of fact that you intand 

to elicit during cross? .  

MR. COMM-Y Wie would also intend to, UhOugh 

cross of Mr Crochk:rr shou What once again the nuclear 

industry has not been maling a full-fUedgad effort to 

develop fast fur-l! Zailure -monitoring devices, that the 

;research has been going on at a very slowv rate, 

CI{AIRPiAN FAR-HA:tDE S: Any tlhg further,~ 

Sir? MIr. ChuRxchill? 

MRT. CHURCHILL: Do you wish us to respond 

every time he says sonething we think is outside the scope 

of the contention? I am. not sure I can, pick them up when 

he is saying it.  

CHIMA FARD4AXIDES: If you think they are 

outside the scope of the contention,, yes, you should ifte it.
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1 The Board has been following this too.  

2MR. CH~URCHILL: I wouldn~t want to W iiwa any 

3 rights later.  

4. CHAIWMWil FAXR AIUES: If You think it's 

5 without the boundary of the conltenltion, state it yes.  

6 ~MR. CHURCHILL.- That mt One certainly -is,~ sir, 

7 about the procesg of davolop-oznt of such a systen, in thbe 

nuclear industry. That Is certainly not within the 

9contention, 

CAAIUUA FAI*VAIDES. Aiiytling elsea M~r. 'Churchill.  

MIR. CHIURCHILL% Nop sir.  

1~.CWQUPRMAN F AI2,RWXDES: All right, M~r. Seifr-ert? 

~Th $~IFI~~Mr, Chaimn i t inight, help 

14 simply the record further if we can address M~r. COmtyls 

5 final facts that hie judges to be in issue. Mr. -Comey 

16 says that, "The Atomic Emergy Conoiission and the Advisory 

17 Comnittee on Reactor Safequerds. havre been urging thie 

is nuclear industry to develop a system with rapid response 

19 time which is capable of discr~iminating aquins ora 

210 activity in the primary syster- and which can tell not 

21 only which fuel exuments havre tailed., but the severity 

22 of the failure.' I am reading now from Pr. Crocker' s 

23 testimony, a to this contenti11on, the Regulat11ory Staff 

24 would agree and that fact need not be in dispute .if the 

25 Inte~venors hav'e no objec-tion, tib simply the recox-c.
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2 Actually, Mr. Reporter, would you read back, please, the 

3 ultimate issue as stated by Mr. Comey that he is going to 

4 elicit during cross? 

5 MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, for the record we 

6 object to that characterization of Mr. Comey's statement.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Why is that, Mr. Vollen? 

MR. VOLLEN: You called it the ultimate issue 

9 that he intends to elicit. I think his answer was in 

10 response to your question as to whether there were any oth 

j1 matters.  

2 FCHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: I am sorry, let's use 

3 jyour words. I didn't mean to put any words in your mouth.  

MR., VOZOLEN: I meant only to use the words you 

used the first time, Mr. Chairman.  

S jCHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Can you read that, Mr.  

Reporter? 

THE COURT REPORTER: "It is our contention that 

1- a three-minute delay in detecting gross fuel failure 

20 could allow a situation to develop within a reactor in 

21 which the gross fuel failure could have severe accident 

22 consequences, and that is why we feel that the present 

23 Geiger-Mueller counter in the let down line is not 

24 sufficient as stated.  

25 "We wod also intend to, through cross of
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802 1 Mr. Crocker show that once again the nuclear industry has 

2not been making a full-fledged effort to develop fast 

3 fuel failure monitoring devices, that the research has 

4 bepn going on at a very slow rate." 

5 CHAIRMAN FAR1AKXDES: It's this latter state

6 ment, Seiffert, that you had reference to? 

7 MR. SEIFFERT: No, Mr. Chairman. Perhaps the 

8 intervenors can help me find where in the record, after we 

9 got through with the facts A through F of the Commuission, 

g0 Mr. Comey said in addition he would like to show that the 

1 lComission and the ACRS have been uring rapid response 

time which shows how many rods miht have failed, and 

. show the severity, something to that effect.  

14 -MR. VOLLEN: I think, Mr. Chairman, if I can 

SS offer some help, Mr. Comey did read and quote a paragraph 

6 !from the affidavit of Mr. Crocker. Now X think what the 

t7 staff is saying is that they are prepared to stipulate 

Is that their affidavit the witness made is correct.  

I9 MR. SEIFFERT: That's correct. It's not a 

20 material issue in fact, Mr. Chairman, and insofar as it 

21 clarifies the record, we will need to state it, Mr. Comey 

22 need not show it.  

23 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Oh, fine. I misunder

24 stood what you had in mind.  

MR. SEIFFERTg After that, Mr. Comey stated
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8C3 1 that the nuclear industry had been doing little in 

a research in this issue. We object to that, that is out 

3 ;side of the scope of this hearing. Mr. Comey said he 

4 wanted to show that.  

5 MR. CHURCHILL: Mr. Chairman, is it clear if I 

6 don't go over all this it's not that I don't have any 

yobjections, I think my objections are pretty general-d CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: If you have already 

voiced your objections as a general objection, the Board 

1 will receive. thai as a general objection, If they are 

4 specific objections, then I think you should voice them as 

g2 specific objections, Mr. Churchill.  

13 MR. CHURCHILL: All right.  

114 MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman? 

15 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Yes, Mr. Vollen? 

W MR. VOLLEN: One final point in reply to both 

17 Mr. Churchill and Mr. Seiffert. The proposition which I 

believe they have both made is outside the scope of the 

19 contention is a proposition based upon theproposed testi

20 mony with respect to that contention offered by the staff.  

21 I don't hear anybody moving to strike the staff's testimon 

22 with respect to that.  

23 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay, anything more on 

24 .6.2? 

Let'sgo on to 3.11.2
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804 I MR. VOLLEN: The intervenors object to the 

2 granting of the applicant's motion for suimary disposition 

3 of this contention on all the grounds previously stated, 

4 The affidavit offer by applicants in support of this 

$ motion is not one that we have referred to beforce, it's 

G the affidavit of Max M. Delong. On its fact, that 

affidavit clearly fails to show affirmatively that the 

3 atfiant is competent to testify to the matterB stated 

9 therein.  

10 The only thing that one might even consider 

1 in making that judgment as to whether it shows it is 

12 the sentence that says, "I have also been involved in the 

1I3 preparation of a broad range of material for the Kewaunee 

24 nuclear plant FSAR." That clearly does not show he is 

IS competent to testify as to matters in his affidavit.  

16 With respect to the inadmissibility or 

1 examples of the inadmissiblity of the affidavit of Mr.  

Delong in support of applicant's motion, I would point out 

that in the middle of page 20 a sentence appears with 

20 Kegard to the heat transfer coefficient, followed by the 

21 sentence that this is discussed in more detail in FSAR, 

22 and gives a section number. That document is not in 

evidence and any statement as to what is in it is inad

24 missible in connection with these motions for summary 

2S disposition.
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8c5 1 Similarly--well, that is the only example I 

12 will give at this timne, Mr Chairmano0 
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*al MR. COIEY: Staying with applicant's statemeni: 

2 of material fact, we dispute No. 1, which states that hez 

3 transfer coefficients are both derived from well-establisi 

4 experimental data. We dispute that. We believe that we 

5 can show that both through Mr. Crocker and Mr. Delong.  

6 The data used were from Tagami. Tagami never 

7 studied a vessl, anything like the size of this vessel.  

8 Secondly, on No. 2, it states that additional 

g conservatisms in applicant's analysis of positive pressure 

1o duration in theannulus after a postulated LOCA are sure 

that the four-minute value is conservative.  

* 32 We believe that we can bring out through cross 

13 of Mr. Crocker that there has been a continuing history 

14 within the Commission of argument over whether or not 

15 these values are conservative and that for an identical 

16 plant, namely Perry Island, a different analysis was 

1y performed and different assumptions were used.  

i8 Secondly, now turing to the staff's 

19 statements with respect to this contention, A is not in 

20 dispute.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Excuse me, Mr. Comey.  

22 Hold on just a minute.  

23 Mr. Comey, continue, sir.  

214 MR. COMEY: With respect to Paragraph B of 

25 the staff's statement, that is in dispute, it states that
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the safety injection signal automatically starts to 100% 

2 capacity fan filter systems, et cetera. This is a 

3 prototype system. It's5atested. We think that Mr.  

4 Crocker on cross will state that it is a prototype un

5 tested syste~m, therefore, that statement is in dispute.  

o With respect to Paragraph C-

CHAIRMAN :FARMAKIDES: How are you going to 

8 show that, sir? 

9MR COMEY: Through Mr. Croc ker.  

10, Mr. Vollen reminded me that what I mean by a 

It prototype is this is the first of its kind by this 

architect engineer.  

13 MR. SEIFFERT: Mr. Chairman, the Board will 

14 agree this is a prototype and this is the first time the 

15 system has been u-sed, to simplify the record. You can 

16 take that fact out as a fact being in issue.  

17 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: You mean the staff will 

?a agree, sir? 

19 MR. SEIFFERT: Pardon me? The regulatory staf 

20 will agree it is a prototype system. I don't necessarily 

21 agree with the rest of Mr. Comey's suggestion of what he 

22 intends to prove.  

28 MR. COMEY: If the staff in paragraph C is 

24 willing to amend it by stating at the beginning, writing 

25 the one word "successful" to the word 'operation of the
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SBVBJn then X will agree that that is a true statement.  

2 If not-

3 4 agree? CHAIRMAN FPdARMAIDES: Does the staff so 

*4 agree? 

5 MR0 SEIFFERT: Yes, Mr. Chairman, the staff 

6 will add 'successful' before "operation" in our fact C.  

7 EXcuselm a mnoment.  

8 CHAIRFMAN FARMAKIDES: Let's be precise then.  

g Please again identify exactly where you are putting the 

IC word "successful." 

MR. SEIFFERT: Okay, Mr. Chairman0 I have ong 

m2 other addition which the staif will suggest to our Fact 

14-C0 .  

I would now like to read, first the changes, 

15 then I will read the entire fact so everyone understands.  

16 We would like to add "successfal" before 

17 opeation,O and then add 'single train" just before the 

capital letters "SBVS," for shield building ventilation 

19system.  

20 I would like to read nowa Mr. Chairman, how 

21 this fact will read as amended.  

22 It will be slightly different than I just 

23 noticed, with a couple of 'as" lands" and "the's." 

24 We would now like to suggest that the fact 

25 not in issue is 'successful operation of a single train of
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the shield building ventilation system, SBVS, will pull 

2 the annulus down to a negative pressure rdative to the 

3 auxiliary b'uding special ventilation zone into the 

4 atmosphere." 

5 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Mr. Volleno Mr. Coney? 

6 MR. VOLLEN: I think the answer is, Mr.  

j/ Chairman, we would have to consider that one for a while.  

8 Mr. Comey had considered it as it was 

9 originally there and proposed the addition of the word 

t0 "successful." and he has not considered-

ia CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Let's come back to this 

12 later on 4n the day.  

?3 MR. COMEY: Paragraph D is true.  

14 Paragraph E is in dispute in that the first 

15 sentence can be confirmed by reference to standard texts 

SS on heat transfer.  

17 Standard texts on heat transfer essentially 

to deal with metal vessels of a size in the order of 

V9 magnitude smaller than what we are talking about here.  

20 1We would dispute that you could find any 

21 reference in the standard literature that would apply to 

22 a vessel this size. Mr. Delong would so testify.  

23 With respect to F, the statement is true if 

one assumes that everything works the wlay it is supposed 

to. If it does not, then it would be in dispute.
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CHAIUMAN PARMAKIDES: What does that mean, Mr 

Comey? 

MR. COMEY: it says that it will return to 

4 zero relative pressure at 3.8 minutes following a loss of 

5 coolant accident. That assumes that the system works.  

6 In other words, the statement as it stands is a conclusio 

7 jwhich assumes the hypothetical.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: You are saying that you 

do not agree with it then? 

10 M1R. COMEY: Becausec Paragraph B and Paragra h 

E we would dispute F, 

12 CHAIRMAN -PARMAIDES: To whom, sir? 

13 MR. COMEY: To Mr. Delong and to Mr. Crocker.  

Paragraph G is not in dispute.  

Paragraph 1 is not in dispute4 

Paragraph I is not in dispute.  

t7 Paragraph J is not in dispute.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Is there any other 

material issue of fact, sir, that you intend to elicit 

20 through your cross-examination? 

MR. COMEY: NoO Sir.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr Churchill? 

MR. CHURCHILL: Just to make it clear on the 

24 xrecord, our responses kbsZore with respect to the competene 

25 of our witnesses to testify on affidavit I think go acros
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I the board to all of these affidavits.  

2 The same remarks with respect to conclusions 

3 versus facts and the adm.issibility, if you will, of the 

4 opinion of these expeds also goes, and with respect to th 

5 particular example he mentioned here, talking about a 

0 section of the FSAR, he is certainly entitled to 

7 incorporate by reference to his testimony a section, and 

a he is certainly competent to say that is true.  

g With respect to the two points of applicant's 

i0 stated facts, we wald just like to comment that in both 

2, cases we think Mr. Comey has done nothing more than said 

32 the opposite of what is stated there and he will attempt 

13 to elicit support of his opposite statement through cross, 

,4 He has done this a number of times. I haven't said 

I5 anything. I stated my blanket objections to that type of 

16 procedure on this type of motion, and I donOt want to have 

17 to stand up every time and say that. Perhaps I shouldn't 

is have to. I will if the Board desires.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: No. that is a general 

20 objection, siro and we have heard it.  

21 MR. CHURCHILL: Very well.  

22 CHAIRM4AN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Renfrow.  

23 MR. RENFROW: I woubd like some clarification, 

24 and I can receive it perhaps from the Board ox ir. Comey, 

25 however the Board desires.
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Referring to E on page 17, if I understand 

2 Mr. Comey's statement correctly he8 says that there is no 

3 standard reference on heat transfer for a vessel this 

4 large, is that the disputed fact in issue, Mr. Chairman? 

5 OAIRAIN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Comey, can you 

6 answer that? 

7 MR. COMEY: f they are making the claim that 

a you can open up a standard reference work and find an 

equation which that reference work says is good for any 

to vessel of any size I would dispute that they can in fact 

do that.  

12 I would further dispute that if they do look 

S jup in a reference book and they find such a coefficient 

and equation and they then attempt to apply it to a vesse) 

this size, they are misapplying it. They are using the 

16 wrong non-conservative equation.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Okay. Mr. Renfrov, the2 

SO is Mr. Comeyes position. Is there anything more? 

19 MR. RENFROW: I believe I understand that.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: Anything further on 

21 3.11.2? Let's take a recess until 11:40.  

22 (A short recess was had.) 

23 

) 24 

25
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Mr.

Vollen.  

MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, during the recess 

the thought occurred to me, which I hope does not lend more 

confusion to the process we are now engaged in, but I will 

mention it taking that risk, 

CHAIRMANI FARMAKIDES: I am not sure that we all 

agree that we are engaged in a confusing process, sir. I 

think we are beginning to move a little faster, and I think 

the process is a valuable one, 

tmMR VQiLEN: I don't dispute its value, Mr, 

Chairman.  

The thought that occurred to me is with respect 

to some of the statements contained in the statement of 

material facts submitted by Applicant and the Staff stating 

that we do not dispute those facts, The problem may be when 

this gets to be sorted out and when the Board gets real ready 

to rule on the motions for summary disposition that the same 

facts may not have been put in by the Applicant and by the 

Staff. So that while.the Intervenors may not have disputed 

a particular fact put in by the Staff., that leaves open a 

question as to what, -if any, position Applicant has on it, 

whether or not that will be a problem.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: I expect the par-ies can 

raise that problem if there is one. I don't see it as a problex
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I Mr. Vollen, but if there is a problem, I am sure the parties 

2 can represent themselves, 

3 Something else came to me during this moment that 

4 you were just speaking, Would it be more convenient for the 

5 parties if we were simply to ask you to go through all of the 

6 facts presented by the Staff and presented by the Applicant 

7 and indicate which you agree to and which are in dispute, and 

8 then go back to those that are in dispute? Would that reduce 

9 the time? 

9O MR, SEIFFERT:- No.  

11 MR. VOLLEN: I shouldnvt think so, Mr. Chairman, 

12 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right.  

.13 MRo VOLLEN: It might make the record harder to 

14 use.  

15 CHAIMAN FARMAKIDES: Let's go on then. 3,11.3, 

16 MRo VOLLENg Intervenors oppose the granting of 

17 the motions of Applicant and the Staff for summary disposition 

18 on these contentions on all of the grounids previously stated.  

9 The affidavit offered by Applicants in support of 

20 this one is by Mr. .Solen, and I respectfully submit that that 

21 affidavit does not affirmatively show that he is competent to 

22 testify to the facts set forth in his affidavit.  

23 As examples of the inadmissibility of the statementg 

24 in his affidavit, I would refer to the last sentence of the 

25 first paragraph of his affidavit which is numbered Fage 23 whice
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B-3 readsp, "The dual containment system provides an extremely 

Seffective means of collection and filtration of' fiso 

3 products following a postulate, LQGA to significantly reduce 

4 post-accident doage outside the containment." 

He says it is an extremely effective raeans0 I 

6 aubmit that that- Is conclusory. lie deesn~t tell us ht-ow that 

7 wors, He doesn~t tell uzz why, lie doesn~t provide the Board 

0 any facts upon wlhich 'Go base a determinationas to w~het;her that 

9 is indeed the fact.  

g0 Similarly the first sentence of the third para

11graph on that saine page states., "An extremely thorough and 

12 concservative analysis of potential leak pads leads to the 

13 highly conservative ,asaumption that after negative preasure 

14 is attained in the annulu,,, 11 percent of the leakage from the 

15 containuient vessel co"ld bypass the amnuluz0 " 

16 Those kinds-d~ &Words such as "extremely t ,horough" 

17 and "conservative" andt "hlighly conservatl-ive aesumption" are 

20 patently conclusory and without foundation and not admissible,, 

19 MR. COMEY:- With respect to the Staff's, we have 

20 already gone through that unider 3Al1 2. because the StaffVs 

21 statements of fact are put in for both 3.11.2 and 3,,11.3, 

22 For the Appl~cant on 3.11.3 we dispute the first 

23 paragra.ph that the neg~ative pressure would occur in three 

24 minutes and tie would propose to establish thiis w~.th Mr.  

25 Crocker.
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P,_ 4 The second paragraph is not in dispute.  

2 The third paragraph is in dispute.  

3 We would propose to establish through Mr. Crocker 

4 that an analysis which shows that during negative pressure 

S three percent of the containment leakage would bypass the 

6 annulus is not a conservative analysis.  

7 With respect to four, continuous operation of 

6 the shield building ventilation system is not necessary to 

9 assure that off-site doses will be well within the 10 CFR 

I0 Part 100 Guidelines. That is disputed and we will establish 

1i through cross examination of Mr. Crocker that at the Waterford 

12 plant they are cohtinuously operating the shield building 

13 ventilation system as a conservative means of lowering the 

14 off-site doses, 

15 CHAIRMAN FARIMAKIDES: You said the Waterf'ord 

16 plant? 

17 MR, COMEY: Yes, Sir.  

End 9B 
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CHIRIMA~N FMA-RUI'L DES- Tuid why would that be 

relative to this plant? 

1,R. OIY: Fm.., the reason that it increases 

Sam sorry,~ decreasesv the site boundary does as we 

recomm'end in our contention. We think that is the proper 

appronch hare, and if scmaons says you czant do it,.  

which Ude Applicant in ef fect has said, we say, 'Yes, 

you can do it,, they are doing it a-t Waterford.  

CHlAIRMAN FARNUKIDES: Okay0, anythivig eL Ae, sir? 

MR. COMiEY., No, that's all.  

CHAIRDIAN FAR1,AKIDES Do you 111ave cmy 

material fact that you iaitamd to elicit duriug cross 

examination, othe:-r than t-hose stated here? 

MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman0 for the recordp 

we feel that that question that youlmvve just posed, 

Ithink with respect to everyone of the contentions,~ 

i.s an ,:appropriate quastion in connection with the response 

to -a motion for sumamnry disposition0 

CiNAIR?1MAN FARWAI22DES.- Why?, 

MR. VOLLEN: Ile would like the record to note 

our objection.  

CHAIRIMAN FARTLAKIDES: I vvould like to know vihy, 

Sir? 

MR VOLLENW: Because~, M~r. Chairman, the question 

here is whether there is a geun isu st aiaJ



fact asserted by the APPlicant or the Staff. They have 

IIasserted rnaterial Zactso you have asked us to state whether 

wre think there isa ganuine iss~ue -as -to "-.n-y rneter-Jal fact 

t 1hat thiey have stated are not in issue. To qo beyonid that 

5 well, that is the point wihich it seems to me the record 

6 is made as to whethzer or not ot=.,nary disposition should 

7 be granted.  

To go beyond that and to require Intevanors 

to set foth as it were, their cross exmination of 

witnesses, it seemsn to um~ is not pertinent to swimiary 

disposetion.  

12 CHA~IRMAN F1,1MAKIDES: I X ould like to haar 

P 13 also from other parties an that point, then tbe B3oard 

will ans-wer 0 

15 M4r. Churchill? 

16 11R, CHURCHILL: Just briefJly. Section 2.749A 

17 sittes, There shall be anne ,.ed to such amswer,' and that 

18 I refers to the answer by the Intervenors to this motion, 

to rA separate short and concise statement of the material 

20 factCs to which it is contelided that there exists a genuine 

po issue to be heard. it's not simply a denial, of course, 

p22 1it~s a statemen-t of facts to spe-ad up t his procass. As we I' 0 no,# , 
23~ J al nw1 earead to waive -the formality of -writiyaq an 

2A affidavit for them zind the langu2age which was agreed -to on 

P25 the conference telephone call between the parties and the
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~P-'I 3B loard reads as fol'Lovs; 

2 Olnh repone to the motioi for sminary disposition 

3 any party can~ state orally on the record whatZ facts they 

4 believe could he established and through what parson,, to 

create a genuine material issue of fact." 

6 CHAIRR4AN FARt~lKIDES: Mr. Seiffert? 

1-4R. SRIFFERT:. k~ Chairman,, the Regulatory 

S Staff agrees withi the Board it would be helpful to find 

Out 1whather or not tche Intervenor has fixxther itiaterial 

Sffacts it intands to e:licit in 'ern~ The iEnterveror 

qq has made a petition to intervne the Staff has aittempted 

- tO pn O-. f re to simplify -the issuez by stating 

V 3 our facts. if there are other facts to be brought outs-, 

14 the Regulatory Staff needs to know in order t~o prepare.  

Ina that re-spect, I-r. Chairman , we agree, with 

16 U the B~oard that these facts should be statted in tcime 'O'r 47 an orderly hearing.  

18CHAIRPLATN FARJI AWtDES: Mr,, Vollen? 

19 MRe, VOLJJXN. I quits understand why Mr. SeiffertI 

20said it would be helpful for him to knoai w-hat it is that we 

Sh intend toask on cross examination.  

22I CHAIRI-ANU FAfl'1KIDES5 That is not the reason, 

23 Mr. seiffet~s reason is not the veason the Bloard is askinlg.  

2411 MR. VOLLEUg Wello I mig~ht a.1so say th-at:v ; 

25 respect to Hr. Churcnil1l s observation, the state-,.,et t.e
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read, the agreaimtnt among the parties arid the Board aas 

that in respoNse to motions for summary dispw~ition, a 

3 partymay state the issues claimed not to be in issuie 

4 that" th-ey beLieve are inoie, h 

5 ~~~CHAJRMN FARP4AKID13S -M.Vlote 

6 motions for suxiary disposition that are the heart of 

7 the contention, of course,, and if the Board agrees to the 

0 moti'on,, thal.t conterstion is ,no longex in the hearing process.  

Now w.hat we are doing is g-Iving you really an 

10 opportn-.ijty, should the Zacts proposed in the motioni for 

S s ummary disposition 'by the Applicant or by the tafbe 

insufficileat to Support the sumamary dispositione we are 

13 giving you the opportunity of adding a material f act tat 

yo~a feel is pertinent to your contention. If the motions 

15 re sufficient to support their moticJ~ns for sumiary 

16 disposition which would effectively then. denry your 

17 convtention, we are giving yiou the opportunity of submitting 

is an aditional fact that you think is a proper imaterial, issue 

19 of fact and controvercsy.  

20 Secondly, 2ir. Vollen,. I told you before I thought 

21 you had a burden, and thai; burder, is that I do not wzait a 

2 j frivolous cotnin.pro.I think this is the proper 

23 place to find out if you have a frivolous contention,, 

2A and .I am seeking to note Ithat fromt your answers to our 

25 qestins with respect to is there a naterial. of fact or an
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issueof fact that is itended by you -to developed through 

cross examination.  

Now that goes to the motion for summary 

disposition os well as -to whet-her or not" your ctontention 

is goI ng to be considared by this B~oard as frivol2ous.  

We have parrmitted you to make your cae on 

cross so tio0 sso to r " but not with respect to 

a frivolouz contantion E-md this has been voiced before.  

So letgs puzzue this further and continue -with 3.12.2, 

I think is the next one.  

MR COHEY: M-r 7 Chairxnan, thera is&cuastion 

panding which I would like. to answer.  

CIIAIWIA14 FARtiUIDES-. Yes~, Sir.  

On 3. 11.3? 

MR. COMEYz Yes. You asked mec if there was 

another material fact, 

CIHAIRMAN- IFAWIAXIES:~ I aru sorryo exactly.  

I.UR. C014XI: Yesor it goes to Applicants statement 

No. 2 which we hava said is not in dispute as it stands, 

howiever, it is ve-ry artfZully phrased, and we wiould wrant to 

dispute whether or not it would be the type of mnixing which 

in other stataments and testimony of the Applicant he has 

s emaid.  

CHAI RIAN' r--A'IIMAKIDI--S:. All right.  

MR. COMEY: lie has said it would be reduced by 

a lIt"tle bAt or a loto



I CH~AIRMEN FARMAKIiDES; Mr~. Churchill? 

2 MR. CHURCHIXLLg "Mr. Cir-a.nn, again we believce 

3 n his response to theze, he is merely contradicting yaht 

$1-u have said here. I would like to point out with re~--pec) 

,5to "No. -',% he said -th-at he woul]d like to rcontast 3%, ouxf 

71 We have stated fo : purposes of our analys.Ls.  

a ti used 11%. Perhaps we should have avoided evextmn-Ln 

9 ing perento but I think it's irrelevant. But. we have 

10stated 11%, and I don't think he i.s going to dispute the 

I? ~CHAIRMAN FAMKIE. Do -rou want to change it 

13 to reflect .11%, instead of5 3? 

14 Would you dispute 11, Mr. Comey? 

is MR. COMEY: I: don't knowm at this point.  

16 CHAIRMAN FARMAXUDES: Well,~ then let's leave 

17.i as it is.  

Is M.R. CHUJRCHILL:a On No. 4, 1 vaould just like tc 

9pick out the point that you raised, that our statemuent is, 

20 sim~ply it will be well below Part 100, whether 'Watterford 

2jwill ox will not use a continuous operation of t:his syst1-er 

2.once they get built in the future, is irrelevant as to 

23 whtherthis will or waill not be belo-w Part 100O doze 

24j guidelines 

25 ~ CHiAIRM.AEN FARMAKIDES: Anyt-hing further 'rom
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I the staff? 

2 MR. RENTROW: May we have one moment, Mr

3 Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes.  

(Staff confers.) 

6 MR. RENFROW: We have nothing further, Mr.  

7 C ha ir man .  

SfCHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: A1l right, 3.12.2.  

9 This in one where both the staff and the applicant have 

S0 ubmitted material facts, 4r. Vollen.  

SMR. VOLLEN: Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, the 

2 pintervenors oppose the granting of the license by 

13 applicant ands staff for summary disposition on this 

14 contingent on.all of the grounds previousLy stated.  

15 The affidavit would--which applicants offer in support of 

16 this contention is by Shinn Inonye,, That affidavit stateg 

77 that he is responsible for the structural engineering for 

the Kewaunee plant. It does not state that he has 

1g personal knowledge of the containment of the structures ir 

20 it, nor does it in any way define what his duties as 

21 being responsible for structural engineering include.  

.2The affidavit fails to affirmatively show that 

23 the affiant is competent to testify in matters stated 

24 1therein. The examples of the inadmissibity of the matte 

5 lin the affidavit are that it, on page 28, states that,
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"Dimensions physicAlly measured during cons tctio. -to 

2 determine conformance to specifications and drawings," 

8 but it doesn't state that there were any physical 

4 measurements In the as-built condition. It doesn't tell 

5 us what stage of conruction these determinations, these 

6 measurements were made.. The conclusions therefore are 

7 not supported factually.  

8 With respect to the examples of the conclu

9 sory ad hereafter an :inadmissible statement offered by 

the staff in support of its affidavit-*-in support of this 

it iotion, the second paragraph says, "Neither the staff nor 

12 regulatory operations people have made physical measure

ments of the size of the containment shell. However, 

4 fi nasmuch as: 

15 No. 1, it was designed Aniconstructed by a 

16 reputablefi, and they don't tell us who that reputabl 1 

17 firm was or why they consider it to be reputable; and 

1, #2, it's as-complete size matches with the other structurIS 

o of the Kewaunee plant; and 

03, in the absence of documented contradictorv 

2j evidence, it is safe to assume that the nominal as-built 

22dimensions of the vessel are as designed and detailed on 

th drawings.  

24 1 think on the face of that affidavit, it is 

25 clear that the nominal as-built dimensions of the building
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Iare ag deoiqnd and I don't think that is an admissible 

s tatemnent of fact uponr whlah this Soard can makcI,, a 

d ceterminatl~ien.  

4 CAA FARMAXIDESg Mr Cola

5 MR.~ COIMEYj The applicant ha~s Placed only one~ 

6 statement as a matlter of f acz wigjth rec ad to tIsJjz 

G 'The not Zre volume:Lyiside the containment 

9vessel is conservatively caculated to be 1 -306,99 

cubic feeit-. We w--1l be able to etabliah t--hovih the 

91 testimany og Visas Eolli1i uise and Inot)ve that t1-hat 

22is -not a conse ative clculation, and1 in 

16 ut n teircalculLo- they hav'e purpsl e;ou 

Turning na-- to the staff, the staff has a 

Inuaibe -, of state-ments wi~h respect to thIs conte1-atioA, 

20 Paragraph -A of which is not in dispute, Paragraph B of 

which is not in dispute, Paragraph C of which is not in 

223 ispute 0  ragph D has two sentenrces,,, Dthe ftirst 

senoce is, 'The plant was designed and constructed by a ]5 reputable f irm. Irrtervenor a disputa that. We think that
0



iS for the Board to diecide as to tha close of th~is record 

5 other st ut r o-tJ l c ;: I do '522wt,,h t -a 

6 srztnenc Taeans th-eox I~ cannot say uhether itus in 

-htthrough cross yo aregontoswthtte 

10 lat us esignscd and consructed by a firm that wan not 

:: o.1.1i gshous3e and come~n in with rspet to *what has 

been d.-ewith raspoc-'L !.-o thije contention,. that ,?~i castj 4dcoubt onwhathr or n~ot tLizz firm~ is -reputable an, is 

&a-inginthe public interest.  

17 ~C F AIP D1111 F."N 1r4iKI JD BS The nent parag:caphe Sir? 

MR. 9 COIE22: Pararah R' is izn dispate.  

19 1 know now this was calaulated by the staff, 

20 Ihave recalculated it'- myself~, the figure is in arror, this 

2, exctfigure is in eror.  

22 aragraph s-l 

C.L&I4AH FRMA1KTD1S: Yon. would~ aztahlish that 

zithrough whom, sir? 

25 UMR. COMEY.. Through the cross of 4 C:csr
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1 I mean we -will have him do his calculations, we will ask 

him to recalculate it using our measurement.  

3 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right, F? 

*: [ 
7 

9 

014 

20 25 

23 

24 
25 

li
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I0C-1 TRad IM.i COMEY: Paragraph F is in dispute, both 

2 through Mr. Cocker and M4% Hollingshaua we can show that 

:3 more volulme should have been deducted for equipment than the 

4 7130 feet.  

5 Paragraph G is, therefore, in dispute, because 

6 a-ragraph G is a net free volume subtracted from Paragraph E 

- a and Paragraph F.  

CH-ARAN PARMAKIDES: Any response, for the 

9 Applicant? 

ITMRo MURCHIL Yes, sir, Just one comment on 

I our sin gle one. ie s'aid that he expects to show through cross 

M2 examination of Mr. Hollingshcus and Inouye that signficant 

S equipment has purposely been cmitted thereby decxreasing, I 

14 presume., the net free volumce of the containment. This is the 

15 closest that we have come to eliciting the type of affirmative 

16 facts that we are looking for, and I wonder, in view of the 

17 fact that the contention really reads, "We hav over-estimated 

I8 [ our containment by 20 percent of the net free volume', which 

19 is a lot of volume instde that enormous containment.. I wonder 

20 if we could ask the In:ttervenors to give us an idea of the 

21 type of equipment which would occupy 20 percent of the volume 

2 that he intends to elicit from the witnesses. It would be 

23 helpful to us we can't imagine what it would be.  

24 Now I think if they are to set forth affirmative 

25 facts, this is not --
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WDRMY FARMAKIDES: Nir V:llen, do you pant to 

g giive t1.hat info iiatioft 

a ~ MR,. VOLTEI.I If they want tUo Put the witness 

4.r on the staend, Mr Gftaixman, we will cross, examine him" 

5 MR, CIRUCHT.L:. WHe w~e not talking about cross 

rd Ii examination or 'testim~ony.; he is going to eXplain the facts he 

8C-HAIPRMAN FERII-DES- Mr. Vollen, the Board Yeill 

9 not requi re you to reply to the 4uestion posed by Mr hrcil 

o ihowever., i t woald be very helpnful to thlu Board, and I an, sure 

to the partieos If you would give geneavally atn ldera c'how you 

% reached your calculetion that differs by 20.' percents,* 

is ITM VOT1i2I\T. j May I have a moment, ixr. Chairmnanl 

C11IiRA' FAITNAiTiDES- Yes, 

NAO GODEFEY: Mr. Qnairmal,, our figin-e of" 20 perceri; 

W W,18 aSentiaxlly based on an estimate of those items Of equlip..  

mrtin those areas of the plant which cannot be considered 

Part 0of thc- net free vrolune during &-, transient of '%-he :oi 

IS that occupy rather conszidera ble anouatr, Of volumes. WNe have 

20 checked over 

CAflMAN rARMAi!KTDE.,;: Could you tell us, si.  

22 I1 what you have in mind just goner-ally? 

23 U4P1 COMMY. Ye, For e'xax)1e none of tile 

2-, 'ducting for the containnment perch system or for the containment 

210 Coolin~g System have been included. None of the coolers or
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-0-C-3 7 other* equipment Ias been put in, all of these are very large 

2 items of equipment.  

3 Do .I need to draw why this is important? 

4 " CHAIRMAN PARMAICDES: You don t need to; if 

5 you want to, Mr'. Vollen can advise ou on that, 

6 MR COMEY: I think perhaps for the public 

CHAIRMAN PARMA{IDS : The Appli cant has 

8 indicated that he is in a quandry with respect to exactly 

9 how -ou calculated youir figures, I told you we would not 

to order you to respond, but if you want to be helpf ul to the 

11 Applicant, you mydo so, 

2 M!Ro COMEY: If the net free volume in the 

) O containment is less than calculated, then in the event of 

a4 los of coolant accident or any other arident which 

35 increases the pressre inside of the contairnient, using 

6 Boylese Law that pressaure and volume and terperature are all 

?7 in relation to each other, if the volume is smaller, the 

8j pressure will be higher and, therefore, the vressure. may be 

higher than the design limits of this vessel.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay, Anything e, 

21 Mr, Churchill? 

22 MR0 CHTURCHILL: No, sir.  

23 CHAIRMAN FAR.MAKIDES: Mr. Seiffert, Mr. Renfrow? 

24 MR. REPNFRON: Thank you. I would like to point 

25s out one thing. Paragraph D, "The primary containment as
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0c4 2 constructed matches the other structures of the plant," seems 

to me to be a very obvioi statement. You have a building 

3 and you have two pipes that go in, yoa have two drwings, one 

for containment and one for auxiliaryc If one goes in and 

5 builds one building larger than the other., the pipe holes 

6 don t match up and that is the reason the statement is in 

y there.  

6 The two buildings are the samej the pipes all 

9 match up, and anybody that has seen that plant will recognize 

to the engineering efforts that went into it. It t s a very sitaple 

li fact, the two buildings match, the pipes match.  

12 MR, COMEY: Based on that explanation, we would 

13 accept the second statement as not being in dispute.  

14 CHAIMIAN FAAKIDES: You mean the second sentence? 

End 10 MR. COMEY: The second sentence., yes, sire.  

16 
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CAIRMAN FARAMXIDES: Did I proceed to ask you on 

3.12,2, Mr. Cotey, i:C you have any material issue of fact 

which you intend to elicit here during cross other than 

facts stated by Applicaxnt or Staff? 

MR. VOLN: Mr. Chairman, may I have a 

continui.ng objection to that question by you? 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes, 

MR, VOLLEN: Thank you.  

MR. COMEY: I don't believe so, May I just make

a conment?

You see, I prepared today just the materIal 

facts that the Ap-plicant has set forth, and the Staff h-sx 

set forth. I did not. go back and look at the niaterials that 

we have received on discovery et cetera, and my own con

tentions. If I had k1nown this question was going to be asked 

I could imediately tell you whether or not we did or did not 

have these. To the extent that I know of those I will give 

them to you.  

CHAIRhAN FiAIRMAKIDES: AlL right.  

MR. COMEY: But I hope you will understand that 

maybe tomorrow I may have to say, "Well , with regard to Such 

and such a contention there was something that we woayM like 

to establish." 

CHAIRMAN FARXAIUDES: I d't want to keep getting 

on this all the time. The fact is clear to me that your
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contentions have been submitted for some time. and that you 

knew how you were going to pursue them after the discovery 

was completed. I woulId feel that this question of whether 

or not you have any i.aterial issue of fact that you are go.ing 

to elicit during cross, the answer to that question goes to 

the issue of this motion for summhry disposition.  

Let's continue Nyext po1ita 3.12., 

Forgive me, it's 2:15. Let's take a luncheon 

recess. Let's reconvene at 1:15 

(Thereupon, Pt 12:15 oclock, iM., a 

luncheon recess was had until 1:15 

co0c~.ok, RM.
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II A1FTERNOOtK SESSIO)N 

3CHAIRMAN FARMiAKIDES.- All right, let~s: t:ontinue.  

4We.-were on 3.12.3. Ile finished that one, didnt we, 3.12.3, 

Sor did we start. tha-!2

6 1111 CHUR~CILXL: Vie started it.  

7 ~ CHAIRMANi FARN~iXIDE~S - All zight~, we finished 

0 3.12.2, and wee just beginning 3.1L2,3, Mr. Volian? 

9 ~MR., VOLLEN:, Mr., Chnai!rnart, The Intervenors 

10 I oppose the Applicant 's nt-otion for sumiary disposition 

11 It n conaection with this contcntion for all the reasons 

12 previously gi-v en.  

131 As exaapLe~s of the inadmissabilitv of t~he 

14 testimony in the affidavit offered by Applicant in supor 

is of this rert4.n, we would point out the very first santence 

16 of the affidav U, whicI does nothing but refer to FSAR, 

17 whi~oh, as we have noted before is notin evidence in 

is connection with these n~otions for suirnary disposition.  

99 Similarly, the second sentence which reads, 

2-0 'Time dependent equations of conservation or m~ass, energy 

21 and momnentumn were used in the re-analysis,?"and the 

22 affidavit does not givre any founidation for that statemn-nt, 

23 does not describie unhat the equations are. And the -Board, 

24 therefore, cannot determine tha valiet'ity of the 'statemnent.  
25 ~~CITAI11-UN FnAINIDES: Mr Coi,,ey?
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1 7-2PS imR~. dommY with respect to both of the 

a jstatsrnt8 0, t forth on Pa, e A-8 of- the Appliczwnt0 s 

13. Attachment A with regard to this con~tention,~ we dis;pute 

S4 them. We propose to do, this via the testimony of 1.r.  

5 Hollingshaus, Smnall Murphy0 r. 11 Lino M. T. Lin, Mr.  

6 11llma-rand Mr. Lanas of the Regu].atory StCaff. Wle 

7 eiv that the dasign limit of 25 PSI will be emceeded.  

a The Applicant has already admitted i11 one of his pieces 

9 of paper that the design pressure has now been calculated 

10 to be in exczess of 27 PSI, and we believre that on tqross 

11f of these gentlemen we q v~h ta the figu.%es will be 

higher than -that.  

S3 CUATI1WN FARKAIFX).ES: Did you say higher 

14 than that0-, Mr., Cowey? 

MR. COMEY: Yes, 

HM I CIAMAN FAMMAKIDESt D^1d you have any other 

17 d ataria'i issue of fact$, sirr that you intend to elicit 

Is thirough cross examination? 

19 MR. COr4EY: Well, as part of proving this, w~e 

20 will prove-- the chronology o~f events, what happened to the 

21 plant if these analyses were done and what the management 

2a reaction was, 

P-3 CInMAN' FARMAKIDES: Mr. Churchill? 

24 MR. CHURCHL- Viy standard objection to his 

25 objections hold.. With respect to Wis statement c ur
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Saffidavit again, this man can cer-tainly incorporate by 

2reference certain speci-fic par-agraphis of the FSAR into 

3 his testimony if he- so dIesires. W-e talked about time 

4 dependent equations of conservation of mass, energy and 

5 momentun, those are the equations - sir, that is the 

6 definition of the equations.  

7 With respect to item No. 1, our statement is 

8 that the de.ign pressure exceeds the differential pressures 

9 that will be caused. it says nothing about 25 PSI,. Our 

10 Amendment No. 25 talks about the analysis of the compartment 

pressure and the contaiment pressure and the expected 

12 pressure transi-ent due to t~he various postulated accidents4, 

Q and it clearly shows the pressures exceed design Pressures 

of the structures.  5 
16 1 7 
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13-1 3CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Anythingj furtheri 

14UR. SBXFFERT:* No,~ Mr Chairman.  

.3CH~AIRM~AN FARMAKIDES- Nex~'t one. 3.012.05 

4 MR.. VOLiLI. The itervenors oppose granting oJ 

3 appli cant's rnotion for summtary disposition of this 

6contentionf Mr. Chairman on a1l of the grounds previousI3 

7 asetd 

8 As to the question of whether tihie affidavit 

9offered by applicants in support of its motion in connec

10 tion with this contention affirmativel.y shows that the 

11 witnessis competent to 11estify to the facts stated therein 

jaf and would point out -'hat the affidavit of Nix Frank M.  

13 ordelon offered by applicant does not make mention of the 

words O~waunea nuclear powe_- plant.' 

5Thers is no effort, there is no indication 

16 whatsoever to show that t-his witness has any knowledge 

w hatsoever of the subject matter of this proceeding.  

18 As examyles of the inadmissibility of the 

I material concerned in the affi-4davit I would point to the 

zo last sentence of the first paragraph which states that 

Sthe analysis shows that the conservatively calculated 

, Peak cont1-1ainment pressure is less than the design contain

'3 want pressure. That statement is without foundation, and 

24I it Jis wholly conclusory and it does not give the Board the 

25 actualt support for it to enable it to determine whether
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1 or not that statement is true or not.  

2CHAIRMAN FARMAIES: Mr. Cormey.  

31 MR. COMEY: The staff has made no motion on 

4 this contention. The applicant has made one paragraph 

5 statem which we consider to be in dispute.  

6 We believe that through Messrs. Hollingshouse 

7 M, T. Lin, F. H. Lin of Pioneer and Mr. Murphy of 

a Westinghouse and Mr. Linus of the regulatory staff we 

can establish the filowing: 

The design limit of this containment. vessel 

tis 46 paig. Applicant in its latest testimony Ias given 

a graph that indicates that the pressure transient in the 

event of a steam enbrake inside of the containment is 

slightly under 46 psig.  

We think that in itself is a lack of margin.  

However, we have reason to believe that the staff has done 

17 analysis which indicates that the actual pressure in the 

is containment is 60 psig.  

19 CHAIRMAN FARIMAKIDES: When you say "reason to 

?0 believe," sir, what do you mean? 

21 MR. COMEY: We have heard, and there is an 

22 artic~e in Nucleonics Week this week which goes to this, 

23 that the staff has done such a calculation and there was 

24 in fact a meeting between the applicants and the staff 

25 some time last summer in which this was discussed.

1is
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CHAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: And you are going to 

2 show this through whom? 

3 MR. COMEY:. We are going to show this through 

the cross-examination of Mr. Linus.  

5 MR. RENFROW: Can I have a clarification? 

6 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Renfrow.  

7 MRo RENFROW: Nucleonics Week said the staff 

8 has done a calculation showing 60 psig? Is that the 

9 relationship to the Nuclonics? 

4R. COMEY: No, I am just showing that other 

94 people other than myself know about this.  

Secondly, we believe that cross-examination of 

)3 Mr. M. T. Lin and Mr. F. H-. Lin would indicate that 

14 Pioneer has done a study which shows that the pressure 

is transient is 51 psig.  

16 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: And you have reasonable 

17 basis to believe that? 

MR. COM-Y: Yes, sir.  

CHAIRM4AN FARMAKIDES: And you are going to 

20 show it through whom? 

21 MR. COMEY: Messrs. Lin and Hollingshouse.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: All right. Do you have 

23 any other material fact that you intend to elicit during 

S24 cross-examination on this contention? 

25 MR. COMEY: No.
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1 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: M.T Applicant? 

2 MR. CHURCHILL: No.  

3 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Staff? 

4I MR. SEIFFERT: No, Mr. Chairman.  

5 0AIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Let's go to the next 

6 one, 3.13.2.1. The applicant filed a motion here. Mr.  

7 Vollen.  

8 MR. VOLLEN: ir. Chairman, the applicant has 

g filed one motion, two paragraphs of supposed statements 

10 of fact covering contentions 3.132.1, 3.16.2 and 3.  

1Wello it says 3.13.6.3., I think Mr. Churchill indicated 

12 that was a typo and should be 3.16.3.  

MR. CHURCHILL: That's right.  

CHAIRMAN PARMANIDES: Can we take all three 

15 at one time? 

16 MR. VOLLEN: I would suggest so.  

17 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Fine. Let's do that.  

l8 So we are talking about 3.13.2.1, .3.16.2 and 3.16.37 

19 MR. VOLLEN: I think, Mr. Chairman, that we 

20 finally reached smme contentions that the applicant and 

21 the intervenors agreed that there is no genuine issue as 

2to any material fact. It is these three contentions which 

23 are the subject matter of intervenor's motion for summary.  

24 disposition.  

25 It seems to me that the undisputed facts with
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1 respect to these contentions are that the plant as 

a presently designed and as presently built does not meet 

3 the criteria of the Atomic Energy Commission.  

j4 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Don't argue your motion, 

S sir. Insofar as this motion is concerned, limtit yourself 

6 to that consideration.  

7 MR. VOLLEN: Well0 I find that very difficult 

8 to do, because they are opposite sides of the same coin, 

9 but X will endeavor, Mr. Chairman.  

10 CHAIRMA? PARMIDES: In other words, I just 

it don't want to duplicate your argument now and later on 

12 Yhen your motion comes up.  

13 So what I am thinking of here is let's still 

I consider the motion of the applicant with respect to these 
three, and insofar as you are saying now, as I understood 

you, that you agree with the position of the applicant

MR, VOLLEN: I agree with the position of the 

applicant that there is no genuine issue of material fact1 

because his affidavit states that the plant is being 

20 redesigned with respect to this contention. I do not 

2 dispute that.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Right.  

23 fMR. VOLLEMt We dispute that he is entitled t 

) 4a decision as a matter of lai.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Yes.
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MR. VOLLEN: We claim that we are entitled to 

a decision on that subject natter.  

Now, when I say we do not dispute the facts, 

4 we certainly do dispute the facts contained in applicant'

5 1 Attachment A, but the facts to the extent that they are 

6 facts contained in their proposed affidavit, we don't 

7 think are admissible by way of supporting their motion.  

We think they come in by way of admission.  

10 
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen, I am confused.  

I thought when you first began your argument you said that 

here are three contentions where you and the Applicant agreed.  

And what did you mean by that, sir? 

MR. VOLLEN: I meant by that that we, the 

Intervenors and the Applicants agreed that the plant as 

presently designed and constructed does not meet the AEC 

criteria.  

When I said that we do not agree, we are not in 

a position to agree with the Statement I in Attachment A 

with respect to these contentions, that the Applicant will 

comply with AEC criteria for analyzing high energy pipe 

ruptures. The Staff hasn't finished its analysis of that 

yet, nor have we.  

Secondly, we are not in a position to agree with 

Paragraph 2 that compliance with the criteria will assure 

that all protection and safeguard systems -- let me amend 

that second atatements, Mr. Chairman, Paragraph 2 of the 

Applicantls statement says that compliance with the criteria 

will assure that the protection and safeguard systems needed 

will be available, 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Insofar as these twos

then --

MR, VOLLEN: If they demonstrate compliance with 

the criteria, we are not attacking the criteria, but Paragraph
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I I says they will comply. We donut agree with that, we donut 

2 knowy i-I that is the fact4" because we don' t k~now what the 

3 attempt to comply is.  

4 in response to their motion, Mr. Cftairman, if 

5 a -n affidavit which saya there will be a redesign of the 

6 plantand the plan~t will be safe is a sufficlent bas3is to 

7 gata motion for sumruy dispo~si tion, then I respectfutlly 

8Psubmit tlbere is no such thing as a heairing, 

I ~Because I am Sure that the Applicant wi:ll be 

10I prepared to make Pm affidavit that the plant will be safe 

II in every respect whatseever, but we can't rely -- tilis 

I . Boaj'd twould have no fixiction if such atffidavits would 

is summarily dispose of contentions with respect to the public 

14 health and safety of a nuclear power plant,, 

15 CHAIRMAN rAIUMAKIDES:- Mr. OCnmey., did you viant 

16I to add the two facts specifically? 

17 IR COMEY: No sir, Mr. Vollen stated them.  

2iCHAMAN FAMAKDES-. Do you have aany other 

19 material issue of fact that you intend to elicit? 

a0 MIR. COMimO No, sir.~ 

21 ~CHAIRMA1N F~iA2QIXDES: Of course,. you are going 

22 to develop this in yotar omn motion for summary disposition? 

I3 IQR IOLENos Weae.,sr 

2A CHLIRMAN PZARiAIDES: Mr., App i cant ? E5 M.~ CIM111C"HILL.. Yes., sir, 114 think the point of
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? contention is Paragraph Noo I which simply says that 

2 Applicant will comply with AEC criteria for steam line 

3 breaks. Mr. Vollen keeps sa ying that we are going to re

4 design our plant and we will redesign our plant, and he 

says that he and the Applicants are in agreement that the 

plant has not been redesigned, but will be redesigned, 

7 That is not true. The plant is redesigned, 

8 I would refer the Board's attention to Amendment 24 which 

9 is our official response to these latest steam line criteria.  

WO That contains the new design criteria for the plant that is 

II currently under evaluation right now by the Staff, as we 

12 understand it.  

13 So we are not just standing here saying we intend 

4 Fsome time in the future to design a plant that meets criteria, 

It is in the FSAR, sir, and that is the main difference 

16 between what he is saying and what I am saying and why we are 

17 not in agreement.  

18 CHAIRMAN FAlI'ZDES: Mr., Vollen? 

19 MR,. VOLLTN: I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the 

20 Amendmenb 24 o tie FSARO iwas 'the documfpt -.handed to us 

21 I yesterday by Mr. Churchill I know what their testimony says, 

22 Their testimony says., and I quote Figure 24, "The Applicants 

23 have anralyzed the plant in light of the new criteriL and are 

) I4presently making design modifications as called for by the 

25 criteria. See FSAR Amendment 24, January 26, 1973." They
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I wrote that, Mr. Chairman, I didn't.  

2 CHLAIMAN FARMAKIDES: All right. Anything 

3 further? Mr. Seiffert? 

4 MR. SEIFFERT: Mr. Chairman, the Regulatory 

5 Staff would like to state they believe there is a material 

6 fact and issue. The Applicant has submitted an amendment 

7 saying he complies with the criteria and the Staff is review

s ing that amendment, so we think there is an issue here.  

g CHAIRMAN PjAFMA.KDES: Anything further? 

O MR VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman? 

11 GRAIRMAN FARAKIIDES: M4r. Volen.  

12 MR. VOLLENO: The Applicant, in connection with 

13 all of its motions for summary disposition filed an additional 

4 piece of paper called Attachment C, as I understand it, I 

think what the Applicant is saying is these are additional 

16 grounds for the granting of their motion which they think are 

17 legal groun-da.  

18 Did you want response to those at this tUme, or 

19 will that be considered separately? 

20 One of the paragraphs in that Attachment C goes 

21 to these contentions that we are presently discussing.  

22 r. Chairman, I am not urging that be considered 

23 at this time, I simply wanted to point the Board's attention 

24 to it to determine what procedure you would like to employ.  

25s CIRAN PARMAKIDFS: The Board does not need
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any f'urther clarification on these contentions as might be 

reflected in Attachment Co 

31 Yes, Mr, Churchill? 

4 MR. CHURCHILL: Mr. Chairman, the Attachment C 

motions really cover, I think maybe five contentions. They 

differ a little bit from the rest in that they are a motion 

7 for summary disposition as a matter of law of an entire 

8 contention, whereas everything else is setting forth a series 

of facts which we are going clown through.  

I don't think I have anything more to add to what 

is already in there. I would not like the Intervenors to be 

12 deprived of an opportunity to answer this., which I would 

I3 aa-urne they would be entitled to do orally in accordance with 

14 our previous agreements0 

15 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes, that is thefir 

16 decision to make insofar as I am concerned, the Board 

17 doesn't need any further clarification on this unleSs Mr.  

is Vollen, you propose to do so.  

19 MR1. VOLLEN: I don"t propose to offer clari

20 fication, I propose to offer opposition.  

22 CHAIRMAN FARMAIDES: You may do so now, if you 

22 Ilike.  

23 MR. VOLLEN: Of the three things that we have 

24 been dispussing moat recently, this Attachment C goes to only 

25 one of them, that is 3-13.2.1, and I think what the Applicants



1 have said here is that the contention should be dismissed 

a because General Design Criteria 20, 1967 and General Design 

3 Criteria 22, 1971t have not been violated, 

4 I think the Applicantsc argument misses the 

5 poekht of the contention. The contention is that where you 

6 have one of the two cable trays in a perilous position, it 

7 violates not the criteria they are citing here, but the 

a single failure criteria, 

9 In effect, what Applicants are saying, if you 

to have two redundant systems, it doeantt make any difference 

it how perilous the risk is to one of these redundant systems 

12 because you have another one. We submit that that cannot be 

13 the intent of the single failure criteria because the logic 

14 of their positionwoulId be as long as you hate two redundant 

is systems, you need not take any concern for either of them, 

16 which could leave you having no redundant systemso, 

17 So we say with regard to any particular system, 

i8 whether it is redundant or not, that system must be designed 

19 and constructed in such a way so that it, standing alone, 

20 is so designed and constructed as to not present any undue 

21 risk or failure.  

22 IMR, SILBERG: Mr0 Chairman, may I reply to that 

23 for the Applicant? 

2 I think Mr,. Vollenes argument is quite an 

as I2 interesting one, and I would call the Board's attention to
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the first sentence in Contention 3.13.2.1, and I will read 

"Reactor protection syste-m circuitry and safe

guard system cable trays in the auxiliary building are 

located close to a main steam line and do not fulfill the 

requirements set forth in the AECIs General Design Criteria 

22 (1971) and the General Design Criteria 20 (1967)." 

Nowhere in Contention 3.13.2.1 is there any 

mention of single failure criteria. If Intervenors are 

now arguing that they should be entitled to rephrase their 

contentions to submit some new contentions, I would submit 

to the Board that they are about eight months too late for 

that.
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CIIAIRIUhN PARflAKIDES: Dix- Vollen , do yoll want 

to respond to that? 

M\R. VOITAXN: We think0 M4r. Chairmian,, that imiplici1, 

witin hiscontentioxi and itnplicit wit-hin the requlirement 

th ~Plant be designed an:y:d rinatfactured to meetta 

criterie. as a requrrivent that it nieet the single-Zailure 

critexia, and that the facts of the contention ought to be 

per-mitted to stand.  

CIT.AiRKAN1 F AIIANIS. Anythin.1 furthier? 

MR SILBRG: Yeov I w oul.d just like to mention 

that cantentions u-nder evar thc-e Commission-'s old regul~ations , 

WhkiC~h the se contention7-s are sup-posed to be filed wider 

are supposed to be set forth in reasonably specific detail, 

and I don'~t. think the Board 3's entitled to look~ for thiings 

which may be izipicit or hidden within the genercal overcall 

framework of 100 contentions to try to define the :Intent 

of the Intervenors.  

CiUhI RMAN! F AFOLNK IDES: U1*y thing furtlher? 

Let's continue., 3.13.2.2.  

MRl VQLLEN. The Intervenors oppose both the 

Applicant~s and the staff's izotion for summary disposition 

of thiis contention on all of the grounds previously 

asserted.  

The Applicants offe.-r the affidavit of Mr.  

Coopsx in support of their position fth respect to this

U
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contention, and I would say, Mr. Chairman, that the affidavit 

of Mr. Cooper is perhaps the only affidavit offend by 

Applicants-in support of any of their motions of summiary 

disposition that comes at all reasonably close to m'11eeting 

the requirement of Section 2.749, that an affidavit shows 

the competency of the witness to testify to the fa*cts 

stated in i' 

Mr. Cooper describes his responsibilities 

and describes the responsibility that he has had with 

respect to.the Newaunee Nucler Power Planto even though 

it comes close, and Intervenors still maintain it is 

deficiento because it fails to state that he has personal 

knowledge of the facts in his affdavit.  

The examples of the inadmissability of the 

matters set forth in Mr. Cooper's affidavit include the 

statement in the middle paragraph of that affidavit which 

is numbered Page 43, that the trays for safeguard 

trains (orange and green trays) are everywhere separated 

by three-foot horizontal andvertical distances except in 

the cable spreading room (relay room) where such distances 

are impossible.  

There is no indication whatsoever of why the 

conclusion that such distances .are impossible in the cable 

spreading room is a valid conclusion. No statement of facts 

whatsoever, Mj,. Chairman.
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Similarly, the last sentence of that affidavit 

2 concludes by saying that the separation criteria used in 

the design and the construction of the KAwaunee Plant 

provides sufficient isolation between the redundant 

systems.  

6 That is a determination for the Board to make 

7 whether there is sufficient isolation, not a conclusion to 

8 which a witness ought to be permitted to testify.  

With respect to the Staff's motion for summary 

disposition in connection with this contention we do not 

believe that the affidavit offered of Mr. Tondi satisfies 

2 the requirement of affirmatively showing that he is competent 

totestify to the moatters set forth therein. Hte does not 

14 state that he has personal knowledge of the matters he is 

15 testifying to.  

16 MR. CCMEY: The Applicant has one paragraph 

Sstating a material facto On this Intervenor dispute this 

18 and intend to show through the test'mony of Mr. Tondi that 

the physical separation in the cable. spreading room and 

20 other areas of the plant is such that there are credible 

21 mechanists that would result in loss of both the redundant 

channe l,.  

3fr. Tondi stated in his testimony that the 
23 

24 cable separation criterioni for the relay room is not as 

conservative as would be required in today's construction
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a-4 pdermit application.  

With respect to the Staff's statements, in 

this contentione PAragraph A, it is not in dispute.  

4 -Paragraph -1. is not in dispute.  

Paragraph B-2 is not in dispute.  

Pa-agraph B-3 is in dispute. Mr. Tondi will 

testify that the identification of routing to this sure 

group separation is not as yet sufficient.  

With respect to B-4, that is not in dispute.  

0-5 is not in dispute.  

1-6 is a future fact on which we can take 

12 no position. It is a phrase in the future tenthis.  

13 B-7 is true as stated, Our position is that it 
24 is not a sufficient separation.  

CHAIRMANU FARRAKIDES: Porgive me, I did not 

17 understand 'your position on 7. It is true as stated? 

I MR COEY: It is true as stated.  

19 i What we are saying with respect to that is 

20 that such a separation is not sufficient to protect against 

21 a failure.  

22 C!A.'PJRAN FARMAIDES: But you do admit to the 

23 statement made? 

24 MR. COMEY: Hie is stating they are one feet 

25 apart and we are saying that is not good enough, and that
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15-a-5 1 doesn't meet the intent of the criterion.  

CIAIRMIAN FAIIdAXIDES: And how are you going to 

show thatp sir? 

4DMR. COMEY: Through Mr. Tondi's testiimony.  

Id 4 

i's 

17 8 11 

20 

21 2S 

23 

24 

25
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15b.1 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right. B-.8 

2 MR. COMEY: Right. B.-8, this paraqraph is 

3 true. States factual matter. Again aOposition is that 

4 this is not sufficient protection. We dispute that this 

5 physical fact meets the criterion, 

6 CHAIMAN FARMARIDES: And you are going to 

7 show that th-rough whom%? 

MR. COMEY: Mr. Tondi.  

9B-9 is a future fact. It says that the 

o 'barriers will be protected and we cannot dispute that.  

I CNAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: How about the first 

12 sentence? 

i3 MR. COMEY: I have toured the plant., I have 

14 seen no such barriers. I cannot take a position that thel 

15 may not now have provided that. I have seen no barriers 

16 myself.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Are you going to dispute 

is that then, Mr. Comey? 

i9 MR. COMEY: I would like to reserve on that 

20 until I get a chance to look at their latest submission tc 

2 jthe staff on this.  

22 CHAIRMAN PARMAKIDES: All right. B-10.  

23 MR. COMEY: B-10 again is a future fact, It 

24 says they will not be permitted to cross over to another 

group. We feel that doesn't state a material fact.
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15B2

4 
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17 

P .  
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20 

23~ 

25~

And on B-11, the statementI of fact is to our 

knowledge correct. our position is that 6 inches o~f air 

space is not suffioient1-- separation and does not meat the 

i.ntent of the crit.iona.  

CHAIRMAN FARVIAKIDES: All right. You are 

going to show that through whom? 

MR. COMEY., Through Mr. Tondi0 

CHlAIRMAN FAMAIDES: Do you have any other 

material 2act that vou intend to elicit through cross? 

MR. COMMY Wlell, in cn-08s-exanination Of Mr.  

Tondi we will ask himi about how it was that he dtiscovered 

all of these deficienc~is and what applicant's po~sition 

wias with repect to changing them, et cetera.  

CHAIRMAN FARM~AKIDF.S: Mr. Applicant.  

MR. CHURCHILL: No comnment, zir other than 

to note thkat r don't think there is a latest submittal, oi 

at least a late submittal on I believe it was Point 9, 

was it? The first sentence in 9. where barriers are 

provided were mutually redundant trays across. There may 

have been some sabmittal in something last sumner. We 

can't quite identify ibut this i12. not a subject of a 

recent amiendment or one in which another amendment is 

forthcoming. So there realNly is nothing to wait for and 

no reason to reserve judgment.  

CHAIRPAIN FARRAKIDES: Okay. Staff.



15b3 IMR. SEIFFERT: Mr. Chairman, we would just 

2 like to renew our objection we stated this morning and 

y esterday based on the Orv'i. ae Ir sa xml 

4 where our testi-aony is identical with -the statement which 

5 you suggest is 110t in issue.  

6 ~We suggeest as to two itemis Mr. Comey just 

7 metioedour B-3 on page 20 and our B-7 on page 21.  

~ I Mr. Comtey says to B-3, "Although our facts 

9show the rouating is identified to ins,,ure group separation6 

10 Mr. Comey will show that tChe rouating iz- not sufficient.  

11 JH9 ii show this through cross -e~ami nat4ion.  

IL M4r. Tondi's testimony has exactly the same 

13 wrds e have stated in our statement of fact and he 

Wj goes on tk-o say, "This criterion would be acceptable for 

13present PSR applications0 ' 

16 Similarly on our No. 7 Mr. Comey said he woule 

17 shwon cross-examination that wasn't enough.  

~8 Mr. Tondi stated again,. OThis critercion- would 

be acer~abl for present PSR applications." 

20 Therefore,, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Comey has the 

mere hope of contradict"Ing Mr. McCarthyt s testimony.  

iiIle suggest under the Orvis case doctrine that 

2 would not be sufficient to defeat ouar mAotion for Summary 

.4 judgment on this poknt, 

25 MR. COEY.Z: Fir. Chairman, in conversations withi
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4 1 Mr. Tondi I have discussed these points with him. M r.  

20 Tondi will testify as to what I said.  

3 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: That is more than a 

4 hope, Mr. Seiffert. That is a Statement.  

5 MR. SEIFFERT: Pardon me? 

6 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDESz That is more than a 

7 hope, sir as to what Mr. Tondi is going to testify.  

a That is a statement from the intervenors as to what he 

g will testify.  

10 MR. RENFROW: The regulatory staff will accep 

15 that if that is Mr. Comey's statement, that he talked to 

12 Mr. Tond. and Mr. Tondi told him that.  

)s gCHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Accept or except? 

MR. RENFROW: Accept.  

5 jCHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: I1m sorry, Mr. Renfrow, 

6 I didn't hear it properly.  

It's difficult hearing in here, and frankly 

I think yesterday someone said that we should raise our 

19 voices, and I can see people in the back of the room 

20 straining to hear. Okay, fine.  

Anything further, Mr. Churchill? 

22 MR. CHURCHILL: Nlo, sir.  

23 

* 2 
25
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CHAIRLMAN FARMAKIDES: All right, 3.14.2.1.  

MR. VOLLEN: The Intervenors would oppose 

the Applicant's and the Staff's motion for su-mmary 

disposition in connection with this contention, Mr. Chairman, 

for all of the reasons previously stated.  

I have previously stated our objection to the 

competency of both the Cooper affidavit ofered by Applicant 

and the Crocker affidavit offered by the Staff. The 

examples of the inadmissability of material in the Applicant' 

affidavit include the first sentence, which is.totally 

reliant on the PJAR, a document not in evidence and 

therefore not properly considend by the Board in connection 

with motions for summary disposition.  

The third sentence of that one paragraph 

affidavit states that, "Applicants have conservatively 

factored adequate margins into their calculations.' 

That is a conclusion without foundation, without any 

factual basis for the Board to determine whether it is a 

reasonable or approprite conclusionto reach.  

The Crocker affidavit offered by the Staff in 

connection with their motion for sumnary disposition of 

thiscontention states, and I quote from Page 3, "The 

overall conservatism of the estimated loads is a matter 

of judgement at this time, since the loads are based upon 

motor power requirements taken from manufacturers' test data
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and handbooks with efficiency factcos applied.' lie then 

goes on and states in his judgemrent, "The Applicant's 

estimates are realistic, but as noted: previously, the 

actualy loads will be detr:ined by test during the 

pre-opera.tional testing Prograns so that prior to licensing, 

we will hasve verification of the adequacy of the machines.' 

I take it the 'we' ha is referring to is the Regulatory 

Staff.  

In our view, Mr. Chaiman, it is the Board 

that must have veification of the ad-quacy of the machines 

and reach the conclusions that they are adequate.  

We think this contention must be i tigated.  

CHAIRMAN !ARAXDES 2 Mr. Comey? 

MR. COMMY: Applicant has a two-sentence 

paragraph on this contention. The first sexteice of that 

paragraph states that: "The 30 minute rating of each 

diesel generator is 3050 kiloattsJ" That statement is 

true. Howeer, it is inapplicablte.  

The second sentence is that the maximum autonatic 

sequence loading for the first 30 minutes is 2737 kfilowatts.  

We intend to show on cross examination of Mr. Cooper that 

the load is greater than that.  

CHAIRMANJ 7ARMAKIDES4 Signi ficantly greater? 

MR. COIEY: Significantly greaterg as a 

matter of fact, when safety guide No. 9 came out and
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becamne apparent thalt these dieE~f generators would not be 

able to take the load! that the fiqures of the Applicant: wou~ld 

change the anmandi'ent.  

now wi~th respect to the Staff, contentions 

3.14.2,1, statement A is not in diispute, statcement B is 

not in dispute, statement C is not in dispute., statemsit D 

is in dispute since that is identical with the sate ment 

I just discussed in -the Applicant's statenento I won't 

repeatc !myself.. And Mr. Vollen has alreeady discussad 

HA:..RMYN Y'ARMAKIDESt Excuseme, Mr. Cony.  

the Staff has a dlifement point ir. theP san-tence th-mnte 

Applicant has.  

MR. COMEY: The mexinmur automattic loading on 

each machine is equivalent tco 2737 kw.  

CHAIMKAN VAReMAKIDES% Wereas -the Applicant was 

talking about the miaximum automatic sequence loading for 

the first 30 iminutese.  

MiR. COMJWY. The same thing, it's the sam thxing.  

They are talking about the same thing.  

CHAIR!'AN FAIRAXKIDES: Al11 right, you are going 

to show it through Mr. Cooper? 

MR. COMNEY: Yese sir. lAnd with respect to 

E, that essentially is what M'r. Vollen pointed out by 

Mr, Crocker's Imstimony, it's a matiter of judgemnent at this 

time, We dispute that the load figures are conservative.
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I a4MR. RENFROW: Ouir contention says conservative.  

2 I think we better go back and read the two sentences 

3 again, Mir. Coiey, in E.  

4 MR. COMEY: In E? 

5 I am sorry. Mr. Renfrow, I don't 

6CHIRMAN FARAIDES: Let's not continue this.  

7 What is your point, Mr. Renfrow? 

.. MR, RENFROW: Essentially two facts are set 

9 out, Mr. Chairmaan. No. I that the load figures signed 

above are taken from ma turers test data with efficiency 

1 factors applied.  

2 Now tar. Vollen has stated as a matter of law 

that the Staff cannot then state and get by with the 

24 contention that the pre-op testing procedures will assure 

g that these are not exceeded, that the Board will find that 

6 they are not exceeded based on facts. I would submit to 

17 the Chairman that under the Atomic Energy Coimmission 

IS notice of hearing in this case and rules of practice 

19 that is not quite the law. This Board may indeed, 

20 find that this plant can operate provided only that the 

21 p-e-operational test program inisures that the load factors 

22 here are correct, and that no license can issue until that 

23 is done. However, I do submit to this Board that this Board 

2 could do that, it's within its jurisdiction and it does not 

25 have to wait until the plant has all the pre-op test programs
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a-5 done on it before it can make a decislon.  

The Staff has cet forth the facts as to where 

3 the load fitures -- where they are from, what action we 

4 will take. These are stated facts. As I understand it, 

5 maybe that is perhaps the way the Intervehors wish to leave 

6 it, that the assurance by pre-op testing as a matter of law 

7 cannot be taken away fr.m the Board, however, the Staff 

8 strongly disagrees with that statement as it was stated 

Sto the Board.  

1) Us 13 

TA 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

)22 

23 

25
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GCHAIRMAN FARMNAKIDES: We w4i ask 4r. Vollen 

2 first to respond, then, r. Coaey, you can clarify the factual 

3 isue.  

4 MR. VOLLEhN: I think 1r Renfrow took one clause 

S out of Mro, Crocke's- affidavit that I read, but did not take 

6 the preceding clause in which Mr. Crocker had said that, 

7 "in my judgment," refe:'ring to Mr. Crockerts, "the Applicants, 

8 estimates are realist.c, 

9 That judgment, we submit, ought not to be made by 

i0 M r .Croceker in the final analysis, but ought to be made by this 

11 BDoard.  

12 Until the Board determines whether those 

3 Zestimates are realistic, it seems to me that the 3oard 

14 cannot order or permit the issuance of. a license depending 

15 upon the Staff verifying certain things during pre-operational 

26 testing.  

17 CHAIRMAN FAMKIDES: Mro Comey, you had some 

?8 a additional material that you wanted to state? 

9MR COMEY: Well, Statement E does not state 

20 what the Regulatory Staff will do if., in fact, pre-aop 

23 testing shows that the maximum loadings are well over the 

22 capability of the machines.  

23 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Bat, Mr. Comey, look, 

24 the Regulatory Staff has made two statements and the question 

25 here is do you admit or deny them? If you admit them, all
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IL6B-2 I right, if you deny them, why? 

2 MR" COMYET You see, I don't understand what 

3 they mean by, "Will assure the maximua loadings are within 

4 the capability of the machines," 

5 CH~4AIA FARMAIUDE-S: Could you clariy that, 

6 Mr. Seiffert or Mr. Renfrow? 

7 MR. RENFROW: Certainly. The pre-operati onal 

8 testing program will get these figures, the maximum loads 

9 will be determined, we will be able to know exactly how many 

7O kilowatts As the first sentence says, these limits are 

it based on motor poWer requirements taken from manufacturers' 

12 test data and handbooks with efficiency fac(tors epplied.  

13 That is what we have today before this plant will be allowed 

14 to operate in the pre-operational testing program, they are 

15 going to have to kick thei on and measure it exactly.  

16 Those are two statements of fact, neither of which 

17 can be admitted or denied.  

1v I am sure Mr. Vollen would not let me take Mr 

19 meys statement, that would be a conclusion by the Staff.  

20 These happen to be two facts that we say are they or are they 

21 not material facts in issue. That's all we are stating in 

22 this document 

23 CHAIRMAN FARMAEIDES: Did you understand that, 

2A Mr. Comey? 

SMR COMEY: Well, I am still troubled. Do these
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16B-3 S facts mean anything? I mean, what is the Staff going to do 

2 if the loadings are greater? I have got to know that, I mean, 

3 that is the essence of the dispute.  

4 Are they going to come up with a new criterion 

5 to cover a si tuation like this so this plant will not have to 

6 change any of the loads? 

7 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Oka-y, Anything further? 

8 The next one. 3.17.1, 

9 MR. VOLLEN: The Intervenors oppose the 

to Applicant's motion for summary disposition of the contention 

i on all of the grounds previously stated, 

12 The Applicant offers apparently a joint affidavit 

1 as -- in support of its motion as to this contention without 

94 getting to the question, because we don't have to reach it, 

is of whether two people can testify whether a panel of some 

G type is a permitted procedure. I donrt think an affidavit 

17 which is not attributable to any person, any one person can 

18 be said to meet the requirements of 2.749 that an affidavit 

9 affirmatively show than the Affiant, singular, is competent 

20 to testify to the matters set forth therein.  

2 Mloreover, even if such a joint affidavit wer'e 

2S permitted, neither Mr. McFarlane or Mr. Cermak in their 

23 affidavits state that they have any personal knowledge about 

24 the -,ewaunee plant or any personal knowledge of the matters 

25 set forth in their joint affidavit.
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I ~The afidat,. the exaxnp1es of' the inadraissible 

2 ptaterneents in the affidavit includ~e the whole first paragraphl, 

33 whilch ztates, but d~oe.-:; not make part of the record for this~ 

4, evidentiary hearing or in suppor-t of this motion fox- sunmmary 

5 disposition, thtt an analysis evaluating effects of ge 

derisif ication on the XeTauep1n siendne 

The analyzia shaows that the Kewaunee nocleae 

powrer plJant can be sa-fely operated at a, 100 percent rate of 

91 we If Jha .3 a -suLfficierit evidentiary showingT to allow 

W thia Bvoard to grant zummavy disposition in f~avor of the 

11 Appicxil,'then it zeema to me that the Applicant could make 

12 such a conclusor y sltatemeint with regard to any contea~tion, 

1 iad avoid a hearing.  

101 CHAMMADT, F AM AAX1TES Mr. Criiey? 

1"I" COMEYOO With,1 respect to Applicant"'s 3tat,&iient 

N~o. 1, relative to thniZ onetin this is in diepute. We 

IY do believe that the tcosset forth in Secti on 4.'L ot the 

is Technical Report on 10enrsi~ication of Light Wkater Reactors is 

19 not a coneervative metho d of doing this for densification of 

Vi We think 14r. Crutchifield will testify to that, 

22 and we m~ay have a further witness onl that, a former, Westing'

23 house Oiaployee namued Mr. Po-rshiler., Only last night were ive 

2V+I able to discuss this, it' s riot cl.ear at this time vh.!ther or 

5 not he will testify on this matter, but wie will" let; ,-Phe Board
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2.6 B-5 9 know as soon as that has been pinned down., 

2 CAIRAN FAWiK11DES: le this one of the 

3 witnesses of the App2li.iant? 

A MR C0MEY: N1X~ Sir,, 

SC HAIRD4AW1 F-APTYUKIDES: Witness of' the Staff? 

MR. COM.,ZYr Nd., he Is a Westinghouse man, 

7 NR. ~A~ What is hlis namne? 

8 Nffl COMBY.- For,7hier. IC think he Just left 

9 Wesingftouse, I dion't mean just a m~inote ago.  

CR.A!PMA FAr-;iv-AlTk1DES-. Oka,7 H~ow about Paragraphi 2,, 

MR., GCQW2-1? D-r. Chairma. I cannot j udge wheatl-±er 

qS or not Appli cant" a analysees a.3bnitted to the AEC under date 

IA of Jantvary 1., 1973 do, in fact, use a model consistent with 

15 those guidelines,, Westinghouse offI'ered those to uIs with the 

16 claii of proprietary -- well, the Applicant -I hiave, not 

17 rviewad those, docuientq. AS a matter, of fact, I do not 

is beli~eve we have those docum~ents in our possession.  

19-~i PL t0LLEN- Well I am not sure if we do or 

20 vie dot, MU Chairman. I bell-eve that the analyzis referred 

2 o in this, Paragraph 2 of the App.-'iant is the eubJect Matter 

22 of some correspondenece between Hr, Charnoff, one of the 

23~ attor-neys for the Applicant, and myself.  

041 1 think indeed it is the subject matter of' one of 

asthe documents that Mx'. Chuz'chillJ mentioned yesterday,, Perhqps
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b efore we discuzs thiz matzter ai-*y further.  

is the ani.Iaysiz referred to in Paragrap~h 2 the 

we have corresponded abou~t and you ref~erred to yesterday? 

9 Mr,, Chairman, is that Mr.% Oharnoff sent by mail to me some 

9 documnents, and there was some confusion as Ito what thoe doca

10~ ments were supposed to be, I think the earne confasion that 

11 Mr. arnakides, you had when you had two documents marked 

,2 "Point B~each." - There was some correspondence back~ and forth; 

13 the upchot of it waes, I think Mr. Charnoff has now explained 

14 to mec what the docuiients are supposed to be.  

is I say I think that becauze Mr. Churchill delivered 

16 to me~ yeste-rday morning a letter cove-r-ing this subjeCt., and 

17 quite fran!Uy I had a chance only to glance at it sice that 

28 1time,, 
19 As I say, X think I now unde-ratand iwheftt iocient 

20 it is the Applicants are aubmitting to us. They submitted 

21 thwi to us saying they were proparietary. I said that in our 

22 view, these docuoxents could not, because ofe their su.ject 

23 fmatter an~d the public health and safety issue ,-ith vw'.ich they 

24 deal, could not euid should not be conside"red propri et1aryl, but 

25 that I and Mr. Com~ey would not look at thew. until suchi time as 

Af
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the Applicant had an opportLiity to present to the Board a 

motion for a protectiVe order, and the ruling as to whether 

or not these documents are entitled to proprietary treatment, 

That, Mr. Chairman, continues to be the state of 

the matte.  

CHIRMAN FARTAICDES: Okay, thank you. Mr, 

Comey, do you haveany other material issue fact that you 

intend to solicit during the cross? 

MR. COMESY: Yes, sir. Our contention goes to 

the state of the knowledge of fuel densification. We intend 

to explore all of the matters set fort;h in the contention, 

including such matters as why Westinghouse did not inform the 

Commission of the Beanau problem for over nine months in which 

knowledge of fuel densification known to Westinghouse was not 

rv evealed to the Atomic Energy Commission, so that the Staff 

was unable to begin any analysis of fuel densification problems 

until it cropped up on an American reactor,
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17a1 f MR. CHURCHILL: Mr. Chairman, please.  

2 CHAIRMAN FARMAR IDES Mr. Churchill.  

3 MR. CHURCHILL: I have to point this out as 

4 something that is clearly outside the scope of his 

contention.  

6 IHe mentioned something about this, and that 

isn't even the subject of anything that could be remrotely 

connected with this hearng, 

The statement here is that the staff':s method! 

10 provide a conserzvative method for evaluating the effects 

of fuel densification. That is a statement we have made.  

2 He is zaying that he is going Ito somehow show 

3 that it doesn't.  

14 I would simply refer the Board to his con

5 tentions where he quchs that report all over the place anc 

says that we should in fact be making analyses in accordar 

17 with it.  

Most important, I would just like to remind 

59 everybody again, without having to repeat it for each 

20 contention, that for nunber one, all he has said is that 

21 he will turn that around and hope to make the applicant's 

2 own witnesses contradict what they have said. .Thas all 

23 le has done. It is not sufficient, 

24 With respect to the proprietary information, 

25 I am not sure whether that question is up yet before the
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17a2 Board or not, but it does deserve some COM-ment.  

LiCHAIRMAN 37AMK XDESt That question is not fo: 

3 ."the Board,, sir.  

MR. CHURCI-ULL: I want -to make sure that this 

51 is not going to delay the haring in any way1 , becaus'e 

6 they refuse to look at so '.iething that As proprietary, and 

7 f in so doing 1 want to make su. ca that it is well i"nderstoo( 

S' that thsze is nothing In. the regulations that require a 

e prote~ctive ordex iromi the Board on a proprietary, document 

before they, the GLtrvenors, have to look at a. document 

wuhich we offer to them nxder a protective agreenient which 

they have signed.  

NogI can go into that in more detail if you 

Sweant. But I do not 4ant his to become a stumbling block 

1, in the aiearing ltater on whien three weeke from flosW they 

16 canniot pro.-ced because they say they have not read what wc 

17have submitt'ed as part of our application.  

18 MOR. VOLLEN. is there anything in the 

9 Comraisionls regulations insofar as 2: aw, aw:are -6-hat reguix 

20 pate to a procaeding to accept docnments and to agree 
~ to trat 11those documents in zny kind of proprietary 

23 Promptly upon receipt of them I notified 1 

think the next day or perhapsth saeayyrtunmi 

25 iIcounsel that we did not in-tend to look at Ithem, because
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l 7 a3 we did not believe they were proprietary or could be 

treated proprietarii1y, and they ought to if they so 

~desire to apply to -%.-he Board for an order, and to my 

Sknoynledg they have not done so.  

CHiAIRMAN IARAIDESz Did you have anything, 

SMr. Comtey? 

MR~. COMEY: Y - . I would like to point out 

11 hat M .r Churchill has corZrccted my, c;orments ab:out the 

Besnau problem, that they do not go to Paragraphi 2 to thii 

e ntatements OJF r"ateria.l fact in issue, but they '50 go to 

'the very first tw. etons ions o f my contention. The 

applcantand the staff do not have anoiugh 

SInformnation on fuel deasif:LcatILior to justify 11icensing thv 

X elaunee play t at the present. No license should be issu( 

uni tl, muechanisma of dens ification is adequata.vL under

stooO and parametric staies have been performed, et 

Scetera, and one of the things that I ish to prove througlz 

cross of Mr. Crutchfield and MIr. Form-hier is tha3t one of 

Sthe reasons the staff does not have an adequate undearstane 

igof this is that Westinghouse in fact wiould have this 

inform~ation.  

Now# on t--e subject of proprietary, I perhaps 

~can assist the Boaxd by pointinq out some facts with 

respect to-

CEHAIRMAW IFARMAKIDES: I think Mr. Volle.n has

d
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discussed that.  

okay, gine, anything more? 

4CRXIRVIAN FAMAIDS: Mr Churchill', 

5 ~MR CHUR'CHILLa: A point or' clarification, 

SI'mV sorry, I did not understand who Mr. Crutch~field was.  

I7.s he a staff Kitness? 

M3~R. VOLL&EN: He itc" a2 s t a f 7itC-n aS S 

MR0 CRTCHIE.Dt And9 Mr. Poz:hier? 

CHiAIRMAN FARMA7DES: tHe is with Wtinghouse 

U ewas recantly rith WsigueI undersz;nd.  

MR. VOLN: lie may- be added tocrur witness 

list. tWe vill not-ify you cis soon as w

'44 MR. CRUTCHF LD He m~ay be added? Yo%% have 

15noin infoxzed us or th( utaff.  

16 CHAXW1AiN FARMAKXDES: You will later^ have an 

17oportuni~ty to object to that, sir. Let's go to 3.16.  

is -MR~. VOLLENs 1Intervenors oppose the granting 

19 of both the appl icant Is and lthe P-taf f I s mot ion 2i.or 

_p sumuary disposition with respect to this contention for 

21. a l og the reasons previously given, M.-. Chairman.  
221 The affidavit of Mr. Goeslar offered by the 

23appliaant does not affi.rmatively show,., that he is competent 

2,6 1to testify to the matters sat forth in that;- affidavit, 

Ais examuples of "Che inadwiissibillty oZ the
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17a '~i matters set forth in the -affidavit offered by applicant 

2 1 believe that virtually every sentenvce in that aff idavit 

Samounts to either a statsmen-t_ ofi a legal concluzion as to 

4 wha thegeneral design critaria p~rovide ozr req,:,,ire or a 

3 statemnt as to what is i.n the~ technical ispec if:c at ions, 

6 jnone of which are in evidencs or prapaviy before this 

, ay in connection with the Totions for sumary disposit: 

k) ~ Similarly the affidavit of iexe by t-he staff 

9 copainsinadmissible material.  

V) For esampleg the para-phrasing of" material 

oposedWy In tetechnical specif ications.  

12PR CMY X~f the applicant has one paragrapi 

Si 3 tating that the r-elevant seation ol' the plant"S 

c41-.-Cnical spec-Ifications comp-ly with the design criteria 

s i 41. Test._ig of an alternalte coinpoinent reqAired by 

Section 3.3 assures that the component,, will properly par

17fr if reuired to do so.  

a1en ~With ragarCK to the first sentence of the 

igotteet t strue. 'ewuddispute that tesecond iE 

20true.  

41 1 vel will show this throngh testimony of Mr.  

_9 _ od and we wilalso show that thi ingle alr 

Z3 definitioa is noat cormplied with by this Section 3.3. of thca 

,,technicel specifications.  

25 1CHIAIR1ANT FAMRRIDES: Is that a.11, sir?
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17a6 MR. COMEY: That's all, yes.  

2 CHAIRMANjFARMAKIDES: How about the staff? 

3 Page 23.  

4 MR. COMEY: A is not in dispute.  

5 B. is not in dispute.  

C is not in dispute.  

7 F is in dispute.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: What about D? 

MR. COMEY; I'm sorry. D is in dispute. I 

it wrote F next to it.  

i CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: We won't ask you what 

12that means.  

E tAll right, what are you going to shcw on D? 

14 25 1j7 1 
20 

(* 24 

25



0 7-b- 1: ps

tr-1 A,,P P:icaiat ?

M4R, CHURCHILL: I just want to remind the 

Board and -the Intervenors this ius also the subject of a 

Part C -motion and our motion for svumary dismissal as a 

matter of 1a~vi Thiss conl.ained in Page C--'2 in 

At*tachme,,nt C of our motion. I thiink that ever-ything is 

thiere0 1 don't have to reiterate this orally.  

However , would lAIkr to point out to the 

extent that it relates to the arg-a-aent Mr. Comeiy just made 

we are talking about general alesiqD czriterion 2,, which

573 

DIR,4 COMEY: 11Thn one safeguard train is doxin 

one mnust asswtm that the sincqle fiuecriteKion arpplies 

to the otherc oXn andc tharefore, if~ a single failure~ 

occurs in the supposedlyi operative train,7 then you have 

absolntaly no sa-eguard equipment.  

CHAIWi7AN FAWNAKDES-z You -are going to show 

this t~hrough whom, sr 

MR,, C01EY-, Mr. 2Tondi.  

CUIT-A1JMAN FA,AKITrS Is there any other 

xniarial issue & facts, sir.. that you would in-:ts to 

ellcit during cross na-aminatinn? 

M4R. COMEY: Yes. TWe will elicit infornmation 

about the raKliability sudies having to dio wi-th permitting 

thIs amznourn -,f downtims on equipenL0 

CHA1JRMUN ?FAI(kiA-KJXD115P Okay. Than-.k you.
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goes directly to the point of a one line or one train 

being down for limited periods of time during maintenance.  

It does in fact perform this general de-sign 

criterion. Therefore, it is inaccurate as a matter of' 

law to say that it does not comply with the singyle failure 

criterion.  

This is recognized as a specific exception to 

the single-failure criterion.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Seiffert or Mr.  

Ren f row.  

MR. RENFROW: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  

Once again I would like to point out, as Mr.  

Churchill, it is design criteria, design basis criteria to 

which we are speaking.  

The contention we now go to now goes to 

operationsa so I would, therefore, join in this motion 

as a matter of law that this motion should be similarly 

disposed of.  

Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I should also note 

that Mr, Tondi has not testified to this contention.  

Mr. Crocker has. The Staff will not offer him for cross 

examination on this contention.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Anything further? 

MR. VOLLENs Maybe thore is a misunderstanding 

between us, Mr. Renfrow. It is ry understanding when I told
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-b-3 1 you the Intervenors wanted Mr. Tondi as a witness I identifie 

2 the contentions about which we would want him to testify.  

and that 3.18 was one of them.  

4 MR. RENFROW: That may be an error, because it 

5 was my understanding from my notes the two that you asked 

for, and then you said three the other day, and probably 

7 I should have checked withyou, but the two that you 

8s requested were the two Mr. Tondi has testified to, single 

9 failure of the boric acid tank, which I believe was 3.3.6.3, 

T0 and the second was the cable trays.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: You two can figure that 

12 out later between you. Anything more on 3.18? 

13 MR. VOLLEN: Well, I would just like to respond 

14 very briefly to Mr. Churchill's attachment C and point out 

15 that the contention does claim thatit would be a violation 

16 of the single-failure criterion in the event that an 

accident happened while one of these pieces of equipment 

was out for maintenance or repair.  

1g CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Okay.  

20 MR. COMEY: Mr. ehairnan, there is one iather 

29 material fact that we will elicit from Mr. Tondio and that 

22 is that the Regulatory Staff does not have at the present 

23 time any criteria for writing technical specifications, 

that they have been under development for a long, long time, 

2 and that there is serious disagreement within the Commission's
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b-4 Regulatory Staff on certain items more specifically this.  

2 CHAI.RMAN FARMIAKIDES:- How does that relate to 

9 3 your contention, sir? 

MR. COMEY: That this is a technical specifica

tion, 3.3 for this plant ando therefore, one of the reasons 

G that it is difficult to judge this particularpermissive 

7 operation is thetthere are no Commission criteria for 

8 technical specifications to judge it by. It was supposed 

9 to have been done several years ago and they have not been 

10 completed.  

1I In other words, Mr. Renfrow argues that it is 

12 the general design criteria that covers this. We take a 

U* different view.  

1g CHIRMLnAN FAMAIDES: Any thing else on 

Dg MR. CHURCHILL: N~o, si*tre 

17 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: 4. 5. 2. Mr. Vol Ilen.  

gg MR. "VOLLEN:- The Intervenors oppose the 

Applicant's motion for summary disposition of this contention 

20 on all the grounds previously stated, Mr. Chairman.  

The affidavit offered by Applicants is that 

22 of Mr. Ramsseto and that affidavit does not affirmatively 

23 show that he is competent to testify to the matters set 

A 24obrth in his affidavit.  

The closest it comes is describing his background
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as inciudiiig from~ 1.968 tha fact that appa.-ently up to and 

incl.uding the pr-esent timns quality aossurance suparvisoz 

of the ewauiee Nuclear Pourer Plant.  

The fact that somwsbody hao a title does not 

make them qali-fied to testify wiAth respect to nwattemrs 0 

5.Pherae is -no hi ti ilher of what he has 

done, of what his dultis-s as cquali-ty assurance supervisor 

include, or that M' has vxa:l:knowledge of the facts 

supposedly sat forth in his afiavit.  

The eaiples of th inJa~msa matexial in 

his affidavit with respect to contention 4.5.2 include the 

first scntence0, i-.h5.h is a c~oclusory observation that the 

Xewaunea Quality Assirance Manual has been prepared to me 

the intent of requ)-atosin Appendix D,, '-0C of Part RO 

kinds of', things wi7Jthcuta any fact-s, without any foundation 

fox that.  

The statemsat of matrial. facto contained in 

Aplicantvs Atta eraat A, which they ciain is a ganuins 

issue, a mtearial'1 fact as to 6ihidh tchnre is no gensuins 

issue apj ars to me to be just whrat 1.1s Churchill has been 

accusing IniterYenors of doing all day.  

I:t seems to ma he has taken lthe cantentiod0 , 

turzed it around and put a necgative in front of it and saidl 

that's the whole answer to 1-he %,hole ball gpame. I don~t- thinli
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-b-6 3 he can have it both ways.  

2 CHAIRMAN FARMKIDES:- Anything further? 

3 MR. COMEY: No.  

4 CHAIRMAIN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Coney do you 

intend to elicit any additional material issue of fact 

through your cross? 

7 MR. COMEY: Yese sir. I think on all of these 

we have already identified to the Board the material facts.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: With respect to 4.5.2? 

to MR. COMEY: Yes. We earlier indicated which 

11 of those were. We gave citations.  

12 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Churchill? 

23 MR. CHURCHILL-: To my knowledge I see no 

14 correspondence or nothing on the record where Intervenors 

95 have indicated anything to the Board about a basis of 

16 facts or anything relatinig to 4.5.2.  

1y CHAIRM4AN PAMAKIDES: I agree, Mir. Churchill.  

18 Mr. Vollen, the Board agrees with Mr. Churchill's 

19 observation here, 

20' MR, VOLLEN: May I have just a moment, 

21 Mr. Chairman? 

02 Cv-!S'UIMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes.  

23 Let's take a 10-minute recess.  

25
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Let's proceed, Mr. Voll, 

MR. VOLLEN: The transcript of the prehearing 

conference held in Washington, D.C. on January 10, 1973 

reflects that at that time we were not prepared to identi; 

specific documents in connection with contention 4.5.2.  

I told counsel for the other parties that after we re

turned to Chicago and had an opportunity to revi".ew the 

documents, I would notify them of the documents we were 

relying on in connection with that contention. As you 

may recall , Mr, Chairman, in connection with other 

contingents in the 4-point series, Mr. Comey orally on the 

record referred to particular documents.  

My notes reflect that on January 29, 1973 in 

a telephone conversation with Mr. Renfrovo I gave him the 

numbers of three documents in connection with that 

contention, being documents A-2244, A-2227 and A-2264.  

My notes further reflect that I requested Mr.  

Renfrow to pass those numbers on to Mr. Churchill, and the 

he agreed to do so.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Now how are you going tc 

use those documents , Mr. Vollen? 

MR. VOLILEN: In the same way, Mr. Chairman, we 

intend to use the other documents identified by Mr. Comey 

in connection with the other contingents in the 4-point 

series.
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18a2 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: How are you going to 

2 produce the documents? 

3 MR. VOLLEN: Well, I don't know, sir, they 

4 were going to introduce the documents themselves into 

5 evidence. We may use them to cross-examine the witness 

6 offered by the applicant or the staff on that subject.  

7 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Any comment, Mr.  

f8 Churchill? 

9 MR. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. I think we did get 

10I this straightened out over the receIss. The documents -

11 I think that is not a sufficient answer just to say that 

2 he plans to use documents which he has distribubd to the 

13 parties. I would like to know what the material facts art 

14 that he wishes to raise, just exchanging the documents, I 

15 carOt see it.  

16 The Board doesn't have these documents, sir, 

17 and the Board doesn't know these facts. You are in the 

i8 dark, and I think I, with the documents, am in the dark.  

9 1 would like to, going on to a different 

20 subject, Mr. Vollen stated about how I can't have it both 

21 ways and all I am doing is stating the negative of his 

22 contentions. Well, sir, that is what this hearing is 

z3 all about. He is making the contention, we produce 

24 testimony in effect denying the contention. That testimo 

25 forms the basis of our -- it forms the support for our
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18a3 I statement that what he is alleging did not in fact happen 

2 That is what we have today, that is what we are trygIg to 

3 do.  

4 We then make our motion and he has to come 

5 forward with an affirmative motion of material fact, 

6 which he has to bring in.  

7 MR. RENFRON: Let me confirm that Mr. Vollen 

8 did call me on the 29th of January on the documents.  

9 There may be some misunderstanding as to another conten

10 tion we will get to as to whether I properly conveyed 

11 that contention to Mr. Churchill. But as to this 

12 particular contention, I did get docuiament numbers and 

,4 re r the information to Mr. Churchill on the 29th of 

14 January.  

15 MR. CHURCHILL% That is correct.  

16 MR. RENFROW: However, as with Mr. Churchill 

1 and with the QA contentions theaselves, at the 'ime of the 

I8 prehearing conference, Mr. Comey did in fact identify 

19 certain documents for us he used as a basis at that time 

to meet the burden that was then upon him to provide the 

21 parties with the specificity and explanatory basis to 

22 begin his participation in the hearing. Well we are far 

23 past that stage now, Mr. Chairman, we are now at the stage 

24 that we are speaking of facts that are in issue., 

25 I do not think, as does Mr. Churchii1, that 

- s
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I the documents themselves and the reference to them is 

2 enough for him to overcome the burden under 2.749.  

3 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen, I agree thi 

4 was one of the-problems that the Board had with your 

8 \r sponse to our Paragraph 1i, Point A. And we knew, of 

6 course, that you had the documents and we would like to be 

7 advised what are the material facts that you intend to 

8 elicit using those documents through, I imagine cross

?O MR. VOLIENJ: t We cannot do that right now, Mr.  

1 Chakman, with respect to Ihose documents. Mr. Comey 

12 informs me that we do have those documents in Kewaunee 

13 with us, they are located in boxes along with many other 

94 ocuments we have to dig those out, we would then be 

i5 repared to answer your question, 

16 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: All right, you might do 

17 so tomorrow morning, then, with respect to all the 4 

is series that you had identified as documents.  

19 Let's go to 4.6.1.  

20 MR. VOLLEN: The intervenors oppose the 

21 applicant's motion for summary disposition of this 

22 contingent for all of the reasons previously asserted.  

23 The examples of the inadmissbility of the affidavit offerfd 

24 by applicant to sustain their obligation, if they are 

25 entitled to summaay dispositions to demonstrate there is
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I no genuine issue as to any material fact by admissible 

2 evidence, include the opening paragraph which describes a 

3 form but does not present the form to the Board 

4 for its review or consideration.  

'5 \So therefore, it seems to me a clear violatior 

6 o f the best evidence rule. If they are saying this form 

7 meets the concern they are expressing, they ought to 

a present the form to the Board.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Comey? 

10 MR. VOLLEN, I thought I had understood you 

21 to say, Mr. Chairman, that you wanted us to describe the 

12 facts that you think will be elicited based on the docu

13 ments we have previously referred to tomorrow.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes.  

05 MR. VOLLEN: In connection with all of the 

16 4-point contingents.  

CHAIRMAN PARMAKIDES: Yes.  

8MR. VOLLEN: That being true, I would suggest 

Mr. Comev could more appropriately respond tomorrow.  

20 CRAI11AN FARMAKIDES: Fine. Mr. Churchill, dc 

21 you want to hold this over until tomorrow? 

22 MR* CHURCHILL: Yesv sir.  

23 

24 

25
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: 407.2.  

MR. VOLLEN: May I suggest, Mr. Chairman, in 

light of your wanting to complete the four point contention 

series tomorrow, that we -

CHAIRMAN FARMAIDES: How many more in this 

series would you have documents on? 

MRo YOLLEN: I think all of them, with the 

exception, excuse me, sir, of 4.1901 

RAMIRMAN PARMAKrDES: Let's take that one, 

4.19.1. In other words, we will commence tomorrow morning 

with the four point series, except for 4.19.1.  

MR. VOLLE: The Intervenors oppose the 

Applicantse motion for summary disposition of Contention 

4.190 1. The affidavit offered by Applicant in support of 

that contention amounts, it seems to me, to a legal argument 

on the contention and indeed, the Applicant has made such a 

legal argument in its Attachment C. The affidavit, 

therefore, does not constitute admissible evidence in support 

of the motion.  

With respect to Applicantal legal argument that 

the 1971 General Design Criteria do not apply to the Kewaunee 

plant, we would briefly respond to that, that the Kewaunee 

plant FSAR was submitted less than a month before the publica

tion of the General Design Criteria and the introduction to 

those criteria does not, as we read them, preclude the

I
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application of those criteria to the Kewau~nee plant., or' a 

plant in its posture at -the time they were prornulgal,-ed, 

Indeed4, we think there may well be an admission 

to that effect by reason of the ApplicantsO statement that the 

Regulatory Staff has stated in Section 3.2 of the safet' 

evealuation that the technical review did assist the plant 

against the 1971L General Design Criteria,, Now, in effect, 

and we are satisfied that thie plant design generallj conforms 

to the intent of these criteria~ we enorao 

CAIWMAN FA1RMAKIDES.- Whl:re are you, lir. Vollen'4 

MR, VOLXLEN: I am reading frail. B'ge 59.o Mr0 

Chai-man, of the Applicants& proposed testimony.  

OH~MRMI FAJ1R1.aDES: There seemns to be a 

contradiction betweeA 0-5 and Paga e 59z asG to uhat the 

Regulatory Staff did, in fact., state, 

MR, CURt'MILL-, We a,%e checking that right now, 

sir. We have a copy of the safety analysis report -the 

safety evaluation. The zord "genera!" -Is correct, It should 

be inserted before the woord "conforms, 

MR. VOLtLEN: . r, Chairman,, 1. am eoif usd, what 

was. the C-'5 you referred to? 

CHAIRMAN FARMAJUDESO- His Appendix C. Mr. Vollen., 

Page 5. That Is his legal argutnent0 

MR. VO]ZTEN: Yes, I find it now. I tea, reading

Ii
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GRHAIRMAN FARMAX-IDES: All right. so the word 

2 "general" should be inserted immediately before "conforms" 

3 at that point, and that is on Page C,-5, the penultimate line 

4 in the first full complete paragraph.  

5 All right, 

6 MR. VOLLEN: And so, Mr. Chairmant the Inter

7 venors see no reason in. law or In fact why the Kewaunee 

8 plant should not conform to-the 1971 General Design Criteria.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Do you intend to elicit, 

,0 sirg as to a material issue of fact through cross? 

MR. VOLL6N: No, Mr. Chairman, I think the 

12 status of the record is that the plant does not conform 

i3 except generally to the intentand that being so, I think the 

14 issue is -- the legality would be as to whether or not it is 

15 required to conform.  

i6 CHAIRMAN FARM11DES: Eased on what you suggest 

1y is an admission? 

$ 4R. VOLLEN: Yes, sir.  

19 CHAIMAN FARMARDES: I assume the Applicant 

20 is going to &rgue its not an admission, 

21 M4R. VOLLEN: I assume the Applicant is going to 

22 argue that -- well, I believe the Applicant has. argued that 

23 as a matter of law this plant need not conform to these 

24 1 riteriar 

25 CR AIRMAN PARMAKIDES: All right, letes htear the
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3B-~4 I Applicant. Mr. Churchill? 

2MR.O CHURCHIIA,. yes, S ir Contention 4.19.1.  

3 as I see it, really oets Iforth two points. The first noint 

4 which starts at the first of the contention says, "The plant 

5 has not been Constructed in compliance with design criteria 

6 pro-mlgated by the AB~C However, the statement here, and 

7 again I guess I am talking about both of7 my argumnente here 

8 together because they fit best that way, our statemnt of 

fact on Page A-15 Says that, "The plant has indeed bee .n 

10 designed and constructed in accordance with dezign criteria 

which have been accepted ei-d approved by the Atomic Knergy 

%2 ommision." 

13 ~The reason for that is in Para,.raph 2- C of the 
14 const action. permit, which is in my argmiient but which- I will 

15 read~ 

16 "This construciton permit authjorizes the Applicant 

17 to construct ,the fac:ility described In the application and the 

hearing record in accordance with the pincipal architectural 

10 and engineering criteria set forth therein.." 

20 This is signed by Peter A M4orris,. Division of 

21 Reactor Licensing.~ This construction permit is dated August 

22 6, 1968.  

23 !Mhat clearly constitutes a set of design cr~l-teria 

0 4 which has: been approved by the AEC ti-hat takes care of their
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Their second point is that the Applicant was not 

required to resubmit his final safety analysis report to show 

compliance with the official design criteria By that, I 

believe he means the current design criteria now in Appendix A 

to Part 50.  

This was originally published Febxuary 20., 1971 

and was amended on July 20p 1971.  

Our argument in Attachment C goes into the 

regulations in some detail and explaine exactly why the 

Applicants are not required to resubmit an evaluation of our 

design against these new criteria.
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I don t think I have to repeat that now, 

it's probably best set forth right in there.  

The fact that the Staff has indeed looked at 

it against the criteria is gratuitous. We liked that.  

We like to think that we do conform to the 

present criteria, and the Staff indeed said we do, 

but that is now a legal requirement.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDE-S: I come backs, Mr. Vollen, 

then. What mateial issue of fact do you intend to 

elicit during your cross on this contention? 

MR. VOLLEN: May I have a moment, Mr. Chairman? 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the time.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen.  

MR. VOLLEN: In the event that the Board rules 

that this plant must conform to the 71 general design 

criteria, we would in conrection with this contentx.on 

demonstrate that this plant does not in fact conform to 

those criterion, elIcit the same facts that we believe can 

be elicited in connection with contention 3.13.2.2,.. which 

deals with the general design criterion.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Through whom, sir? 

MR. VOLLEN: I beg your pardon? Throuqh the 

witnesses we identified in connection -

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: The same? 

MR. VOLLEN.: Yes# sir, it would be the same

i
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1 -.2 1 facts on both of those contentions, sir.  

2 CHAIRMAN FARIMAKIDES: Mr. Churchill.  

3 MR. CHURCHILL, I will object to that, sir.  

i 4 The contention does not set forth any.  

5 specific specs or specific criteria which it says the 

6 plant does not meet.  

7 It really sets forth a legal question, and 

8 says that the Applicant was not required to resubmit his 

9 application with an analysis against the criteria.  

I think the legal question would dispose of it, 

11 I would not like to mix this contention up with 

12; the &her one. Let's handle that business with the 

13 other contention and take care of this one right here.  

14' CHAIRMAN FARMAKICES: You have any notes , 

15 Ire Renfrow? 

16 MR. RENFROW: Just a short note, Mr. Chairman.  

17 I do believe that this is a contention which is subject to 

Is a motion for summary disposition as to law. I think the 

s9 fact that 3.13.2.2 is referred to, it should be noted 

2-0 that when the Board goes back and looks at that. 3.13.2.? 

21 specs about cable separation, there isa design criteria 

22 set forth for that, but the criteria set out in Mr.  

23 Tondi'stestimony are not design criteria for plants them

24 selves set out in Appendix A.  

25 They are criteria that have been developed
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1q-a-3 1 within the staff, that is why they were set forth.  

2 Second of all, I would like to direct the 

3 Board's attention to 10-CPR, 53.4 whichtas amended when 

4 Appendix A came in.  

5 That part of the regulations states what is 

6 required by an Applicant sudbmitting a PSAR, Preliminary 

7 Safety Analysis Report.  

8 This report had already been submitted, a 

9 PSAR and had a CP long before that, 

10 As you will note within the words itself, 

11 it says that, and I quote, Appendix A. "Plants for which 

12 construction permits have been issued and provides guidance 

1 to Applicants for construction permits." i.e, The Commission 

14 in adopting the new guidelines was merely codified, put 

15 in one place, supplementing regulations for plants that 

16 were now coming in with PSARos.  

17 There is no requirement in 50.34 that any plant 

I8 that had already submitted or was not the FSAR stage be 

1g required to submit an FSAR or another PSAR to the new 

20 Appendix A design criteria.  

21 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: ANything further? 

22 Next one, 6.3.1.  

23 MR. CHURCF.ILL: Mr. Chairman, 

24 CIDRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Churchill. I'm sorry.  

25 MR. CHURCHILL: Before we proceed I would like 

HI
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a-4 I to raise a point with respect to contention 4.4.3, which 

2 is one of the ones we agreed to defer until tomorrow.  

3 1 beg your pardon, sir, this is one you had a special 

is 4 condition on and you wouldnet bring that up yet anyway.  

5 My problem was we didnit submit testimony on 

6 it because we thought that the intervenors had not complied 

7 with the prerequisite condition that they advise us of which 

8 regulations, ard which codes for the pressure vessel and 

9 the piping were in effect and which they say we did not 

10 comply with.  

11 Our transcontinental communications system 

12 seens to havebeen broken down again, because I understand 

S 13 Mr. Vollen did advise Mr. Renfrow and Mr. Renfrow and I 

14 have not been able to figure out where the information 

15 went astray.  

W4 In my cover letter transmitting the testimony 

17. I have a special paragraph noting that I have no testimony 

is on that, because Intervenors did not advise us of the 

19 information which I would need before I would have to 

20 submit testimony on it.  

21 1 would endeavor if this is in issue to attempt 

22 to get some testimony in as soon as possibleo if I can be 

23 sure exactly what the information is that he transmitted 

24 to Rex which may or may not have gotten to me.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARMAIDES: Let's clarify ite
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Mr. Renfrow. Could you help us here? 

MR. RENFROW: Mr. Chairman, once again I 

was the conduit for the information.. I believe it was 

called to me on the 29th of January with the other 

information. Somehow or other either Mr. Churchill in 

his haste to get out testimony did not communicate together.  

The infornation I received was that if I can use these 

words, the current podes were applicable, that is the 

most recent code. The current codes are the ones that 

the Intervenors -contend are applicable to the K(ewaunee 

Plant.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: You are nodding, Mr. Vollen 

MR. VOLLEN: That is the information I conveyed 

to Mr. Ranfrow,
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19B CPAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Churchill, can you 

2 respond with any information? 

3 MR. CHURCHILL: May I ask when this informati n 

4 was conveyed to Mr.. Renfrow? 

$ CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: The 29th. Mr. Renfrow 

6 amid the 29th.  

7 MR. CHURCHILL: That probably would not have 

8 been time for me to develop testimony on it anyway.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Well1 I don't have any 

10 problem there.  

if MR. CHURCHILL : I would be glad to develop 

12 testimony for it.  

13 CHAIRMAN FARMAXIDES: I think it would be 

14 advisable.  

is MR. CHURCHILL: All right.  

MR. FARMAKIDES: It's going to cause some 

17 problem. Let's hold that until after we finish all of 

I8 our work here and then Mr. Churchill and Mr. Renfrow and 

19 Mr. Vollen will discuss it.  

20 Let's go on. 6.3.1.  

21 MR. RENFROW: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman.  

. 22 CHAIRMAN PAMARIIDESt 6.3.1.  

23 MR. RENFROW: I have got 5.4 .  

24 CHAIRMAN PARMAKIDES: No. that is one of the 

25 conditions. At the very beginning we said that those
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contentions which had been admitted subject to limitation 

would be discussed at the end. So we are on 6.3.1.  

MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, as I believe I 

indicated in conference with you and counsel for the 

other parties after the luncheon recess, the intervenors 

having been told about what it was the.Board wanted us to 

do yesterday, worked late into the night last night and w( 

comapleted our preparation to respond to the contentions ir 

the 3-point series, the 4-point series and the 5-point 

series. We are not prepared to start with the 6-point 

series.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Then what we will do is 

go to the contentions that we have admitted subject to 

limitation and we willifinish all the 6-point tomorrow 

morning.  

Mr. Vollen, this really means in effect that 

this hearing is going to be delayed by reason o:! the fact 

that you are not prepared to discuss these .motions 

for summary disposition. That distrubs the Boand, sir.  

I would like to hear your explanation? 

MR. VOLLEN: I am not sure that it needs to 

be delayed, Mr. Chairman. I have a suggestion -as to how 

that can be handled. But the explanation as to why we are 

not prepared to proceed today is essentially the same as 

the explanation I offered yesterday as to why we were not
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I prepared to proceed yesterday with respect to the 3-poin 

2 series contentions, that is, as we understand it, the 

3 ground rules as to what responses the Board wanted and 

4 what the Board would accept by way of a re.sponse to a 

5 motion for summary disposition were changed on us yester

6 day. They were changed from what I had understood the 

7 agreement of the parties was with respect to tha way 

8 responses could be made.  

9 The other reason why we are unable to fully 

10 respond today and why we were unable to fully respond 

11 yesterday is because for the first time Tuesday morning 

12 we saw some several hundred pages of motions for summary 

13 disposition filed by the applicant and filed by the staff, 

V4 From the time we saw them until yesterday 

15 when we started arguing we prepared as much as we could, 

16 but we had to travel four hours from Chicago to Kewaunee.  

17 Last night as soon as the hearing was over 

we spent from then untillate into the night trying to 

gg prepare an adequate response to the contentions that we 

20 have discussed here today.  

21 1 said that I didn't think it necessarily had 

22 to delay the hearing.  

23 Let me suggest, Mr. Chairman, that as long as 

24 the Board has ordered that the radiological contentions, 

25 the public health and safety contentions will be litigated
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9 in this case prior to the environmental contentions, with 

2 the exception of those dealing with need for power, that 

3 it might be appropriate to defer argument from responses 

4 to and rulings on the motions for summary disposition witl 

5 respect to the environmental contentions until after the 

6 hearing on the public health and safety issues, because 

7 during that time in addition to litigating the case on the 

a radiological issues we could be preparing the case with 

9 respect. to the environmental motions for summary 

0 disposition. I think there would then not be any time 

t ag involved.  

CHAIRMAN PARPMAKIDES: Any other comments from 

13 the parties? 

4R. CHURCHILL: Yes, sir. There has been no 

15 ground rules switched, Mr. Chairman. That just simply is 

16 not true.  

17 There has been a ground rule switch, it has 

1g been toward laxity. It has been very clear what a 

19 response to a motion for summary disposition is supposed 

20 to consist of, not only in the regulations but in the 

21 conference call among the parties with the chairman.  

22 That is not a problem, 

23 As far as his only seeing these for the first 

24 time early Tuesday morning, I would remind the intervenors 

25 that this is nothing more than just synopsis, summaries of
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I the testimony which in fact are our affidavits which have 

2 been filed previously.  

3 Thirdly, sir, this is their case,0 Uiese are 

4 their contentions, That testimony was developed by us in! 

5 an attempt to counter and meet their contentions.  

6 I do not see how they can say that they are 

not ready to proceed.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Renfrow.  

MR. RENFROW: I will jvst endorse Mr.  

iO Churchill's statement, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Are there any motions 

to be filed by the applicant or the staff with respect to 

13 the preparation of the intervenor? 

14 MR. RENFROW: Mr. Chairman, the schedule for 

15 this case has not been the easiest one to live with, as 

the Board well knows. The staff's preparation of testi

17 mony meant working in the small hours of the morning.  

As a result of all those factors the staff is not going tc 

move or make any motions at this time. However, once 

20 again we would request the parties to 'endeavor by Friday 

evening to be finished with summary dispositions so that 

the Board can rule and we can move forward with the case.  

I would also sayo Mr. Chairrman, at this time 
23 

that the staff itself when it comes to testimony will 

5 wish to move forward and at that time we may file whatevei
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I motions are appropriate, but at this time of the schedule 

2 we have been working we will not file a motion.  

3 CHAIM1AN FARMAKIDES: All right. We are 

4 going to take the series 3, 4 and 5 that were met 

5 conditionally todayo, and then we will go back to the 6 

6 series tomorrow with the thought that the intervenor will 

7 be prepared to complete them hopefully tomorrow. Excuse 

8me.  
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: I think we would profitably 

use the remaining time today to complete those contentions, 

and then I think this may be a very good time, ther., to use 

the remaining time and go tb the Intervenor's motions for 

surmmay disposition, which we haven't discussed yet.  

So look, we hav got a good hour and a half, 

possibly two hours, and I think we may be able to profitably 

more forward and complete what you have just said.  

Leth go back to 3.4.3.1.  

MR. VOLLEN: The Intervenors oppose the Applicant' 

motion for summary disposition in connection with this 

application for all of the reasons previously asserted.  

The examples of the inadmissability of the 

material contained in the affidavit offered by Applicant 

consists of the first paragraph of that affidavit, 

which is a legal conclusion as to the requirements of 

10CFR and the last full paragraph on Page 12 of the 

Applicant's proposed testimony, the first sentence of which 

reads. OManufacturers deviation reports that were issued 

by combustion !ngineering, 1ncof were reviewed and approved 

by Westinghouse and appropriate dispositions were taken on 

all of the reports.0 

That, Mr. Chairman, strikes me as being purely 

conclusory with no foundation or factual support, and is 

inadmissable.

S
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CUAIMAN FA.RMARIDES: Mr. Comey? 

MIR. COMEY: Applicant, on Pages A-3 and A-4 

have four statements, the first of which is in dispute.  

We believe that through the testimony of Mr. Vetter it 

will show that the pressure vessel does not mheet all the 

requirements of the APME Boiler and Pressure Code.  

No, 2 is a statement which is a future fact, 

it's a. statement the Applicant will adhere to the operating 

conalt*.:io*.'1z 

With respect to Paragraph 3, through Mr. Vetter 

we van establish thatthe most reasonable question as to 

whether ornotthe issuance -- of the reactor was in fact 

valid because of the problem of documentation with respect 

to testing on the pressure vessel and with respect to No. 4, 

through Mr. Vetter we can establish that there is no 

adequatedocumntation to indicate that the vessel when at 

Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion Engineering, did meet 

all of the equipment specifications.  

CHAIRM1N F1ARMAIDES: Thank you. Is there any 

other material issue of fact that you intend to elicit 

during the cross examination? 

MR. COMY: Yes. That is the Regulatory Staff 

did not inspect any documentation on this vessel prior to 

its being shipped fromCombustion Engineering.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDESs And how will you show that,
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20-a-3 I sir? 

2 MR. COMEY: Through the. introduction of a 

3 document that states that is the case. A document of 

4 thie Regulatpry Staff.  

5 CHAIRMAN PAIMAKIDES: Mr. Vollene how d!o you 

6 intend to introduce that document? 

7 MR. VOLLEN: I would have to confer with 

Mr. Comey before I could answer that, because I cannot, 

. in my own mind right now, identify the particular docum-ent.  

)0 Mr. Chairman, until I have an opportunity to 

1s consr t-hat.particuiar document further and look at it 

12 and discuss it further with Mr. Comaey, I am not prepared 

) 13 to say whether we would actually offer the document itself 

14 into evidence or use it as the basis for cross examination.  

15 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Seiffert? 

16 MR. SEIFFERT: May I ask whether or not the 

17 Intervenors have stated they can identify the document? 

i8 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Comey knows the 

29 document, Mr. Vollen needs it in order to refresh his 

20 recollection.  

21 Mr. Comeyedid you have the document during 

the prehearing, sir? 

23 MR. COMEY! That is when we gave you a reference 

24 to it.  

25 MR. CHlURCHI-LL: Mr. Chairman, I have no reference
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- a--4 to such a documnt. My recollection of the prehearing 

conference, any reference to documents dealt only with 

some four point series, the quality assurance areas.  

My notes show no documento . would very much like to have 

it identified for me, any document to be used0 

MR. COMEY: I am sorry, I misspoke. It was 

provided to the Applicant during the exchange in Chicago, 

at which time we were giving to the Applicant the "Basis 

for our contentions." 

MR. CHURCHIL~g We have lots of papers, sir, 

and my records may get mixed up, but I have been trying to 

keep fairly close track of that.  

MR. SEIFFERT: Mr. Chairman, I think we are 

coming close to hitting the issue. Can we ask Mr.Comey to 

identify the document? 

CHAIRlMHAN PARMAKIDES: The thing is this, we 

have got to postpone this until Mr. Vollen has looked at it.  

Now this is eomething we will have to ask you to do tonight, 

Mr. Vollen, so you can tell us in the morning.  

MR. VOLLEN: We will do the best we can.  

CHA1R4AN FARMADES: Do you have the document 

with youo Mr. Comey? 

MR. COMEY ItOs in some boxes in Kewaunee.  

CHAIRIAIN FARMAKIDES: All right, you will identify 

tomorrow morning and tell us, Mr. Vollen, what it is.
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a-5 1 3.7.1 -- I am sorry, anything else on 3.4.3.1? 

2 MR. C1rURCHIILL: No, sir.  

3 CHAIRMAN FAR MAKIDES: All right, 3.7.1.  

4 MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, the Intervenors 

5 are prepared to withdraw that contention.  

6 CHAIRMX1AN FARMAKIDES: All right, 3.7.1, it is 

7 withdrawn,.  
8 3.12.4.  

9 MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairmanv the Applicant's 

10 motion --- I withdraw that --- not their motion but their 

11 affidavit in support of their motion with respect to this 

12 contention is joined together with their affidavit in 

S13 support of their motions on 3.12.4.1 and 3.12.4.2.1.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Do you want to consider 

the -entire 3 series? 

MR. VOLLEN; Well, not the entire 3 series, 

SIjbut the 3 contentions I mentioned, 
CHAIRMAN PARMAKIDES: Yes, I am sorry, 

19 MR. VOLLEN: For that reason, Iwill state our 

20 objection to the granting of that notion of theirs with 

21 respect to all three of those contentions on all of the ground 

22 previously asserted.  

23 With respect to the affidavit offered in support 

24 of that motion, the examples of the inadmissability of the 

25 material contained therein includes the first sentence,
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a6 which does nothing more than refer to the FSAR.  

2 CHAIRMAN FAflMAKIDESi What sentence, sir? 

3 M R. VOLLE.N: The first sentence, 
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CHAIRINAN FARIMAKIDES:o Of what? 

mP,, ITOLL~: The Appl:Lcan-t&'s afftd0,vit which is 

proposed testiniony., numbered Page 34 uhich ia nothin~g more 

than a reference to the ?S&4R, which as I have prenriously 

noted is not in evidence and which m~ay not properly be 

considered by the Board in connection ith the moticn for 

sumary disposition.  

On, Page 35 in the last paragaph on that page,, 

which is not a full paragraph, it atarts on that page, the 

second zentence refers to data reported by many experimnenters 

without nny Identification as to 1-;ho -those experimenters are 

or wbat their quJiiotosare. That is just a=other 

exwiple of the conclusory kind of material without foundations 

that the Applicants have offered to support motions for 

summaary dispos.tion0, 

CHADDINMA1 FABNAICIDES: Mr. Comney? 

R,, COMIEY. With resz.eet to 3.12,4, that is not 

in dispute. We donut thlnk that tIUhe AN$ 5.1 decay' heat standarc 

is independently confirmed, and through D-r. Lainas, we believe 

that we can show that the standard is not conservative, that 

an additional factor must be Lidded to it in order to represent 

the actual. amount of stared thermal energy in the fuel.  

CHAIRMAN FAM&UaDES: Okay, how about 3,- do 

Sot have any other material issue of fact that you intend to 

e-licit?
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Cjj~1-MA\T FAM AKIES: On -jis cross exami~nation., 

icidentally2 7- have been asking you the same 

question each and every tirn; I have been using diffterent 

wo~h~,and I don 0t went to indicate tthat the quention difffers 

in any extent, it~s 'the same, question.  

All right. 1.2. 41 .  

MR, COMEY:0 With respect to ?aragraph 1 off the 

Applicant& statement, we intendi to show that tl.he value off 

93 watts -far -- that should read for the integral between 

zero and 2,000 degrees Centigrade for uranium dioxide is not 

a, best estimate value.~ A best estimate value is 81, c". some 

4.igure in the -low 802S wtth r-espect to Paagraph 2, 

CF~IA1RMMN PbAYJ-DEtS: You are going to show that 

through who, sir? Mr .ins 

DiR. COMEYZ: Mr. Laiias. A-nd p'---rhap.,- Mr.  

Bordeantz, who is the AplicanWs witness in that matter.  

CHAIRI4AN' FAR-~IMATDES: All right,, 

M4R,, COMM.%- Withi respect to Paragraph 2, that 

is not in issue; however., if as a part of thet the Applicant 

intends to or Is in any way incorporating by reference some 

gap Hi value, unless he uses 524 watts per centimeter per 

foot per btu., or whatever squared,, we would be prepareed to 

dispW'te that, This arose in the Point Beach proceeinrg:, and 

to the extent that they are trying to use the Point Beach
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203B-3 I testimony, that may become a matter in dispute. But as it 

2- stands we would not dispute Paragraph 2, 

3 CAIRMiN FARMAIDES: Can you clarify that, 

4 Mr. Churchill? 

5 MR. CHURCHILL: I can't clarify that right now.  

6 You mean as to the particular value we used? Could I, after 

7 the next break? 

8 CHAIRMAN FARMAIEDES: Mr. 'Reporter, would you 

9 restate the offer made by Mr. Comey? 

(Record read.) 

11 CHIRMAN FARiAKIDES: Off the record.  

22 (Discussion had off the record.) 

13 CHAIRIMAN FARMARIDES: Bck on the record, 

14 All right, Mr. Applicant, with respect to what 

IS the observation of Mr. Comey is, could you coment on it? 

16 MR. CHURCHIL: Yest. We will endeavor 

17 to determine what that number is, and report to the Board 

i8 tomorrow morning,.  

CIHAIRMAN FAMAKIDES: All right, the next 

20 paragraph, 3? 
21 M QOMEY: Paragraph 3 is not in dispute, 

MR, CHUIRCHILL I am sorry, sir, I did not hear 

23 that.  

1 24 MR. COMEY: It's not in dispute.  

25 CHAIRMAN FAMAKIDES: Paragraph 3 is not in
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B-4 dispute. All right.  

2 Let's go to 3.12.4.2.1, Mr. Comey. I think we 

3 are still on it.  

0 
4 M-R. CHURCHILL: Mr. Chairman, should I wait 

5 until we finish these three? I did have one question I 

6 wanted to ask.  

7 CHAIRMAN FAIRAKIDES: No, let Mr. -- you m an 

a with respect to this last one? 

9 1R, CHURCHILs Well, actually it was with. respect 

10 to 3.12.4.  

MlYY CHAN FARM4AKIDES: Oh, fine, let's go back, 

12. I am sorry I went too fast, letos go iack to 3-12.4.  

13 MR CHILL: Mr. Comey said, I believe he 

f4 said this is not -- the ANS 5.1 decay heat curve was not 

conservative and it was because of a factor that was not added, 

16 ould I inqire what factor that would be? That 

17 woul1d be informative to Lis in preparing our case, 

. HAIRMA4N FARMAKIDES: Mr. Comey, could you be 

19 helpf on that? 

20 MR. COMEY: Well, essentially ANS 5.1 as it has 

21 been used up until recently does not incorporate neutron 

22 absorption, certain types of coupling systematics and the 

23 problem of several generations of coupled progeny in fission 

P.24 products. The ANS Committee that is responsible for producing 

25 that code now has agreed that that code does not take
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cognizance, and is reviaing the code, the new code has not 

been put out as yet.. the special Sub-Comamittee responsible 

fo, that bhad a meeting in Los Angeles on, July 23. , 1972, If 

you want, I can check~ with the A.N!S in Hinsdale to find out 

when that is expected. B~ut as of now, the ANS itself leaves 

that code in limbo, 

MR. CHURCHILL,& I thinkt in his resoonue, he Is 

simply contradicting what we have said, We have, said that 

Shutiex has confi'med the cod-e using Ehglanidls method. A s ,, 

matter of fact, which includes the effect of neutron absorp

tion, coupling systenxaties and several coupled progeny. And 

I 'think that hie has to do more than si.pmly asert that he 

will get our ow~n witnesses to contradict themslvs, 

C1~.flMAN ~ Ka let cs pro to 3

did you have anything on. 3.12.4.1i, Mr Churchill., before we 

go to the next one? 

M.R. CHURCHI.TaLt No,, sir.  

CHiAIRMAN FAMILAXYIDES: All riLght,, let' ge o to 

M. COMEN: The statement there is in dispute.  

lie will show throug~h the testimony of Messrs. Hollingshaus,, 

F, H Lin, M.~ T. Lin of Pioneer and E. T. M'urphy of Westing

house, that the safety injection water which is carried into 

the steam generators and superheated will raise the contain

menit pressure in excess of the 46 pounds per square inch gaager
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B-6 3That is the design.  

2CHAIMAN FARMAIDES: Do, you intend to elicit 

3 any other material issue fact? 

4 MR. OWEY:o No, sir.  

5 CHAIRWA FARMAIKIDES: Anything more on this 

03. 12.4. 2ol 

MR. CHUR CHILL: No, sir.  

CHAIRMAN FARMKAKIDES: Let's go on to 4.4.3.  

MR. VOLLEN: As I understand it, Mr, Chairman, 

the Applicant has not taken the position that there is no 

11 genuine issue as to any material facts on this one, They 

f2 haven't moved fox summary disposition as a matter of law 

13 representing that Intervenors have not furnished the informa

14 tion mquired by the Board's pre-eearing conference that are 

1 3 to be furnished.  

16 I think this is the matter Mr- Churchill adverted 

17 to before, that we have, in fact, furnished that information, 

I8 or we did furnish that information.  

19 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mir. Churchill? 

20 MR CHRCHILL: When I work on the testimony 

2t for this, I would like to reconsider this motion in Appendix 

22 C the motion on summar y disposition on the entire thing. I 

23 am not prepared right now to withdraw it or say anything.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: You may do it, 

25 Anything else on 4.4.3? Let's hold this until
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this has been redone.  

All right, 5.4. Excuse me, Mr. Churchill, how 

soon will you be ready on 4.4.3? 

MR. C:URCHILL: You mean to supply testimony, 

sir? 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes.  

MRo CHURCHILL: I would like to try to have it 

for you first thing in the morning.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES:- 5.4,, 

MR. VOLUEN: The Intervenors oppose the motions 

of both the Applicant and the Staff fox, summary disposition of 

this contention, Mr. Chairman, on the grounds previously 

stated.  

Examples of the irnadmaissibility of material set 

forth by the Applicant, affidavit in support of his motion, 

I would refer to the first sentence of the second paragraph 

of the affidavit which is nothing more than a legal conclusion 

as to wiat 1OC.FR Part 55 requires in the Affiant's view.
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21al And as another example of the legal inadmis

2 sibility of the material in the affidavit, I would refer 

3 -to the first sentence of the last paragraph of the 

4 affidavit which states, "Each of the seven candidates for 

5 'hot' operator licenses has had many years of experience 

6 in power plant operation and has undergone exteasive 

7 nuclear training." 

a That conclusory statement is without founda

9 tion. There are no facts to support it and it is, there

1o fore, inadmissible and ought not to be relied upon by the 

11 Board in determining the motion for summary disposition.  

12 M1R. COMEY: With respect to both the 

13 applicant's statements, we are unable to make a determina

14 tion about them because they are future statements. They 

15 say they will pass tests and they will do this. We have 

16 no way of judging that.  

1y CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right.  

MR. COMEY: With respect to the stai-ffs 

1g statement, Statement A is true, is not in dispute.  

20 Statement B is not in dispute, as it stands.  

21 However, the statement seems to have the clear 

22 implication that the assistant plant superintendent is 

23 in fact a qualified person. That we think is ii dispute.  

a24 -The testimony of Mr. Crocker indicates that 

2 this gentleman, although he has had 12 years of experience
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on steam plants has only had 10 months of nuclear ex

perience at the Walt's Mill and Saxon facilities, neither 

of which are commercial power reactors, and he has attende 

a six-weeks0 design lecture series.  

CHAIR4AN FARMAKIDES: So you are saying that 

you would admit 19-B if the reference to the assidant 

plant superintendent does not go to his qualifications? 

MR. COE4Y: That's correct, sir.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Renfrow. the staff, 

would you clarify 19-B? 

M.R. RENFROW: I b1ieve, Mr. Chairman, 19-B 

is clarified in D.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: In other words, you don' 

care to change or to qualify your 19-B at all? 

MR. RENFROW: No, sir. 19-B states who report 

to who within the system. It does not state that anybody 

is qualified until you get to D.  

CHAIRMAN Farmakides; Is that sufficient, Mr.  

Vollen? 

It seems to me that Mr. Renfrow's point is 

his qualiiications are in B and not in D.  

MR. VOLLEN: With .,that understanding the 

intervenors did not dispute B.  

CHAIRMAN aFARMAKIDES: All right. C.  

MR. COMEY: I guess it's a statemeni: that is

I
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not in dispute, although what it means by the purport of 

it I am unable to understand. It simply says he will be 

a technical adviser. It doesn't say what he does.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: How about D? 

MR. COMEY: With respect to D, if they do in 

fact pass the senior reactor operator's license they 

will have them, but the point is, again like the 

assistant plant superintendent, the plant superintendent 

has had 20 years of experience in various positions withii 

applicant's organizatinn according to Mr. Crocker's 

testimony. He has attended a estinghouse six-week 

design lecture series course for Kewaunee and he is 

participatitg in the on-site training program. We don't 

think that is sufficient prerequisite experience to be 

running a nuclear power plant.  

So we would agree that i he passes his 

senior reactor operator's license, but we will dispute thz 

he is qualified to run the plant.  

CHAIMAN FARMAKIDES: All right. And you are 

going to show this through what or through whom? 

MR. COMEY: We will show through testimony of 

IMr. Crocker, sir.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: E0 

MR. COMEY: E is not in dispute, assuming they

t

I
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CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: F.  

MR. COMEY: May I have a moment, sir? 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes.  

MR. COMEY: With respect to Paragraph F we 

would agree that the first sentence is not in dispute.  

however, with respect to the second sentence which states 

that these requirements specifically permit substitution 

of course work for actual work experience, it is our 

position that is not in itself a commission regulation 

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: What I am doing is 

looking at the Board's Order that talks to limitation on 

Is it your position that-I will withdraw that, 

MnR. COM1EY: With respect to G, there is no 

disputeo and with respect to 31 there is no dispute.  

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: All right. Mr.  

Applicant.  

M4R. CHURCHILL: With respect to P and with 

respect to D, as I read the Board's Order-

CHAIRMAN FRMIARIDES: With respect to what? 

I beg your pardon now.  

MR, CHURCHILL:. With respect to D and F that 

he just went through-

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: All right. Fine.  

MR.. CHURCHILL: Of the staff's facts,.
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.21a6 S CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Of the staff's facts.  

2 All right.  

3S MR. CHURCHILL: Those, I believe, are the two 

.4 that we may not have conceded t-o.  

5 As I read your Order for 5.4 this contention 

6 is limited to whether the operators meet the criteria for 

7 reactor operator set forth in the pertinent regulations.  

5 Could we ask which regulations they are asserting are not 

9 being met? 

CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Yes.  

MR. CHURCHILL- That is what is puzzling us.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: That is a reasonable 

13 request. Mr. Comey, can you assist us? 

14 MR. COMEY: I believe that the pertinent part.  

I5 are 10 CPR 55. I don't have my full 10 CFR here, sir.  

16 MR. RENFROW: I will be happy to provide Mr.  

17 Comey with a part of the rules.  

is MR. CHURCHILL: I believe Part 55 is the part 

1 oon reactor operator training, but it is the specific 

20 criteria or requirement within there that we are intereste 

25 in.  

22 MR. COMEY: lem sorry, Mr. Renfrow, but you 

23 don't have Part 55 in your notebook.  

24 MR. SILBERG: We will supply Mr. Comey with a 

PS COpY.
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.MR. VOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, may we have until 

tomorrow morning to respond to Mr. Churchill's question? 

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Yes, Mr. Vollen. We 

will hold off on 5.4 and you can respond in the morning.  

Let aget back to the motion for summary disposition.

21Ia7

0
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MR. SEIFFERT: Mr. Chairman~, excuse me.  

We suggest there ise one issue that is still up in the air.  

CHIAIRMAN rA1W-1AK1DESz 'Which one is that? 

MR. SE'IFFERT: P, 'to contention 3.11.2, 

one of the facts the Staff alleges that was not in issue 

is No. 4- and that appears or. Page 17 of -the Staff's 

stateimnt. of facts, 16, excuse me* Mr.Comy suggested 

an am--ndxment to that and tthe Staff agreed to make the 

amendment and Mr. Comey wanted some more tivae to determine 

whether or not that is a fact not Jin dispute.  

CHAIRD02.1 FANAXI.D'S. That ~s correct.  

MR. SBIF'FERT: Afte-we added some words3 to it.  

CHAIIO.TJU FAN.IDES: That's correct. I think 

you would add the word 'successful." 

1-R. SEWTERT: OSuccessful. peration of the 

single ttain.' 

C1HAIRMAN FARPLAKXDES: Mr0 Comey 0 

MR, CCt.4EY: I ara afraid by adding "'single trn 0 

1Ae Put it back in therealn of dispute.  

CHAIR24AN FARMAKIDXES: All right. Nlow: are you 

going to proceed then.. sir, with respect to that 14-C, 

I'm sorry, it's contention 3.11.2C.  

A better means of identifyir 

it 18 Paragraph 147C on Page 1.6 of the Staff's statement of 

materia'l facts.

9
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1-b-2 MR. COMEY: We would endeavor to prove that 

through the testimony of Mr. Delong.  

MR. RENFROW: I got MKr. Delong. What are we 

adempting to prove through Mr. Delong? 

MR. COMEY: That one single train is not in 

itself sufficient to pull the annulus down through the 

negative pressure relative to the auxiliary building.  

CHAIRMN PARMAKIDES: I am not clear, Mr. Comay.  

MR. IENFROW: Mr. Chairman, we offered a 

suggestion, Mr. Comey has rejected it. With clarification 

the sentence will now read as it always reaO, 'Operation 

of the SBVS will pull the annulus down to the negative 

pressure 

CIIAIRMAN FARMAIDES: That's what I understood, 

Mr. Comey.  

MR. VOLLEN: We understood that the staff 

was amending that statement.  

CHAIRMAN FARUMAKIDES: No, they were suggesting 

it as an amendment to see if you would accept it.  

MR. COMEY: The answer is I do not.  

If they merely will add 'successful operation" to that 

I will accept it as a statement not in dispute.  

CHAIRMANFARiAKIDES: All right, fine.  

They choose not to do that, so my question then to you, sir, 

with respect to 14-C, as is presently set forth, how are you
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71-b-3 I going to proceed? What is it you are going to show? 

2 MR. COMEY: I'm sorry. You have lost mxe.  

3 Are we talking about the originalversion? 

4 CHAIRMAN FARMARIDES: Yes, 

MR. COMEY: As if noone had done anything from 

6j the Regulatory Staff? 

7 MR. SEIFFERT: Yes.  

I MR. COMEY: We would dispute it as it stands.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Then what would you show? 

10 MR. VOLLEN: As it originally stood.  

. 1MR.COMEY: We intend to show that if the 

12 SBVS does not function at the efficiencies which are claimed 

1.3 by the Staffo then in fact it will not pull the annulus 

1.4 down to a negative pressure relative to the auxiliary 

building special ventilation zone.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Then you will show this 

17 through whoo sir? 

is MR, COMEY: Mr. Delong.  

Is CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Any other points before 

20 we get to the Intervenor's motion? I'm sorry, anything 

21 else, gentlemen, on this particular point? The Staff? 

MR. SEIFFERT: No, Mr, Chairman.  

23 MR. RENFROW: Not after that answer.  

CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: We have before us the 

2P Intervenor's motion for summary disposition dated February
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3o 1973. As we have done with the other two motions, 

one by the Applicant and one by the Staff0 first we will 

ask the roponent, do you care to say anything more, sir, 

with respect to your motion? 

MI. VOLLEN: Just very briefly, Mr. Chairman.  

I think it is set forth there in .writing. It's our position 

that sunary disposition in this matter in the form of a 

decision by this Board and an order that the application for 

an operating license be denied, becaa$o on the current 

state of the record these Applicants for a license have 

taken the position that the plant has to be redesigned to 

meet the design criteria.  

Thehsign criteria themselves, the introduction 

to Appendix A provides that the design criteria establish 

the necessary design fabrication construction and so on 

important to safety.  

That is -- and this is still from the intro

duction -- structure systems and components that provide 

reasonable assurance that the facility can be operated 

without undue rest to the health and safety of the public.  

That last phrase, Mr. Chairman, is one of the findings that 

needs to be made before a license can be issued to this 

Applicant.  

In short, the Commission itself has defined 

the phrase "Undue rest to the health and safety of the

I:
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1-b-5 ' public" as requiring compliance with the design criteria.  

Applicants do not meet the design criteria.  

3 They are redesigning the plant and this application must 

4 be denied.  

If they do redesign the plant and if that 

6 radesign turns out to be satisfactory to the Regulatory 

7 Staff, that, seems to me, is the time to come back to the 

8 Commission and ask for an application for an operating 

9 license, not at a time when. they don't have a plant.  

T0 Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  

1I CWAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Response, Mr. Applicant? 

12 MR. CHURCHILL. Yes, sir. First, in just a 

13 general response to Mr. Vollen's comment. He was reading., 

14 I believe, from Appendix A to Part 50. He said the 

15 application must contain the design criteria.  

16 Aside from the fact that what he was reading 

17 from really is in reference to a prelim inary safety 

analysis report, which is filed at the time of the constructic 

19 permit and not the PSARp aside from that it said design 

20 criteria, and, sir, our application does include the 

21 design criteria. Hisc, cwn motion on Page 2 says that he 

22 is contending that the design -- this is on the top of 

23 Page 2 of his motion -- does not adequately protect against 

24 all of the potential consequences of ruptures of liness 

25 etc. Our design does contain it.
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21c1 3 The latest submittal was Amendment 24, which 

2 we specifically addressed this very problem to. The 

3 problem of potential postulated steam line breaks.  

4 Mr. Vollen in his motion then goes on to say 

5 that the problem is that we will not therefore be able 

6 to satisfy what are generally known as the ultimate safetv 

7 issues . I'n looking now at the bottom of Page 2 of his 

8 motion, where he is quoting, and he is quoting I believe 

s from the notice of hearing, where he says, nwhether the 

1o facility will operate.' It doesn't say whether the 

it facility is operating or can now operate, but it i wheth 

ii2 the facility will operate.  

133 I go on to the next ultimate safety finding 

g4 that he quotes, and it says, "Whether there is reasonable 

15 assurance that the activities authorized by the operating 

I6 license can be conducted." 

27 The next one, "Whether the issuance of the 

8 license will be inimical to the health and safety of the 

19 public.' 

20' There is no requirement that we have to wait 

25 until the last "i" is dotted and the last "t" is crossed 

22 before we can hold our hearing. That is impossible.  

2S The next point which is even more significant, 

24 is that what Mr. Vol3en is quoting from are the ultimate 

25 safety issues which this Board does not find.
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21c2 I will refer to page 3 of the notice of 

2 hearing. I would refer you to Section 2.760A of the 

Commission's Rules of Practice. I would refer to Section 

4 2.104C of the Commission's Rules of Practiece.  

I would refer you to the statement of 

6 consideration in the Federal Pegister of July 23, 1972, 

y which accompanied many major revisions to the 

Commission's Rules of Practice.  

SO-n page 1512 and.5129 of -he Federal 

Register. All of thes;e state very clearly that this 

Board decides the matters based in controversy by the 

12 parties. It does not decide the ultimate safety issues 

set forth by intervenors in their motion.  

That I think disposes of the motion., But I 

5 would add one further observation about the motion. As I 

understand it what intervenors would have us do is all but 

pack up and go home, postpone the hearing until these 

8 jdesign modifications have physically been made to the plar 
19 when we come back and proceed with all 73 issues. It make 

no sense.  
201 

21 There is no requirements in the Commission 

regulations that "e do it that way, it would not be in 

23fthe beat interest of the public.  

We respectfully submit, sir, that intervenor's 

2 motion for summary disposition be denied for the reasons I 25
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have just stated, sir.  

CHAIRMAN FARMIDES: Did you want to respond

M0r. Vollen? 

MR. VOLLEN: I did, Mr., Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN PARMAKIDES: Surely.  

MR. VOLLEN: The intervenor's a motice does not 

argue that each bolt must be thoroughly tightened on the 

plant before applicants can come in and ask thi,.s 

Commission through this Board for a license to operate th( 

plant' 

Indeed, the Commissiones regulations in 

Section 50.57Al talk about the issuance of a license, 

when construction of the facility has been substantially 

comkpleted.  

It doesn't say when design has been sub

stantially completed. We have a case here where we donIt 

even reach the question of whether construction. is 

completed, because design isn't even completed.  

We are here, Mr. Chairman, to go to trial on 

the state of the record as it exists now.  

The applicants have offered testimony which 

states that they are presently redesigging' the plant. I 

think our notion raises a very fundamental question of 

when can applicants come in and ask this Atomic Energy 

Commission to say that their gant can be operated so as to

0

I
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2lc1 give reasonable assurance to protection of public health 

2and safety. Can they do that at the time vyhen they 

3 haven'~t even designed the plant? Or at a time when they 

4h ave submitted a design of a plant to the Atomic Energy 

5 Commission Regnlatory Staff which harsnit voted it up or 

6 voted it down, hassn't passed or. it yet? 

7 .Can this Board be expected to conduct a 

3 hearing and ma'ke a determination? 

S1 respectfully smi:that Mr Churchill's 

110 argumfen't which in affect is that this Board does not 

Ijhave jurisdiction, does not have the authority to deny thi 

12 application is quite wrong. This Bocard has'l-he authority 

T his Leoard has the applicatIonar before it. This Board I-as 

SIthe authority to do what the Copmiaaion could do :.n 
15j connection with that application, Mr. Chairman. There is 

1( no genuine issue as to any material fact as to the status 

117i of this plant. This plant is being redesigned. They 

Sdon't kn~ow what it is going to look~ like., because the 

19 staff may consider their analysis and may suqg.eat further 

21 jdesign, further moificatio,,, 

21 At what1U poini; will we have a plant that they 

vij ant to operate. lie donat have one now.  

23 

24
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We would ask, Mr. Cairman, the application be 

denied. When they have a plant they wmnt to operate and the 

Staff is satiesl.ied. with it, that is the time to come back and 

ask this Board for a hearing.  

1 can t possibly see,, were we to go on trial 

right this moment on this issue, they wtould of fer, I presome,, 

the evidence that they have profffered, That evidence says 

thmAt the plant; is being redesigned. I cantt see how~ the Board 

couLd Possibly make a finding or direct the Director off the 

Regulatory Operations to miaXke a finding; other than that, the 

plant cannot be operated with reazonable assur~ance to protect 

the public health and safety. Because by definition., it 

doesn't meet the criteria there.  

T.e as - that it be denied in accordance with our 

request for summary disposition.  

14R. OlURCHLL.-f~ Sir, may I clarify a point? 

CHIAIAK FAYAES-9 Yeq, Mrs. Churchill, 

Prl CIiFRCIUW: lHe talks about a plant being 

redesigned and iihy dcn ~t we come back when we have a plant 

that we knovi w~hat itte going to look like.  

The plant i.s not being demolished and rebuilt., 

there are some fairly mninor design changes, in some cawses 

they result in pr-otection being put between stewam pipes and 

equipment and this tyce of thing, and rerouting of pipes.  

It is all set forth in Amendment 24.
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,:2A-2 2 Again,, he is suggesting that the design isn~t 

2 in. Sir., it is in, 1 submit these applications are evaluated 

3by the AE;C on the basis off decign. I aubmit also that 

4 operating licensee are typically isaued with t;he condition 

that upon the "fihding of' the Division off Compliance that 

65 design has at least been completed, and in accordance w4ith 

this design, it can be issued an operating license, 

CHAV7VMRN F~AIMAKIDRS. Let's hear f'romn the Stafff, 

M ~r. Vollen.,you will have a chance agin,, 

to MR,, SETY7FUT& Mr,,, Chairman., the ,Staff argaes 

91 that we are talkiLng now aboat a motion for summary disposition 

I? of the Intervenor. The ftf contends that the motion for 

swwnary disposition, the Cowiission has criteria for plants 

and the Intervenor says it doesn't meet it. T91he Applicant 

Is s sumite tai o, that is an issue of fact-1 which 

alone is enough to def-eat the motion for sluinary did' asition, 

17 ~ The Staff is reviewing it,, but there Is oleaX'ly an 

toise here which defeats the motion for surmay disposition,0 

VR. VOLMN 3: think Kr. Cchhill said that 

20 licenses are customarily issued subject to conditions about 

21 completion off con-itructing or testing. He. didn't say that a 

22 license is customarily issued conditioned-upon satisfactory 

23 redesign and construction of plant.  

24 1 think from what I lunow off Oommission practice, 

25 that kind of license gets issued at the construct-Ion perrmit
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20A-3 I stage, and because the plant isn't built yet, because it is 

a long time in the future, because technology is advancing 

3 and is changing, construction permits get issued which permit 

4 changes and modifications in the design.  

5 But where there is a situation where we are not 

6 at the construction permit stage now, where this plant wants 

7 to operate, how can a condition be imposed that a license 

8 will be issued subject to satisfactory completion of design of 

9 the plant? That would amount to a complete abrogation of the 

10 responsibilities and the duties of this Board to pass upon 

11 the safety of this plant.  

12 Again, Mr. Churchill makes the statement that the 

13 redesign is completed. Well, if he wants to testify, I 

14 suppose he ought to be sworn as a witness and be subjected 

15 to cross examination. I rely, Mr. Chairman, on the statement 

16 in the proposed testimony which has now become an affidavit 

17 of the Applicants, and they state that Applicants have 

IS analyzed the plant in light of the new criteria and are 

9I presently making design modifications as called for by the 

2-0 criteria.  

21 Malkifig design modifications, that testimony, as 

22 I understand it, was submitted under date of January 30, and 

23 they refer to FSAR Amendment 24 dated January 26, 19730 So 

g 24 after that amendment, they are still describing that as 

25 presently making design modifications.,
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j On this state of the record, Mr. Chairman,, we 

SIask that our motion be granted.  

3 MR. (I11UROIU3: I guese I do have to clarify one 

4 thiing, perhaps that i.s a little abigvma~s i~n our testimony.  

5 :Et reads, "The Applicants-, have analyzed the plant in light 

6 of the new criteria and are presently making design modifica-.  

7 1 tions a,, l-a11ed for by the. cri teria." IE do not mean to 

8 testify, but I am inform,-ed that this means the Applicants 

9 are now making the changes in the plant described in the 

j) design mnodifications,, -3 think it can be read that wa.  

.11 CHAIRMAN FARM,,AKCDES: What is your support for 

12.that,- Sir? 

13 MR. WOCIb Amendment 24,, Amuendlment 24 does 

14 contain the modi-fled design criteria for the plant. I am 

Is informed that the plant right now Is physically in the 

Is process of having the design changes made on It.  

17 CHAIRIVW FA,%UX1DBS: Mr. Renf-row? 

Si MR. RO RODI: Thank you, 'Mr, Farinakiden, Onee 

19 again, we are talking about a motion for si=mmary disposition,, 

20 The Intervenors have contended., I think, that one thing that

21the design ineet the criteria for s teami lines has not been done 

22 by the Applicant, nor emalyzed by the Comrmiaion. And now it 

Pa seems to me that the Applicant has now sated on this record 

24 that pursuant to Amendment 24, he thinks he meets the 

V5 CommtssioWs criteria.
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22A-5 , Now if the Intervenor wants to say he doesn't 

2 meet those, that is still a litigatible issue. There is an 

3 issue of fact in controversy here, and that is whether or 

not this Amendment meets those designs, the design criteria 

set forth by the Commission, If this Board, after it is 

litigated, finds it does not, then naturally perhaps Mr. Vollen 

can move at that time, But at this time., there is a material 

issue of fact.involved, and that is that the Applicant says 

he has, made the dsign and this design meets the criteria and 

10 they are modifying the plant, That is a material issue of 

11 fact and controversy, Mr. Chairman Htie has cited Amendment 

12 24.  

13 CHAlRMAN FA.hRMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen, anything else? 

14 MR. VOLLE-N Only, Mr. Chairman, that - no, 

15 nothing further.  

C6 CHAIRMAN FARMAIDES: Anything else? 

7 MR." CEURCHILL: ANO.  

is CHAIRAN FARMAIDES: Okay. It's roughly 

9 4r302 -we still have roughly half of the contentions to -- I 

20 am sorry, half of the yes, half of the contentions to 

21 consider. As I said earlier, I would like to complete the 

22 motions for summary disposition this week. Perhaps ie should 

23 begin to think in terns of a Saturday morning session here, 

4 as much as the Board dislikes to ask the parties to appear on 

25 a Saturday morning. It's becoming apparent to me that unless
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we get through with these motions for summary disposition, 

we are going to be going into next week.  

The other suggestion offered by the Intervenor, 

which is also a good one, is that we get through as many 

of these as we possibly can tomorrow, and then start with 

the evidentiary hearing on the radiological issues next week.  

The problem with that motion -- I am sorry, the problem with 

that suggestion Jis that we are not sure .-- the Board is not 

sure at this time how dany of those contentions will continue 

to remain in the case. I would hate to start litigation on a 

contention. and find that for one reason or another, it's no 

longer in the case, 

Therefore, I come beck to my initial thought and 

that is, I am looking for suggestions from the parties as to 

how we can expedite the consideration of these additional 

contentions so we can complete them by tomorrow.  

Mr. Vollen?
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iIR, VOLX.IN: Play I respamid to your request 

for suggestions by way of elTandingq on Ry earlie4

suggestionl as to scheduling, Mr. Chaixlman? 

With the exception of the environrienta1 

contentions, I believe the orky contenti-ons with respect 

to wahich the Board needs to hear a ruments are the 4 pointL 

contentions plus several specigic points on Several 

other contentions. I would siubmit to the Dotard that thzit 

can be accomplished rtlie ± ezrlv in the day tomrzor~ 

I would then suggest,. in conformity With the Chdmran' s 

sggestion at.the first day cfE the hearing that you 

intend to rule DprOMptly on the motions for siuarary 

dispositiAon,. thalt you would then Itave had presented to you 

all or- th-e party's positions on motions for sumary 

dispazsition witb respect -to the radialogical,, the pub~j'.ic 

heathand safety in the case. So you might have tomorrowa 

before the end of the day,, if: I zmright, that the four 

point series can be argued ratJher expeditiously, to consider 

and rule tomorrow before we all leiave Keswaunee for the 

weekend which o-f the public hoal-th and sa-fety issues are 

to be litigated, and tQ.o which you are going to grant 

disposition.  

Therefore., we could begin testimony nex~t weeik 

on the public health and safetjy, knowing what isawas are 

out and what issues are in. A7nd after the public health and
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1 safety issues have been litigated, we coula then turn to 

2 the matter of the disposition of environmental contentions.  

0 CLAIRMANq FARMAKIDES: Mr. Renfrow? 

4 MR. VOLLEN: Excuse me, if I might-, Mr. Renfrow, 

5 take one moment of your time. With the exception, the 

6 Board indicated earlier the need for the power contentions 

7 whbah you indicated you would hear next week.  

MR. RENFROW: I would object to that, Mr., 

Chairman. The summary disposition rotion is a relatively 

10 new motion for the AEC. I feel, especially in light of 

11 the day of argument plus yesterday, the vast amount of 

12 f information given to this Board that the parties should be 

3 able to go home tonight, get their work done, come in 

14 with an expedited schedule and finish half of the 

15 contentions tomorrow, then give the Board an opportunity 

over the weekend and ovar our day off on Monday to go 

17 and thoroughly review the record and the submissions 

i8 by the experts and then rule on that.  

19 It will not hold the hearing uP# since the 

20 need for power witnesses will begin, according to your 

21 order Tuesday gmorning, I will have them here. That will 

22 also give me the opportunity after you rule to provide 

2-3 for my witnesses which need to be here later in the week 

I24 to come. If I were to request that we start at 9:00 o'clock 

in the morning and plan to continue until we finish the
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environmental contentions.  

MR. CHURCHILL: May I? 

MR. FARMAKIDES; Mr. Churchill? 

MR. CHURCHILL: I would adopt Mr. Renfrow's 

suggestions. I very much would like to get through the 

entire motion for summary disposition. One practical reason 

is that all the time the radiological hearing is going on, 

I would very much like to have Applicaat's witnesses for 

environiiental know what issues are in and what aren't.  

I think that we can finish tomorrow. I think it took us 

a long time of wheel spinning this morning to find out what 

we wanted and what we are trying to do . but we did settle 

down, We also got out of the way a lot of miscellaneous 

items: such as the items you had modifications on, Mr.  

Vollenes motion, and it may be that we can go through 

rather rapidly.  

And as to a suggestion of a Saturday session, 

it might make more sense to proceed, as Mr. Renfrow 

said, at 9:00 o'clock and run right through possibly even 

into Priday evening. Then the worst that will come to 

us is that we will have to fly back on Satuday. I would 

hope that would not happen, but that would avoid a 

Saturday session, 

Then the Board would have the weekend to rule 

on that and we would all have the weekend at home to start
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preparing for the evidentiary hearing.  

CKAIR-MAN FARMAKIDES: Mr. Vollen, you had 

something else to say? 

MR. VOLLEN: Yes, sir. I was going to say that 

the inherent inefficiency in Mr. Renfrows suggestion is 

that tomorrow he wants to argue motions for summary 

disposition with respect to the need for power issues, 

and without knowing what the Board is going to do with 

respect to those motions, he wants to bring his witnesses 

here Tuesday. le may not need witnesses, the Applicant had 

moved for summary disposition of those contentions.  

With respect to Mr. Churchilll% observation 

that he would like all the summary dispositions motions, 

including the environmental disposed of becasue his 

witnesses would want to know which environmental issues 

are in or out, I am sure there would be some interest 

among everybody in that. Everybody has interest in what 

the Board's ruling is going to be, but in fact the 

witnesses have written their testimony already and itus 

all there. I don't know how dramatic the need can be, 

it seems to me, Mr. Chairman, if it is as all possible 

for us to finish the argument on summary disposition 

motions with respect to the four point series and power 

contentions tomorrow, if it is all possible for the Board 

during the rest of the day to consider the rest of the
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-b-5 5 arguments and rule before we leave Kewaunee for the 

0 
2 weekend. Then next week we can proceed to trial on the 

3 public health and safety issues, assuming the Board does 

4 not summarily dispose of all of them and it would be a much 

5 more sensible way to go.  

6 MR. CHURCHILL: Maybe I could add one more thing.  

7 There is another practical reason, we do have our momentum 

up, we have our thoughts established. If we have to go 

91 to the radiological and stop and come back to this, it 

10 will take us awhile to get going and also at that time you 

will have to stop in order to decide how you are going to 

12 decide.  

1.3 CHAIRMAN FARMAKIDES: Thank you, Mr,, Churchill.  

14 The Board is inclned to finish the motions 

15 for summary disposition first. As we said earlier today 

16 when we found that you were not able to proceed, Mr. Vollen.  

17 I think one point Mr. Churchill says is quite true, I 

is don't think it's going to take us as long tomorrow to go 

19 through the contentions as it has today, The groundwork 

20 is laid, and I think we are proceeding more smoothly.  

21 I believe that we can finish these tomorrow, and I would 

22 like to do so.  

23 And I would liketo say one more thing. The Board 

2 will endeavor over the weekend to resolve issues and perhaps 

25 Monday morningg we can get on a conference call and we can
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22-b-6 4 tell the three parties at that time what the decision of 

2o the Board is via a conference call. Then for the record, 

a we will read it inx the record when we commence Tuesday.  

4 I think tomorrow we should be prepared to 

complete all of the contentions, and I think I would like 

6 to go into an evening seesion if need be or into a Saturday 

7 morning session if need be. An evening session might be 

8 better, but if not an evening session, we will do A 

9 Saturday morning session.  

10 Now is there anything else that we need to 

it ~ discuss now? It's roughly 4:30, we will adjourn until 

tomorrow morning at 9:00 o'clock in this room.  

(At 4:38 p.m., the hearing was adjourned to 

r4 reconvene at 9:00 o'clock a.m., Friday, 9 February 1973.) 
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